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FtRE'WORD

Oregon agriculture suffered a 8evere setback after
Yorld War I. We were not fully aware of the powerful ec..
onoinic and social forces unbridled by modern warfare; theres.
fore we were unprepared to cope with postwar problems. Tne
economic collapse came in 1921, and it continued in agri-.
culture for some time. In 1924 the College sponsored its
first Economic Conference of agricultural, industrial, and
financial leaders. Fron this Conference came several
recommendations that helped to guide our agricultural
economy through many trying years.

Today we meet in an era of transition from an economy
of another war to an economy of another peace. The fighting
is over. The peace we seek has not been won. It will not
be won until we have effected the tz'ansition that must
follow after years of physical conflict among nations.
World War II has shaken our social and economic
institutions to their roots. Science has come into its ovfl.
It is now exerting tremendous pressure toward change. In
people of the world have been unable to adjust
themselves to their environment at the seme rate at which
science is causing changes in technology. This
man readily to adjust himself to new things forms the basis
for many of our problems in agriculture, industry, and
finance. It also gives rise to frictions between racial

fact, the

inability of

and economic groups.

None of us understands the full impact of all of the
affecting our lives. But as leaders it is our roe.
sponsibility to seek to understand and evaluate these
forces. It, therefore, is timely that this group of repro.
sentativo Oregon citizens should meet together in January
1946 to give considerat]on to the basic forces affecting
the agricultural welfare. It is my hope that this Con..
forence will help prepare us to meet them.
forces

A. L. Strand
President

OBJECtVES OF THE CONFERENCE
Win

A Schoenfeld, Dean and Director of Agriculture
Oregon State College.

It is especaily pleasirzg to me to have the privilege of -greeting

the meinbersof this conference. Many of youhave come a cpnsiderale
distance to partici.pate in and derive therefrom the benefits of an organ-'
ized and systematic. discussion of current eonomic problems.
.

This conference on Marketing and Distribution is another one of
the many activities carried on by the Oregon State College to fulfill
its responsibility to the people of Oregon ii the fields of research and
teaching. The speakers who vail appear before this assembly and the diacussions that, ill form an integral part of the program. will be concerne
4th the impact of the war on the economic and social J4fe of our
citizenry.
The stresses of war have forced Aitndsmental adjustments in our

ways of life. The basic forces that exerted pressure during the war
and are still exerting pressure on estabiihed ways of life are many.

Some of the pressures are permanent; others are temporary. In some
instances the war pressures have mçrely accelerated the rate at which
change is transpiring. The, application of the results of scientific
research to agricultural production reached its peak during World War
Because of these new techniques agricultural productton,was. in-

creased by at least thirty-five percent above any previous level. Te,
therefore, have entered the postwar years with a capaQlty to produie

farmtcduct far in excess of. our past ..ability to. find suitable markt.
IndustrIal capacity has been built up during thçwar. at a much grea.ter
rate than has agr1culturalcapacity. ,he,se.ccinc:Iitions c3?eate problns,

the solution of which vrillrequire the. mo.t thoughtfü]. attent.on of our
leadersin agriculture, labor, industry, trade, finance and. government.

It is the purpose of the College in bzinging together this group
of leaders in their. respective fields to make available to the public
the best possible current thinking on the issues facing us during the
next few years. My hope is that ve can attain a measure of success in
identifying the economic forces tMt are likely to become problems to
the producers in agriculture and industry. We vail need to examine a].).
facts pertainingto forces affecting. cur welfare;.to eonsiderthe inmiedi-.
ate and long-run pattern that may characterze the forces in operation.,
to seek to establish the basic causes un3.erlying .economc disturbances;.,
and, finally, to present the most reasonable approach to,a olutIon.Qf
problems facing us.

Since agricultural activity accounts for a very sub sténtial part

of the annual income of the people of Oregon, and since no other segment
of our economy is more sensitive to maladjustments in industr,y, trade,
and finance that-i is agriculture, the Agricultural Ectension Se'dce has
chosen to sponsor this Conference. Through an analysis of the iznuiediate

issues; the mplicationa of specific issues, and the interrelationships of
one economic problem to another; and a discussion of the impact of forces
upon the severs], segments of our society, we hope to fulfill our function
as an educational institution.

The Conference progran committee has sought to bring before this
group several outstanding speakers to discuss some of the more important
forces causing change, as wel]. as the changes and the implications of the
economic changes transpiring. I believe that you will agree with me after
examining the program that the comnittee has planned well. But it is now
time to see the comnttee plans begin to unfold.

Dr. A. L. Strand, President of the College, has been selected for
the opening lecture. It is his task to direct the destinies of the Oregon
State College into channels that have an immnediate and long-run interest to
the people of Oregon. It, therefore., is a pleasure to present Dr. Strand,
who will di scuss the sub jèct "We Face the Future."
FACE THE FUTURE

Dr. A. L. Strand, President
Oregon State College

If I have any qualifications for occupying this spot on the program,
'which I doubted many times during my efforts to prepare this paper, it is
because I know something about agri cultural depressions, having been rather

closely assoated with tvo or three of them. The fact is, if you will
pardon a personal reference, that the cotton boll weevil and I arrived in

Victoria County, Texas, at one and the aiae time, the boll weevil coming by
way of Old Mexico, and I by way of the proverbial stork. Nobody noticed
this important coincidence at the time. It wasn't until Irwas gronn and
had begun the study of entomology that I really began to see that had
happened, but of course I had heard lots of talk by older people about boll
weevils a goad many years before I knew there was such a -rord as entomology.
My family n'as part of the big migration to the coastal region of Texas that
took place a few years after the Civil War and located on a quarter section
of Guadaloupe River soil. Apoarently they got aD ong a].]. rit until I and
the b011 weevil arrived and then things began to get pretty tough. We weren't
the only factors, I should say, for everyone knows there were several econom-

ic forces at nork in the last few years before the turn of the century

(vthatever they afl were, we were just as bad off as if we had been supplied
with economic experts to describe our condition.) The weevil did not
counteract, as it should have, but was complementary to the general defla.-

tion of prices, in those early years of its invasion taking as much as

seventy-five percent of the cotton crop. The other crops raised were
most].?! Lorfeed so there was ve±y little cash income. It was pretty much
a case of four-cent cotton and no cotton. It was these conditions right
there where my family lived that gave rise to One of th maj or farm organizations that we have today. But my fathernever joined that
2

V

organization, for about a year before it got under way he sold out and
took his family to Montana.

p1easant...-gathering

wild
pecans along the river, - "black nake" watermelons, long camping and
fishing trips to the gilf wnich was only twenty.-eight miles away. Any
realization of the hardships of the time must have come years later. I
.A3.3. 'of my memories of Texas ae very

don It rememberS any bitterness that came out of that depression. and 1. think
that is rather characteristic in general of farm people. In 1919, a
very rnentorable year in the agricultural history of the northern Ceat.
Plains,. I-went back to worlç-for the Montana xperimen-t.Statión, .juat in

time to observe .the beginnings of another long and severe dçrssion. In
July of that year I walked between Inverness and Rudyard, two new towns
on the (keat Northern Railway in northern Montana. A. more - desolate- sight

would be hard to .niagine. That wheat plants had been ove'1ooked

by

the

pale western cutworm had long since dried up and been blown away by the
scorching winds. There wasntt even any Russian thistle; the. only sign
of life was the activity of the western horned lark which iga engaged in
digging out the fat worms which remained beneath the crusted surface Of
1 stopped. at a farm house for lunch and £oxd
laughing over some verses they had just composed about the drouth. "The
clouds look wet but pass us by," was one line I remember. The war was
over, the boys were coming home, near.ly everyone had a new Overland, and
crops would be good again. Hadn't Jim iiU promised them in a, iiotble
speech at Billings just a few years before tkat no one would ever see
wheat selling again below a dollar?

te family

the soil.

The winter of 1919-20 put more bores to whiten along the fence
rows and in the gullies and swales ot' that whole country 1an the more
advertised winter of 1886. Train loads of them were ax impoz'fant part
of railway tonnage for several succeeding years. The worst of it was
that the poor critters, of -which those bones were the last visible
remains, before they toppled over, had already eaten thousands of tors
oi' forty-dollar hay shipped in from lAississippi Valley States. Itve
heard many a rancher, recounting the experiences of that wintex', QOIifeS
that he wished he'd bought bullets instead of hay.
The next year, 1920k a ftUr crop was produced.
and a quarter but very little was sold at that price.
-

wheat was a dollar
-

-The

growera were

holding out for at least a dollar and a half, maybe two doUrs. But
then, in spite of any ghostly objection on the part of the great "Empire
Builder," the bottom dropped out of the wheat market. - It was part of a
great liquidation of human and material resources that had begurL And
it lasted with little interruption for a long time.
To me at least, in sort of explaining my presence up here, it
'or better or for worse, the
seemo worthwhile reviewing these events.
ro more
happenings in tiose years on the wind-swept plains of Montana
important than anybody could have imagined. They deeply affected the
thouht processes of several men who later became very prominent in the
development of an agricultural policy for the entire country. (Incidentally, it might be a good thing to record here in Oregon, they were
all Republicans.) One of them was M. Lpr Wilson, now the national director

of Agricultural Ectension. Up to 1920 he was a countyagent and county'
rather
agent leaaer, trying to move eastern Montana into the corn
fruitless proposition. If ho was interested in anrthiag more than that,
it was in collecting Indian lore and relics, of 4vhich Montana had a goodly
early 2015 niade an agricultoral philosopher and eonomist
supply,
out of him, mostly philosopher I would say, About this timc Wilson began
spending considerable time, off and on, at the University of Chicago, and
it i 'as during this period too that he borrowed some hundred thousand
dollars from Mrs. Rockefeller to start his Fairway Farms project. I have
the wore of Henv C. Taylor and Wilson himself that the farms produced
more ideas than tiey did crops. Now if you want to take the trouble to
look up the whereabouts about that tine of one Beardaley Rumi, the big
idea man ot' Ajnerica and lately credited with originating the New Deal
Agricultural Program, you will find that from 1922 to 1929 he was director
of the Laura Spe11mat Rockef.l 3. e r Memorial and then up to 1933 was a
id education at the Uniersity of Chicago. It
profes8or of sociology

belt, a

tt the

isnit hard to pt to and two together.

VJhat did

the man later to be the

treasurer of Macy's, now the chaijxnan of thi New York Feder?l Reserve
Bank, 1ow about wastern agriculture? The answer is probably notning
he eat fat
although he was born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. But when he
when
it
came
to
playing with
and comfortable aifd he had a vury fertile diind
ideas that might be fed to him. (Yesterday, maybe I should remind you,
was income tax day and the Runt. pay..asyou-go plan is quite a boon to all
of us.) If the connection between Wilson and Rumi was not direct, it
Thiddy, another Montanan and iong.-time professor of
was through Edward
agricultural eeonomics at Chicago. Wilson became the first director of the
wheat program under LAA, but being an idea man rather than an administrator,
he didnit 1at long at that and was soon shifted to Assistant Secretary
and later Under Secretary.

sat,

Another name you will recognize is that of GheGeP C. Davis.
'When I frst knew Davis in Montana he was running a small woekly Republican
newspaper. Then he moved to become editor of the Montana Farmer. In the
early 20's he was state commissioner of agriculture. Davis was a lot
different from Wilson, He was an execuiive, a business man who had made
orge Peek
agriculture is cai.se. He was soon to become associated with
and Hugh S. Johnson. He had an important part in the promotloh of the
McNaryHaugen Act only to have it vetoed twice by President Coolidge.
With Wilson, Pek, and others, he formulated the l32 Roosevelt agricultural program, although the frrm organizations are usually credited with
doing this, and later became the directing head of LAVA during the most
important and trying years of its existence. Ho's now chairman of the
St, Louis Reserve Bank. The last tjmneI saw his name it was as:Chairniafl
of the national cominitee to choose the prize papers for the Journal of
Farm Economics (published last November) rclating to a price policy for
American agriculture, a reoognition of no little importance. His review
01 the development of agricultural policy since the first World rar,
published in the 1940 yearbook of the Department of Agrlc.D)tUrO, is the
most authentic account of the farm program of the previous two decades.
As an excuse for these first paragraphs of my paper I cioto from
the introduction of the artIcle just mentioned: "If experience in this
field teaches anything, it is that a continuous thread runs through the

evolution of agricultural policy notwithstan4ing its inconsistencies
end contradictions. The programs of the pre$nt become the foundations
for the programs of the future," kid those programs, often by cirouitoua
routes, grow out of the hard experiences of ten who have been close to the
soil and pretty close to the farmers' problems.

22.

Second Show

ithen the farmers of Arnerica were seeding their sping crops less
than a year ago, we wore angaged in two ighywara. Before those crops
wore harvested, we were at peace, or what we are wont to call "peace" for
lack of a bettor word. Like industry, agriculture was geared to a
schedule of maximum production, the like of which in the growing of food
and fibre we had never seen before, But unlike industry, more than half
of whose capacity was occupied by the manufacture of things designed
for destruction, and thereby necessitating with the coming of pGaco, a
radical change back to civilian goods, the products of agriculture are
needed as much, or more, nbw as during the

struggle itself.

Hence, agriculture has no real conversion problem in the present
restricted sensc. of that term. We can go on producing very largely the
same things, vhat agricultur faces once more is an economic conversion
affecting the prices of agricultural commodities. it is the changes
in the market, that iave followed every major war of which we have record,
and agriculti.re's disparaging position at such times, that are the source
o± our apprehension, and the reason for this timely conference on
Marketing and Distribution

Except in magnitude, this is nothing newto our generation. with
Indeed, it is aimost as
a few variations, we have seen it all before,
if we were sitting in a movie to see the film over again - only we
hope, by some intervention of chance,
it will be rather drastically altered. The first few minutes of the
second show, however, have not been very reassuring against it being an
out and out repeat performance. 'hat can we expect of the rest of it?
Vhat can we do in the way of cutting and splicing of the film, the
incorporation of possible new sequences, to bring about a happier ending
not only for agriculture but for the entire economy? We don 't want any
lasthour expedients, We're not here to discuss them particularl'r. Weed
like to find out what can be done about this film if we should use the
wide resources of our entire studio. This vdU require some deliberation,
but we must remember that we haveji't all the time in the world because
the projection machine is grinding steadily away. The postwar period we
wore planning for has been here now for five months, although, for sure, it
seems considerably longer than that.

intelligence, or directional skill,

Some Liabilities to Success

The agricultural plant keeps going almost as inexorably as time
itself, As has been pointed out a thousand times, it is not inenable
to short-time adjustments or control. Farmers do not and cannot shut

off a part of their acreae3 like a manufacturing plant, 'when demand
for their products is likely to subside; they keep, right on furnishing
food and other farm products for the nation. Furthermore, when the rate
of production has been stepped up through a series of years in response
to a great emergency, it cannot be hauled down immediately, or even in
the same time that was required for the increase. The st1mulaton sets
off a linked reaction that is rion-.reversible, something i:'Jce viht the

chemists call a catenary series. This is always an rihere' T, ictOLLitY
and one that should be understood" alittle better by all groups in our
economy. The only time farmers over tried to use the direct methods of
industry in controllin production to more nearly suit demand, it was
a fiasco. Only last night I 'was reading a speech made by the chairman
of the board of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation entitled knerican
Economic Stability. After several well-put references to agriculture he
comes to the "plowing under of the
pigs." His attitude toward
that was very derisive as you would eect, although it is improbable
that a day goes by in the operation of his own company that the same
ie should not blame
method is not used, and he thrxks nothing of it.
industry too much for such an attitude, however, for farmers themselves
take exactly the same view. The idea of such control was as foreign to
their thinking and experience as the manufacture of Westinghouse air
compressors for P-38 s, to operate at thirty thousand feet would have
been if suggested to them. The "little pigs" are irretrievably fixed
in the folklore of economics,

lit4e

But, of coarse, right now we don't want to control roduCtiofl of,
farm commodities, We want it to be maintained, and I think it will be,
regardless of consequences.
Another liability in our modern-day agriculture is also inherent
to its very sybtem
This is a conflict within itself, yoi might say.
We push effict.ncy with such success that fewer people are needed in
agriculture. On the other hard, we advocate iefficiency, or toJerate it,
by the extension of subsistence farming as the only way to take CctT6 of
those who are displaced by the improved techniques, This has gone on to
a point where fifty percent of the farms produce only about ten percent
As Hairbid,e of the U.S.D.A0 states
of the products that go on the market.
it, to the extent that this conflict remains uhsolved, we can only
acknowledge that men are the slaves rather than the masters ot their own
machines.
It is not a problem limited to agriculture. It is just some
more technological unemployment that strikes at human values, a very likely
source of some of the unwonted by-products growing up in the body politic
that subside during good times but 'will break out again in full force
when things are not so rosy.
AgrJ.culture doubtless reached its greatest degree of efficiency in
1944 when, as you know, production was up 30 percent compared with 1939
and that with some five million less people on the farms and ranches.

(ven the. new machinery that our

agriculture so adly needeand
wellplaced and timely labor, that efficiency could very likely be further

increased, But it is not apt to be now with the sImttng down of waxade
Although the
industries and the roturn of men from the armed torce.
average farm worker in 1944 was receiving only 6 percent as nnoh as the
industrial worker, only the most exbraordinary activity in industry could
attract enough people from rural areas to hold down th farm popu1tion
to the 1944 level, good thing as that might be. The wartime economy' of
the nation was shown, almost like a laboratorr experiment, that *e of the
important drags on agriculture is the crowding of excess people into
farming occupations due at least in part to the poor performance of other
parts of the economy.
But the most perbinerib liability of the iay, iowever,- (at least
the onel we see plainest) Is the competition between agrc*iltuze and groups
outside, each for its "fair share" of the national income. The basis for
this is as old as the divisio between rural 'end flhfl O7i11fltI_Ofl5J, but
was intensified by the division of labor that began taking place witir 'th
enlargement of the industrial revolution, Farm journals aggravated this
split so much, about a oentury ago, that it is altogether too firmly a
part of the consciOusness àt all groups. The. jockeying for eocioznic
position, based on group pressuree, as we see it exemplified today, marks
out a sure road to 1nflation and a complete economic debacle. True, this
competition may have within itself the mechanism of a eoimter..omerating
force, but we have no assurance 'that tbatWIU come into play.befcre the
critical stage is reached. The safer alternative is some realization
of the public welfare. The 1945 Land-(ant College Reixrt Ofl OstWaX
Agricultural Policy expresses itself on
as followas

this point

......."Legislation and other programs designed to aid cortain
groups at the expense of the national interest not onl3t rail to provide
adequately for the public welfare, but often may actuaUy hwrm the
specifi c groups which such measures are intonded to bètit by pdetponlflg
and inak±ng more difficult the eventual solution of the' problems wiaich 'they
503k to ôerrict.fl
nd here may be a good place to mention that,'vihe?eas
our experience in developing, refining, discarding, and retrieving vai'ious
methods of farm relief durin, the past twent3tive 'yeO.r$ hou14 be. and
can be, a most valuable storehouse of helpful knowledge aboat our
agricultural makeup, it could also be, coupled with wartime ex'eciients,
a great detriment to the evolution of some sound economic progress. If
we revert to the sectional isolationism oi the past, which atrongly incU'ios
toward throwing the price of cOnmiOdities into the 'politioa1axa'w 'wi.0
be cultivating the worst forces of national 'disintegrâtiec.
Some

4seta

But enough of the dark side,..... Where ax4 some of the silver
linings that we might use to drape the sets of this second sh3vviflg
The dislocations in our agricultural plant are less as a
previous one. The whole
was far better coordinated t man is nutritional needs than took
1.

result of this war than was the cse with the
plant

lthough our soils have been depleted perhaps
place during World War I.
more than e suspect,(this of courseaside fromthegreat special problems
in soil: conservation), we have today a pretty well integrated agriculture
compared with the disproportionate emphasis which was placed on cereal
crops the time before. This has been an accomplishment in agricultural
planning, during an emergency, of the highest order and deserves more
cornmend.tion than has been dirpeted to it. It should be added, also, that
the expanded plant has to feed 140 millions within our borders now rather
than the 105 millions in 1920.
.
Judging froni countless speeches (Eric Johnston must have made
a thousand), and articles by economists, industrialists, and men of all
walks and fields in society, wedo not plan (when in our right minds) to
go back to an more wealthproducing restrictions. And we hope to remove
some. To restrict production is to become deliberately poorer. Certainly
the farmer has a great stdke in greater industrial production. It would
relieve the pressure of an excess farm population, as I mentioned above,
it would expand the national income, the fullest possible employment and
increased national income ou1d mean more money spent by the nonfarm
population for food and other prothicts of the farm, and unde sQme conditions,
would help to improve also his foraign market. I know there are some "ifs"
I confess that I do not understand the
to this rithor rosy round robin.
propulsive mechanism nor do I know where the self starter is located. I
know that on secret. to .Aznericats high standard of living has come through
the art of producing more andmore for less and less. How far this
But I aocept tie principle
principle can be expanded, I do not kno
that to restrict production is to become deliberately poorez for ihe nation
as a whole.

The above is related closely, if not part and proQl 4th it,
to the broadest recognition of the interrelationships in the modern world.
I quote from Hambidge:
"This shows up in a great many waysperhaps
most notably in widespread reiteration of the fact that the agricultural
problem is only part of a inre inclusive national economic problem. More
and more people realize, for example, that the wellbeing .01 agriculture
depends to a large extent on the amount and the steadiness of employment
in industry; that city and qountry are linked together in, a thousand
different ways; that events, on the other side of the world profoundly
affect farmers in the United States
"One of the powerful practical results of this recognition of
interrelationships is a trend toward broader planning in the solution of
What seem like
economic problems, It rests on some such basis as
separate problems are often found to be only parts of some larger
problem; you cannot solve the partsby'themselves; you have to work toward
a solution of the whole; and this' &mnnot 'be done without some comprehensive
thinking and planning."

this:

It is this rather self evident fact that led to the organization 0±'
this conference. .nd it is out of this proposition that the most good from
it will come
'The national economy in broad outline" as Robertson said
in the speech to which I have a1redy referred, "consists of the sum total

a

of all our efforts whether plajing, working, spending, or saving, as well
as the emotional effort whih we put into life. In fact all of us from
our birth to our death affect it arid are conditioned by it - the white
collar worker, the man in overalls, the taxi driver, professional man,
artist, farmer, businessman (big and little), banker, technician, housewife, government and civil service entploye." You canTt run any pt of
it in a controlled experiment and be very sure of your observations. In
recent generations we have given up economic independence that was the
source of pride of the pioneers for the dependence that arises from
membership in a highly specialized civilization. Agriculture is about
as dependent as any other segment of society, and In some respects I am
afraid to its disadvantage, it is even more so.
quite a
The hopeful part is that this Is quite different talk
different line of thought about our agriculture in relation to the complete
economic whole -. than we were accustomed to hear twenty years ago. It
takes agriculture out of the orphan cl4ss and makes it one of the family.
Its supplications have been replaced by stock in the company and consequently both roles, supplicant and stockholder, should not be played
at the same time,

I think we should not faiito list rith our assets the cuuLulative
4.
Jo group is more cçnscious - and we
effects of science on agriculture.
might add - more u'gent ivi itb demands now for scientific aids to everarising problems than modern agriculture. Thdeed, vcry often the faith
exhibitea in the scientific method transcends the possibilities of
science. We live the way we do oecause of past science and we farm the
way we do because of the agricultural science of the. past two generations.
To back this up ge have a great working capital in the resources of that
science, iilostly in the form of men and wonien....,.., No better examPle
can b. sighted than the case right here in Oregon. I have been impressed
no end, arid any one else would have the same reaction, to the reports of
the postwar agricultural planning committee headed by fr. aUard, Every
phase arid segmnt of the statets agricultural indtstryYas subjected to
scientific: study and analysis. Tdklng just one of the many Individual
reports, that on marketing, we get a clear and accurate statement of the
case and basic facts on which solutions to the many marketing problems
will need be rest. Oregon farimirs are particularly susceptible to the
adverse effects of a surplus food-fibre situation because the state Is SO
dependent on out-of-statè markets. Vie produce a surplus of each major
crop except swine and sweet clover seed. Few of our products require less
than fifty percent out-of-state marketing and many run better than eIghtyfive percent, the average being around seventy. The competition that
comes out of such a marketing situation works back and pervades erery
phase of production and preparation for the market
It was probably this fact, above all other (arid what could be done
about it), that was behind the Economic Conference of agricultural,
industrial, and financial leaders on this campus in 1924. The success
of that conference, which helped to guide our agricultural economy through
many trying years, was in our minds when this one was called. That Is
why we are so sincerely grateful to the many men and women who have consnted
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to participate in this program, and particularly to those outside
culture, and many from outside the state, tho are with us.

of agri-

It is fortunate, indeed, that agriculture arid industry have come to
broader frame of reference than obtained a generation ago. We face
many profound changes that will try our souls, and we must set ourselves
to adjust to then to the best of our ad.lity. Vast diiocations have come
about as a result of the ar. Par and its destructive ravages of men and
resources exact a toll that cannot be at once encoirtassed by our feeble
minds
There are latent effects that do not show up rigit away. From a
struggle of the magnitude of that i.thich we have just gone through, there
can likely be no quick recovery, at least none that does not have the germ
of greater upsets within itself. To a world already unstable, its effects
wil] bring more iistability "The United Stat-s didn' t pay the full economic price for the irir uhile it was being fought, so i.e must pay for it
after
s v'on n No 'loubt millions of our people wi]l rebel aganst
doing i. lxt that payment i.'all require. Ecoiomic, social, and political
convulsions as powerful as an earthquake are undoubtedly future possibilities.

have a

it

Although the emphasis in this conference is on economics, e all
well that the roblens we are facing will require more than
economics. If i.e direct our minds to just the agricultural segment of
it, we know that, hile an understandang of our economics and our economic
interdependence will helu, it is not enough. We are strongly inclined to
We
live more by our sympathies and notions than by our conclusions
know that we cannot fit hoinan affairs into little cubbyholes and make
rigid rules accorcUng to which human beings ought to behave. The modern
ith'ld is not just physical and tecirnological, it is basically psychological
This is
and beholden to old human cultural patterns of thought a:nd action.
what my philosopher friend
L. Wilson, calls "Beyond Economics."

know fttll

You know it is striking how the min
of men, widely separated in
their fields of activit7. and interest, so often converge upon the sane
basic ideas. I should like to read a paragraph from Wilson and then show
very briefly how a strong segnent of educational thinkers have arrived at
the same conclusions.

After reviewing the near overwhelming complexities f the agricultural problem in it entirety, WilsOn says as follows:
"The point of view best adapted to avoid oversinlification on the
one hand and harsh intolerance on the other, and calculated to guide us
toward the most practical methods of refor!n, is the cultural approach.
The cultural approach is based upon a keen appreciation of the interBoth laymen and social
relatedness of all social 'phenomena.
generally recognize that the facts of our daily lives cannot be clearly
divided up and put in separate departments as the artificial divisions o
scientists, historians,
the social sciences suggest. Economists,
psychologists, geogi'aphers, sociologists, and theologians all recognize
that the crucial facts in the life of any indi"idual or in any social
situation cannot be correctly thought of as exclusively political,

scientists

political
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exclusively religious, exclusively economic, or exclusively anything else.
They will rnerge into one dnother, and a sirgle fact viewed from one angle
may seem whofly economic, while from another equally legitimate point of
view it appears wholly psychological. Actually, of course, facts in
themselves are not economics political or psychological.
"The interrelation5hip of the whole range of social facts is at
least vaguely perceived by everyone who gives serious thought to the
subject. Axd it has beei admitted by the social scientists of every
specialized field. The point, however, is that while ordinarily this
interrelationship is dimly recogni z t and grudgingly admitted, the cultural
concept accepts the implicattons fully, gives them primary emphasis, and
even makes them the foundation of its method."
This is exactly the lin' of thought that is uppermost in the minds
of serious students of our modern life and civilization, and this is the
ferment that is strongly at ork in higher education. No institution can
-ignore it without sacrifice of ts students and the commonwealth that
supports it,
..

Oregon State College is thought of as a technical school.. We are.
engineers,
scientists, foresters, etc. But we know that there are more viewpoints
to anjr proposition, however technical it may appear to be, than purely
the viewpoint of the technologist. "The birthplace of the future is in the
laboratory" and we expect greab things to come out of our technical
pursuits, as they have in the past, to help in te creation of new wealth
that cn give us morq of the good life. But we have come to know fully
as well that the good life, be it rural or urban, requires the development
of more than the technical approach. It requires all the ingredients
that go into responsible citizenship. We have fought, and our young men
have bled, to make this a moral world. Axiy theory of economic and social
progress that ledves out this consideration will be painfully deficient.
There must be an ingraiied, underlying sense of human justice to illumine
the mind and guide the will to act,
Jithout that there can be no stability
to our efforts at integratin agriculture with industry to mutual benefit.
Without that there can be no peace.
That is tne wray we

ere established - agriculturists,

I gould like to conclude with what I think is a good atory for
which I an indebted to Professor Allan Nevins of Columbia University who
used it in a receit Newcomexi Society address. It is the story aoout an
American engineer, Mr. Herbert L, Schag. "He was one of the men in charge
of constructing the costly Salmon River bridge in Alaska. The steepness
of the river banks required that this bridge be of cantilever type. The
two ends were built out from the opposite shores, to be joined in the
centre by a final heavy truss. Taking advantage ol' the fact that this
river freezes in -winter to a depth of nearly sixty feet, the engineers
placed a trestlework of wood on the ace to support the two bridge'.ends,
for they were confident of cdnpieting the structure before the Spring thaw.
"The work progressed steadily. The two wings, of immense weight,
were extended over the icebound torrent until they a1mnost joined; and the
central truss was then dragged up. To hoir horror, the engineers found
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that instead of being the raquired sixteen feet, it was but f,purteen feet
long. The specifications engineer, in drafting his order, had failed to
close a vital numeral. Spring ras fast approaching. More than a miflion
dollars had gone into the brid'e. If it fell, the money and a year of time
would be lost,
"Imploring cables burned the wires to the firm' in Pittsburgh
which had made the central truss, Etr'a gangs of men labored continuously
at the steel-.mill until a ne structure, sixteen feet to the
was
thrown on the flat-cars. It was hurmed at express-train speed to Seattle.
Here a ship as waiting itu steam up, a vessel loaded to the precise
line at winch it could make th best speed Northward.
Gangs of men
frenziedly hurled the truss aboard the vessel. At the Alaska terminal
ne-'r gangs still more frenziedly unloaded it on a waiting train. That
train was whiskcd to the banks of the Salmon Itivcr. Hare more frantic men,
toilmn like demons, lifted it to thc. cntre of the structure and fiercely
bolted it into place.
'and, t r. Schaie said in telling the story,
iforty minutes later the ice 'wont out I"

md,

I think there is a lesson in this for America. We have come
through some very tight places and this has be,.n happening more frequently
as time has gon on. We shouldntt d.pen on any 4C)-minutc margin. Te
don*t want this film to end as a Pearl White thriller. Itis going to take
th cooperation of industry, labor, and agriculture, working not separately
but as a unit, not depending entirely upon economic doctrine but also
bringing into play no small amount of humane doctrine as well
this
picture is going to h.ve thc. hdppy ending that we wants

if

STAKE OF

PAQLIFI,C COAST

TRADE YT} THE

IENT

John E. Cushing, President of
American-Hawaiian Steams4p Company, San Francisco, California

Paper presented by

orge V.. Cooley Assistant to the President

Comment today on the future of trade in the Pacific must necessarily
be based on a long series of 11jftI, The Pacific area has just passed
through its f&rst major war in recorded history. Unlike Europe or even
those United States, there aio no precedents to invoke from past catastrophes and past reconstructions. Th old pattern is gone and only
its threads remain. Where and ho' they can be fitted together again, what
new threads will be necessary, no man really knows. Where to start with
rev'-eaving is still obscure.

ftifft

The
are economics social and political. They involve the
policies and purposes of all the nations and all the unnatiorjallzed peoples

of a vast area on each one of these three counts. AJot all we can do is
to try to catalog briefly those that occur offhand. Any listing is certain
to be full of omissions but it may at least show the gaps in tk
cataloging
and so help to fill them..
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To simplify discussion it night be well to agree at the outset
that we arc dealing primarily 'ath the trade relations of th United
States arid Oceania, Australasia, Japan, China, Malayasia, the East Indies,
Indo.China, Siam arid British India. Siberia and the whole Soviet
attitude toward post war foreign trade are certain to be tremendous factors
but it ià too early to do more than guess vaguely the parts that they
will ultimately play.
It is also impossible tO make any distinction between the major
divisions of our own country and to particularize soundly on the position
of our own Pacific Coast, However, It seems a safe assumption that the
trade of this Coast transpacific will develop or fail on relatively the
Saimi scdl. as that of the nation1
Geographically and transportation
wise our Pacific Coast ports have the edge as the logical gateways at
least as far westward as the Straits and the Indies. Trade tends to
flow along the lines of least resistance and it would not seem that we
need fear seàuring our fair share,
There are two further assumptions which do not seem wildly
speculative. There will be a growing trade1.n'the Pacific as the years
go on. The United States can If It so elects, and seizes its opportunity
now play the major role in that trade development.
Right there we hit our first and aliost our biggest t'if." For
almost one hundred ymars this nation has not been minded to and consequently not organized for foreign trade. Our national thinking on
it has been and seemingly still is absolutely negativ, Among certain
small groups there has been plenty of talk and In isolated instances that
talk has been translated into achievement as witness Grace on the South
American West Coast, the United Fruit In Central America and some of our
major oil and steG3. companies in all corners of the globe. These isolated
examples prove that Americans are as capable foreign traders as any in the
world but there are very, very tew.

From time to time over the years our people as such have "shown signs
of an awakening interest but in every case the spurt has been shortu..lived
and after a few futile dibs and dabs we have stood aside and let George do
it.
George in this case has been Britain, Germany Japan and to a lesser
extent Holland and France. Two of the five are no longer factors.
Thoornparably 'the greatet trade, developer the world has ever seen
has been Britaine Over four hundred years ago she began to fight her way
to supremacy in that field and for close to a century and a half she has
won arid held it. Regardless of changes in adnirastratIon, regardlese of
a contantly shifting domestic scene and policy, and regardless even of
revolution, the brains and efforts of Britain - (]overninent and, people
have consistently hewed to the line - what is good for he foreign trade
is good for Britain.

At best Germany and Japan were poor imitators - the latter' particularly
They followed Britain's practices of many years ago and their whole
approach originated no new methods of doing foreign business nor novel
so1
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In finances insurances shipping and all
the other procedures essential to trading away from homes the world still
works along the lines which the
glish have slowly evolved over the years.
The best Germany could do was to "cut the rates" on her chief cpmpetitor.
The best Japan could do was to £oUow Germ.any's lead in that field and
add to it the outmoded. method of selling and buying with bayonets.
improvements on the old xuethods'b

Ytheher innovatons si-id. new approaches are possible is somewhat
No cno has ever tried them, But certainly in our domestic economy
we have introducecl.plentyof them in production, in rnsrchand1ing and in
transportation, Perhaps we can do in foreign
what we have done at
homes
moot.

fields

That presupposes, however

a

change in

our national feeling and

thinking which would i.,nvolve,

1
A willingness on the part of our young men to go abroad to live
for long periods - rnayhap permanently
as our ancestors did in the first
fifty years of the republic and in the settlement of the west,

2 A consistent goverzient policy of assist3ance and encouragement to
foreign trade ci 13d chtougl .irom adnanistrati.on to administration reand there we now think in
gardlss of part;7 changes or domestic issues
terms of the tariff and of "trust busting"

3. A willingness on the part of private investors to risk their noney
in foreign fields 45 readily as they nor risk it in al1. Street - though
Heaven knows. billions of their money- are going jnto foreign £161d8 today
without their knowing it.
4 - A natiol?al sentiment which would regard the legitimate eçpansion
of our foreign trade as a national interest and which would clos its ears
to the cries of "imperialism." and Udollar diplomacy".

How many of. these things come about and when, are surely major jfU
but all are necessary and must be realized if we are to attain our
ob3ectives in the foreign fielo.

Then we come to te second end third maj9r Pjffl, Assuming the
United States stops fooling around and turns its hand to foreign trade,
particularly in the Pacific, how can we be paid f or what we sell? There
by the exchange of goods for goods or by the
are only two known methods
sending of money and goods abroad to establish new industries in other
lands and the taking of our return over a long period in money dividends.
There may be other ways hut they remain to be invented.
Mind you,. this is not a question of "profits". It is simply a
matter of getting back what you put out. You could not stay solvent long
if you continuously loaned your neighbor money and he continuously never
repaid you,
,.

On the exchange phase, most of our foreign trade thinking has
always turned on exports e If we are to make real progress in trade
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development in the Pacific we should begin

to think in terms of inports
and to center our thinking on how we can develop them. It i no easy task.
We have so much of everything within our bordeDs. We really need so little
from the outside. But answer the import problrn and the exports will take
care of themselves. Our products, line by line, are the best of their kind.
Our domestic costs and our ability to meet those of our competitors are
probably out of line but increased volume and full empldyment Would eertainly
seem to justify marginal prices abroad while we are establishing ourselves.
We must experiment with new products dnd possibly cultivate new tastes.
We must stop trying to see whether we cannot in some way produce or find
native products of other nations or we wiU remain
dilettantes in foreign trade,

substitutes for the

The business is one of substantial complexity. The exporter is
seldom directly interested in imports.
Yet it can mean a great ea]. to
an automobile manufacturer in Detroit if a sugar refiner in New York elects
to buy his raw sugar in Formosa as against, say Cuba or Hawaii, If we
drank tea instead of coffee, our trade with Brazil would suffer but think
what it would mean to trade with China and Ceylon.
The third

Ujf 0

concerns monet1ay investxrient abroad and again it iä
Unquestionably we have a management and an ongtneering
and a labor flknow_howll which is today superior to that of any other nation.
It is predicated on a syeteni of free opportunity and free labor. It is
constan'bly striving to raise the living standards of the nation and. to 'date
it has been notably successful,
If merican money goes abroad it ist
unquestionably and
that the sante methods and motives will
prevail in the enterprises which it makes possible. It will properly want
a real American direction of

far from wnple.

rightly .sk
its use.

Obviously that will not fit the colonia. theory which ha so. lqng.
With the utmost respect
prevailed tIroughout many of the Asiatic areas
to the colonial powers they have had plenty of years in which to do and
not much has been done, nor oev the experience of twenty years with the
n1anddte"syatem augur too well for any marked change under United Nations

Organization fttrusteeshipst.

in the

By the sante token
noncolonial Asiatic areas,, will t)ie
powers
be willingly recognize th merits of an Industrial system
foreign to the conceptions and practices of centuries?

that

so

Finally, how far vill or own people go with their government in
aggressively supporting not Arerican investments or ,American prâfits but
rather the American ay of doing things in Asia. The Philippines are
proof that it is a workable way and one which appeals to the people with
whom it is worked, but even today in the Philippines there are izidications
that the powers that be prefer the bayonet to the ballot box as a decider
of elections.
Unless the answer to these questions is an alltheway affirmative,
investment as a method of getting paid for our exports looks deinitely
dubious.
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Finally, there is a fourth major "if". How far will the people of
this nation go in the assumption of responsibility for preserving peace"
Ihatever the police powrs of the United Ndtlons may be, it is certain
that no one else can effectively police the Pacific. It is a naval job
and ours is the only navy capable of performing it. The Bricish Navy in
the Pacific during the war was simply lost under conditions for hich it
was totally unadapted.

If we do assume this responsibility - and it is hard to see how we
can avoid it by wishing it on someone else - it will naturally affect our
rade throughout the areas Navies must have major bases, intermediate
supply points, and ports of refuge. Those in turn must be supplied with
all the material that makes a navy function and the home base must be the
ultimate source of supply.
The Pacific area is so great that the bases required to properly
police it will be more numerous and individually more substantial than
those Britain scattered throughout the world when her navy dominated all
the oceans. Their supply alone will constitute a very substantial item in
Transpacific 4trade and the dollars spent in their maintenance will be a
definite factor in our import balance.
But all of that is qualified by the still existent "if", for
certainly whatever we have done on paper to date has been no realistic
acceptance of this particular responsibility.
Bear.ng always in mind these four major fljf0 and numerous lesser,
related ones, there are two assumptions which do not seem aonipletely
speculative.
First - we will certainly have some trade in the Pacific and its
growth and size will largely depend on what we do or leave undone.
Second - If there is to be growth it will be slow and hardly won
after the short-.lived spurt which our government's spending and a flash of
speculation will give it in the near future. That particular period will
fool a lot of people but it will, not be in any sense, foreign trade.
Thereafter it seems almost certain that the comparatively minor trade
we have enjoyed over the past twenty-five years will revive. Old connections
will be resumed as they always are, and the flow of exports from the northwest to the Orient and: of imports from the Orient to California will recreate itself. Right there one constructive step is possible and possible
now,
The Pacific Coast should think and act as a wut in all its future
approaches to Transpacific trade. In the years precedin the war there
was entirely too much sectionalism and too many local jealousies. California must admit that the Northwest is the present source f basic export
cargoes - timber, grain and their products. The Northwest must admit that
the consumptive capacity of California has brought to her portsthe lionts
share. of Transpacific imports. Some. way must be found to match these two
ieces and fit them to a cohesive whole. Then the Coast and the Transcontinental railroads must combine to aggressively supplement ur
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local exports and imports by swinging a fair share of the interior trade
both ways through the Pacific gateways.
They have not, in the past, had
that share because of local jealousies and overall lethargy.
Beyond this the growth of Transpacific trade will be slow because
it will take time aplenty to resolve the major "ifs", assuidng that they
are resolved, Relatively th dislocations in the Pacific area, as a
result of the war, are far greater than those of Europe. But fundamentally
the United States finds itself in a position with respect to Pacific
trades which seems to hold greater opportunity than any other of our
commercial outlets abroad,
?1hether we like it or not, we are today the physically dominant
Pacific power without even a near rival, and regardless of our future
use of that donananc it is a fact which has its effect on thø r,st of the
world, (Xir "face" in the Orient is at its highest level. The magnificent
job MacArthur has done in Japan and the gallant loyalty of the Philippine
people to the Allied cause have raised our prestige throughout the Far
East to a point where our moral influence equals our physicaL dominance.

Along with this it so happens that the Pacific area has supplied
us in the past with more commodities which we cannot produce for our-.
selves than any other area in the globe. It is not so much a question
of volume as of variety. Tea, jute, copra, nalural rubber, c000anut,
vegetable oils, manila fibre, silk, China wool and cotton, shellac, and
tin are leading examples. So at the outset there is the nucleus of a
twoway direct trade. In volume the South American Republics have
probably greater import poasiblilities but in diversity they are a poor
second and they lack the aonsuniptive possib1litis necessary to a true
balance.
If we are willing to answer the major "ifs" with definite arid
continuing affirmatives, if we are willing to exorcise an unending patience
and tolerance, if we are willing to pull together in the common task and
bury local and sectional jealousies to get results, there would seem to
lie before us the final and by far the greatest opportunity of our west-.
ward development, It is up to us and no one carl do it for us.

CHEMISTRY'S CONTh]BUTION TO
EVELOPMNT .Q
NEW CONSUM
GOODS
J. S. Walton, Professor of Chemical Engineering
Oregon State College

About the most difficult thing in preparing a paper on this subject
be covered in a field which is
to delimit it The subject of the talk
might better have been labelled "A Little it About Chemn.try?s Conis deciding where to stop and wnat should
so vast as to defy any attempt

tribution to the Development of New Consumer Goods
The "Contribution"
of chemistry is all inclusive, for when it is considered that Chemistry,
Physics, Engineering, and Mathematics are all interrelated and overlapping, it is impossible to pick out any new product f or the consumer
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without including chemistry as one of the contributing factors1
Before beginning to talk about sOme of Chemistryts new products,
it will be worth while to see how large an industry we are considering.
The 1945 Chemical and Metal Flow Sheet book gives the following data
for Chemical manufacturing plants.
Number

Chemical
All other mfg.
%

Chemical of Total

1anta

Number of Wags
Earners

at

Value
Product

15,441

981,041

11,102,318,000

l4,230

7,886,567

56,43,024,000

8.38

12.43

19.53

Thus we see that chemical manufacturing plants comprse over
of all manufacturing plants in the U. S., employ over 12% of all the
manufacturing workers; and turn out products valued at more than 19% of
all manufactured products. Average value of products turned out per
employee is $ll,300 for chemical plants compared with 7,200 for all
others,
The vastly' greater part of all nanufactured eFiemicals are made, from
or originate in only about 34 uiiportant sources such as water, coal,,,
agricultural products, air3 petroleum, etc.
Cf these, water is the
most important, being used in some phase of the manufacturing process
99% of all cases, and air next, being used in 96% of all processes, Thus
we are indebted to two of the most common of all materials for a countless
number of chemical products.

Most of the workers in technical fields tend to be opthnists about
the value of the new ideas developed by them. The writer is no exception
and in order to fewarn you of the enthusiastic stat,ements wluch may be
made about new products, it will be well for al]. of you to bear in mind
that new products are not always an unnutigated blessing to all industries.
For example,' it is not hard to see that our use of the auomobi1e for
transportation has curtailed the popularity o f buggy whips, and as a
somewhat more modern example it seems certain that increased use of airplane transportation is going to cut into 'the revenue of railroads.
Moreover, many new products, while possessing great advantages over
and so
old in some respects, are inferior to the old in other re3peca
they will rt be the entire answer to all our needs.
Then too, even though we have read in all the newspapers, Sunday
supplements, and magazines aboLt the wondeilul nev products which we
will all be using, it is a fact that many of them will noc be on the
market soon because of the question of cost. until a product can be sold
in competition with another, or as a new product standing on its own
feet in a new field, it must fall within a certain price limit or its
use will not become widespread and a significant factor in our economy.
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Perhaps you may have read recently about mink coats for dogs, and 2OOO
ments overnight bags for sale in New York. It is afe to predict that
neither of these two items will be an important economic factor in our
lives. By and large, and in general though, new products are complementar'y to, and auxiliary to existing consumer goods, so that a new
product will usually add manufacturing capacity to our existing plants,
without interferizig badly ith other established industries and products.
Hence the effect of new developuents are favorable in the overall picture
to our economy arid to the employment 19v61, and at the same time add to
our cbmforts arid satisfaction in living.
In attempting to set before you.soms of the new develonents., and
dlscusblng some of the most important of the hundreds of nev products, it
has been thought necessary to try and analyze the factors which make a
thing valuable to a consumer and of widespread use. Tliose factors have
been boiled down to three which in the writer's opinion are the determining
factors in developing a new product for consumer use. These are:
Will there be a widespread demand for the new product?
Are the raw materials for its manufacture available, or, if not
can they be made available?
What Will it coatto bring out the development and to make it
ai'ailable to the public? If the cost is excessive, public
acoptance will, not be wuversal.
It i on the basis of these three criteria that the major part of
the new products to be discussed have been chosen out o± a literally
hundreds which could be mentioned. Later, however, a few o±' the promising
fields which are not weU...known will be discussed.

SYTI RUBB2
The first chemical to be discussed.is "handmade': or synthetic
rubber of which we have all, heard so much.
Certainly it call be said that
it fulfills the first requirnient of widespread demand, for our peacetime
use before the war of rubber goods was of the order of several hundred
thousand long tons per year. The second crit.rion - raw materials - is
also met, for we can. make rubber out of a great number of: things, tie two
now being used to the greaLst extent being petroleum and grain alcohol.
It5 cost is something slightly more questionable, since natural rubbr
before the war was,about an average of 15 cents per lb. and had sold as
low as about 6 cents, and our wartime rubber has certainly cost us more
than that. Synthetic rubber has so many advantages over natural rubber.
that even at a higher priôe than natural rubber it use to a large extent
in the future seeme to be assured.
Its cost even now is not much greater
than natural rubber, and under pressure of competition and. with imprvoments
in process the cost will no doubt decrease,

This is speculation, but It my not betoo visionary that a few years
from now when you buy a ne car you can expect the tIres which come with
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the car to outwear the car. At present the synthetics are no better than
natural rubber tires, but probably this situation ill change in the
future. Also, with the car itself, you may be riding on some sort of
sponge rubber seats or its equivalent, which will be washable and enduring.
In our homes, the sofas and perhaps even mattresses may well be made from
this or a similar material, and a good many other things in the home perhaps the sinks, o maybe even the dishes can be made out of a harder
grade of synthetic. Telephone and electrical wire insulations albo can,
to a goodly extent, be made to advntage from synthetic rubber where other
substitutes (as mentioned later) have not taken over the job. One type
another
of synthetic rubber is better at high temperature than natural
beter in low, one more resistant to one chemical, another more resistant
to others. A multitude of uses and a multitude o± rubbers will be the
pattern for the future.
good ctea.L easier
Its probable importanc in dollars and cents is
to estimate - even though it is only an estimate and a rough one at that then the importance of most of the other new products which are going to
be mentioned today. For this reason, I am going to bring in this, estimate
even though it is a rough one, and may be off a good deal in either
direction. For most of the new prodncts there is too much speculation
involved for me to try and give you an overall picture.
'

Our synthetic rubber plants in this courrfry c ost us under wartime
conditions, and with high construction costs in the order f 462O,OOO,OOO
and their capacity is now something like one million long tons per year.
At a conservative estimated peace time consumption of 350,000 tons per
year (about 1/3 ourcapacity) and ata price of 15 cents which is not
unreasonable, the value of the rubber to be produced for our civilian
economy in the U. S. will be about l25,0O0,OOO yearly. This is more than
1% of the value of all manufactured chemicals according to the data
already cited, and on the basis of these data would employ more than 10,000
men and women. These figures disregard any export business. The export
trade should be quite important in addition because not many other countries
have our raw materials and technical skill. Neither does the eétirnate On
the effect on our econoniy take into account the vast amount of money
circulated in the selling, fabricating, and utilizing of this one product.

If you will keep in mind the probable magnitude of this one example
(synthetic rubber) while several other products are being discussed, it
will be helpful in getting an idea what the effect and contribution of
chemistry and allied sciences will be on all of our £utures.
PLASTICS
The next subject chosen is a topic all of u think and talk about,
arid all of us are asking ourselves when these wonderful new plastic
products will be here. Well, the first rivulets are here now, and there
will be an everincreasing tide for a good man7 years to come - longer
Nylon
than anyone can predict, for there seems to be no end of them.
was the most notable precursor of this flood, and nylon is - or was - SO
commonplace that we had even given up remarking about its presence. It
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seems hard to realize now, that Nylon did not appear on the mart in any
quantity until 1940. In 1999 there were a few pairs of hose and other
preliminary products sent out for trial, but there were none sold in any
amount until 1940. Between 1940 aI1d December 1941, we all came to accept
nylon as part of our everday possessions and belongings.
Synthetic plastics can be coiweniently grouped into the
general classes.

following

Fibres - such as nylon
Phenolic resins and plastics - Bakelite is the early one.
Aniinoaldehyde resins - Beetle or Plaskon
Cellulose derivatives -_ ±ayon and celluloid being the early ones
but with later ones such as tenite, Luniareth, and Plastacel
Acrylic resins
Lucite
6

Polystyrene .Slyron, Lustron
Vinyl Family nd Polyvinyl - Saran, Vinyon,
Alkyd Thermoplastic and

Vinylite,

Butàcite

Therrnosettirig

Protein - Nylon
11,

Rubbers and elastomer
Miscellaneous

G. R. S.

From this listing alone, one oan see that there is a 1rge field, and
its enormity begins to be appreciated when it is remarked that each one of
these ten fields may have from on1r one member (that is known now) up to
hundreds or thousands.
ELASTIC FIBRES
e of the most important sburc of consumer goods in the U. S. is
the textile industry. Nearly 15% Of the wage earnerS in the U. S. are in
this industry (including manufactuZing, fabrication, selling, etc.). This
has been a relatively stable field so fa1 as output is concerned; for 25
years ago the U. S. Textile indust'y processed about four billion lbs. of
natural fibres - wool, cotton, ani silk, or about th]rty lbs. per capita.
At this date the textile industry has reason to fee], secure in its position
for these same fibres had been knom and used for thousands of years, and
the per capita consumption was reaonab1y steady at about thirty lbs. per
year. But about 25 years ago chemistry stepped into the picture (and it was
not always the textile industry's hemjsts either) and the thanges made in
the textile industry have shaken i to its roots. Startling as these changes
are they hare not yet run their course,
The quantity of fibres processed in 1944 was over six billion lbs.
(1/3 greater than 25, years ago, sttll about thirty lbs. per capita) but
silk had, dropped almost completely out of the picture and cotton and wool
were decreased,

The earliest manmade compebitor of the natural fibres was rayon, a
cellulose fibre, first manuIactured. in the U. S. about 1930. By 1942 this
rayon industry had grown to more titian 600,000,000 lbs. in spite of the
fact that rayon, while having lustr and softness lacked durability and
stability. Even so,
has cut into the textile industry for about 10% of
the business,

it
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Rayons have been improved markedly, but we are going to talk more
about the newer plastic fibres, Keeping in mind the effect which rayon,
with its defects, had upon the textile industry will help us to grasp some
idea of the future effects of the new materials.

NYLO
Of the fibrous plastics, nylon possesses many properties which
give it an advantage over natural fibre competitors, though at the same
time, it has a few disadvantages which will not allow it to beóome-the
universal fabric and displace all the rest.' It is strong and veryelastic
and it is going, to be used anong many ways, importantly in the following
things: hosiery, dress goods, upholstery
material, tires (nylon used as
the cord in tires is the most satisfactory thing found yet, arid is used
particularly by the military in heavy duty tires, and will alSo he ised
for this by civilians in th future). Photographic film, rope
it is
better than hemp for some purposestoothbrughes, tennis and badminton
rackets, fish lines, dental floss, surgical cords, and a host of other
important uses,
It does, however, stretch under prolonged.use,

In thepast, benzene has been the primary raw material used1 and
it will probably continue to be an important source; however, nylon can
be made from a number ol other products, since benzene itself is not
a
constituent of nylon and 4nust be modified chemically to an athpic compound
- a chemical family. For example, a shorter step in the nianufaóturing
process would be to start with a chemical known as cyclohexane.- one
which occurs in petroleum to quite a large extent. AU -of us know that
Nylon hosiery was no more expensive than silk, and in view of its enrmous
growth during the war, it is easy to predict that nylon shoi'ild henceforth
be cheaper than silk. For a.ample, it has been estimated that a crushresistant dress of nylon under present conditions would. cost about 42.Among the other new plastic fabrics are "Azalao (developed by
National Dairy Products Co.) now bejn used in hats and coat linings and
dresses, a casein plastic made from skim milk, Koroseal, Geon, and
Vinylite are Polyv1ny]..Chlorides and they are used for waterproofing
materidis such as Nylon, also for shower curtains, watch crystals, toilet
articles, and curtains, Keratin is a plastic made from hoove horns, arid
even chicken or other feather; Saran or Vinyon to be mcntioned later
under other types of plastics also can be us.d for anything from yarn to
watrpipes and give good prinJ.se of widespread use for such purposes as
elastic tapes, bandages, and or hot feather clothes because of its soft
teel and resistance to perspiration and washing in hot water; Velon, somewhat similar to the Saran just mentioned, but which has some other proport] es such as a lustrous appearance, ease of coloring, good strength,
heat,and solvent resistance. (ai.post impervious to water) and resistance
to moths and termites; It is promising for such uses as clothes, braids,
fabrics for cushion covers, curtains, and even window screens since it is
resistant to weather and does not rust or weaken with prolonged exposure.
Shoes and slippers, handbags, and other allied uses are also indicated.
Polyfibre, made from polystyrene, is another new product in the fibre
class, and will probably be most widely adopted in making bats similar
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to felt, life preservers (it floats because of low density) and perhaps
a most important possibtlity is the aking.of bags and containers tor
shoppers, grain, tiour) etc. Fortisan, another new fibre of the cellulose
family, possesses unusual strength and for this reason was used widely
during the war for wear-resistant clothes,
wjt when compared to other fabrics of equal strength. .Avi.sco is another
rayontype material, perhaps to become important in sheer goods for
underwear, fine broadeloths, gloves and shirts.

tents, etc. It is light in

It seems very likely, particularly when the stable demand for
fabrics is considered, that new fibres must effect consumption of others
just as rayo n has done,
Of the natural fibres mentioned above, ilk will
undoubtedly be the one most seriously hit, arid some economists go so far
as to predict the virtual disappearance from any U. S. market of silk,
Like rubber, this effect will not be so serious upon U. S. 1ndust7 as it
will be on the foreign trade since the same mills in the U, S. that consumed silk can use the new materials too. The worldwide trade will of
course b affected -- to what extent is not known. The decline in wool
and cotton will probably be a good deal slower, especially since woo].
still has some virtues that the new fibres do not yet possess. Cotton
constitutes about 80% of prewar fibre use, and it will no doubt lose
some ground to the new materials, but not at a rapid rate since it takes
time to adapt a new fib'e to the market, and since we do not know yet
what the cost of making all the new fibres will be except in the case of
a pretty well established one such as nylon or rayon. Rayon is, in the
U. S., pretty largely made front wood pulp of recent years although cotton
linters are stila. a factor. To sum ups - Rayon, or regenerated cellulose
in filament or cut staple form, has grown to the point where it is nearly
fifteen per cent of the total textile industry. Nylon has taken over a
large portion of the hosiery industry and in the yetrs to come Will find
wider use in upholstery, suitings, and a myriad of specialty
wider
effects which start small and grow in volume, Saran found a war use as
mildewproof jungle netting, and it will be interesting to see a].]. the
postwa' use it will find. Vinyon and aralac still have before them a
bright futur, and there are at least half a dozen new fibres jtwt out of
the test tube, the growth and developnent of which will depend on their
peculiar and unique properties. Certainly, they Will find many app].cations
not now dreamed of.

ad

PLJSTICS - GENERAL
In the vast field of plastics we have up to now discussed the
fibrous ones only. There are many and diverse other types as you Will
remember from the classification of plastic types presented just a while
ago.

Of these, Lucite, or as it. is sometimes known, Plexiglas, is pne
It is made from a not very common
of the very interesting newcomers.
chemicalacrylic acid, but even though not common it is not excessively
expensive to make. Large quantities ere used in the war for bomber noses,
and almost all of us have seen it one time or another. It will probably
One of its nost interesting uses
become prtty common and uEeful to us.
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will probably be in light I n fixtures. Not olily does it transmit more
light than glass of equal thickness (glass about 87%, lucite about 92%)
and hence is clearer, but more intrestin, it is possible to ttpipe light
through it much as we do water through a water pipe, so that it may not be
out of reason to expect that the house or office of the future will have
one central lighting system, just as we now have central heating systems,
and all the light will come from a Lucite pipe entering the room. This
property has already become useful to surgeons and doctors for their
exploratory instruments. Also interesting is the Lact, that Lucite does
not form a sharp edge when shattered as does glass. It may therefore be
used as windshield or window pane material. Miscellaneous uses are for
furniture, preserving specimens, and highway reflectors
It is easily
dyed to desired color, and furniture made from it has an attractive
appearance.
Ano1hex plastic family with some of the same or similar properties
is the polystyrene group manufactured by the Dow Chemical Company
It
is made from benzene as a staz'ting material along with ethylene and other
relatively cheap chemicals. Its electrical resistance is exceptionally
good, and it is now being used to some extent in making battery boxes,
refrigerator parts, radio insulation, window glass substitute, toilet
articles, lighting fixtures, and kitchen utensils. In general its light
transmission is not quite so good as Lucite, but better than the best
plate glass.
It may be cheaper than Lucite because of cheaper raw
materials.
Al]. of us know about bakelite, the pheriolic material, but perhaps
not many have been aware that there have been rapid advances made in
compounding other balçelite types which will have special uses. For ox-.
ample, they are suitable for durable bristles, brake lining, lacquers,
a cement for glass and dishes, a binder for laminated wood and a host of
other uses. Made from Piteiol formaldehyde and allied types, these can
be made plentiful and cheaply compared to most other plastids. Telephone
stands, receivers and transmitters, washing machine stirrers, and out-.
board motors and small ship propeflors are some other possible xtaes.
In
combination with asbestos the bakelite type plastics are now being used
to make a chemically inert lining for tank construct.on and is used in
cases where particularly corrosive liquids or gases are to be stored in
tanks.

A combination of the phenolic type with other resins has resulted
in a water softener giving untque results compared wibh previous treating
results. Using this new material water can be made practically chemically
free from ànyiirit1es, where previously a treatment left some other
chemical in place of the one removed; the rosin tweated water comparing
favorably- with a truly distilled water.
o date, these water softeners
are a little too expensive for home use but this situation may be changed
soon
The last family of plastics I am going to rnentidn is the cellulose
family
a very important one too, but space will not permit saying anything much about it other than some' of the newer cellulose plastics are
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exceedingly tough materials, transparent, and able to be dyed to any color.
They are promisinr' for
1 types of containers where toughness is desired,
and for covering a material to be protected by a film orlaquer. For

packaging goods this type shoud be about perfect if it can be made cheap
enough, and sE.nce celluLose is lound everywhere in nature, its cost will
probably not bc excssice

WOOD TREATIONT AND IMPRONATION

Some fifty species of woods are grown
commercially, but there are above a thousand

in the U. S. htch are usred
not so used. it is a self.rep:ieri
reso irce wtth care r' iarveting and p1nting.
Lost Qf you
are £' iila - with the 3.0 LateQ wood
trL,c crs tve1oped re"entiy ard

ossesan

great strength forrt

Plyweod is one of the okder.results

of research done on wood, as a structural material.
dwell upon these older laminated rnQterials.

I am not going to

There is another more recent development however, which may be
equally if not more important so far as the use f wood, for a structural
or decorative material is concerned,
This
imprgriation
of wood vu,th a chemical whch will ente the pores of the wood, and then
upon suitable heat treatment more or less combine with the wood structure.
The name o the chemical most studied is diniethylolurea. The method of
the treatment is simple, it being necessary onJy to amnierse the wood to be
treated in a bath of chemical, then w t'draw i1 after na f an hour or
hour, and. heat it to a moderate temperature for a few minutes or hours,
perhaps a day under certain conditions
During this heating period the
dimethylolurea reacts with itself to form a polymer which is ao intertwined
with the grain and fibre of the wood that it can be said. to be part of the
wood itself.

deloprtent is tt'e

.

.

Properties imparted to the wood are among others wood i*conies
harder, more durable, stronger, loses much of its tendency to shrink or
warp, grain will
on wetting, takes a polish, can be dyed to any
suitable color (for instance a light.-oolored pine may be given th
color of cherry, rQsewood, or mahogany, or ar be dyod a bright green qr
purple or red), reduced tendency to splinter during sawing, scratched
surfaces can be restored by rubbing, and very important,
resistance is increased m arkedly, and the wood is resistant to fungus,
termites, and pest infestations

not rise

the fize

.Eoplar can be maIe harder than hard inale, soft maple iaz replace,
dogwood or persimmon in textile shuttles, etc.,.... The now DM themical
can also be used on sawdust
coarse or fine - or it can be used with a
yeneer or plywood, Cost is about 1-1/2 mills/sq. ft. for veneer, 3.54.5 cents' per bd. ft. for wood, and if tratznent is confined to outside
of wood (case harden) coat is ]. cent per lxi. ft., approximately.

SIIJCONES

used.

A new family of materials knon as silicones is becoming widely
Silicones are made from silica (sand) and oxygen, two very
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abundant materials found in the earth's crust. Together the two comprise
76% of the earth's crust, Just as one or two indications of taeir potential
uses it can be mentioned that used in greases they are superior to anj
other known material under high temperature 'vise. If used in tubing such as
ruboer tubing they are chemically resistant to almost anything, md do not
soften at as low a temperature as does rubber. They are used in aircraft
superchargers where high temperatures are the rule, are also being used for
printing press rolls where hot inks are used, and as an insulator for wiring
and transformers operating at high temperatures appear to be about perfect.
A very recent development is the apparent ability of certain of the Silico-ies of high c1rane content to shed water. We may see this competing
with qorne of the' plastics for treatment of fabrics.
ALCOHOL PRODUCTION
During the war, the demand for alcohol was much greeter than
normal, and as a result of its -new uses, a good deal of interest has
been shown in the postwar uses and in manufacturing procedure.
The largest single new use during the war was as a raw material
for synthetic rubber production.
Alcohol comprised practically the only
butadiene source ( a constituent
because of
.the slowness of the petroleum plants, but during 1944 it was largely
diverted elsewhere as the petroleum plants came into production.

of rubber ) until late in 1943

for alcoo1 -

Another new use
motor fuel - has long been a moot
question, Alcohol does poesess some advantages as a fuel over presentday fuels. The most recent data ae from the Bureau of Standards and
these conclusions only verify former knowledge that alcohol iill raise
power output of fuels of present quality.
In spite of the
eat interest, and perhaps promising possibilities,
a warning note should be introduced here as concerns alcohol production at
a low cost from waste materials
Carbohydrates are the basic material for
industrial alcohol, and naturally cost s the factor which detet'mines the
particular carbohydrate to be used.
Prior to the war molasses from Cuba,
Puerto Rico and the Hawaiian Islands was the principal carbohydrate
source, but during the war this àituation vas radically changed.
Corn wheat, wheat flour, wood wastes, or even artichokes are
possible sources, The cost of alcohol during the warjust completed was
upwards of 30-35 cents per gallon, in some cases as high as 50 cents per
gdllon, compared with a peacettme cost of about 28 centb per gallon when
obtained from molasses.. With molasses at 6 cents per gallon the raw
material cost is 15 cents and with corn at t wet basis the raw material
cost is about 20 cents per gallon.. I do not have cobts or wood, but
before the war it wab too high to compete with molasses under the thenknown procedure, Another (actor which' may lesserT the potentialities of
alcohol as a motor fuel is the rapid advance in quality of motor fuels
which will be discussed in a later section..
Just flow, a plant is starting at Springfield, Oregon, to try out.
the alcohol process from wood waste :1 sncerëly hope it will be
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successful, but until' its costs are known correctly we àaflnot safely
place too many hopes in that direotioz.
1EDIcINAJ.

The wonders of sulfa drugs are well publicized, as are the results
of the even more impressive penicillin
both the results of chemical
research. The same may be said for DDT (Dichiorodiphenyltrichioroethane)
arid its use as a proventor of the plagues such as cnolera and typhus may
well be the most helpful and most humare develornent for the underfed and
under-cared-for masses of humanity that has been made for many years. It
is scarcely to be expected that all of these countries could get suLfa
and penicillin at will ai they have obtained DDT through our army, although
this is to be wished for and wotked for eventually.
Some of the less known developments are in the antiseptic and pain
reducing fields. Here we have new products such as the quaternary
ammonium salts which rival carbolic acid as an antiseptic, but which are
not harmful to the skins
In this field, also are new anaesthetio5 such
as the refinement of the drug curare which is used for re].a*2ng patients
under shock, making all such anaesthesia less dangerous. Again, a new
drug has been found, less iabit forming than morphine aid is widely used
with good results for relief of pain.
Not only has the use penicillin been vastly important in treatment
of pneumonia, meningitis, disentary, yellow fever, etc. but now it is
thought to have possibilities as a preservative for foods. It is indicated
that certain spores and active organisms of spores are more susceptible
to penicllin than to any other drug found to date, Others are not affected
so much however, and we must await further research before making any' further
statements in this regard.
GASOLINE
I don't know whether you have noticed it or riot, but your gasoline
ia now better than it has ever been before, and this is just a start.

During the war this country built new aviation (100 octane)
gasoline manufacturing facilities at a cost of about 75O,OOO,O0O, and
these huge plants can now make this same super gasoline for you; and they

will do it just as fast as our American competitive system and the
automobile manufacturers force the issue,
The gasoline you were buying before the war in the regular grade
was about 75 octane and in the ethyl grade was about 82 or 83. (Octane
number
a scale of the tendcncy of the fuel to knock
the higher the
number the better the fuel). Knocking is now that limits our automobile
engine designers, so with these new war-built aviation plants, or cars
can really be improved1

is

An inorease of ne octane number will give an increase over a abort
range in automobile efficiency from 1/2 to 1%, and it will not be

surprising with an average demand of about 70 octane before the war. In
a few yearsthe regular gasoline may roach 100 octane, and oventuaUy may
oven go higher. New fuels were found during the war vthich gave equivalent
performance to a 300 octane fuelo Your cars now are not built to use the
new fuels, but it is not too optimistic to hope that our cars of the suture
may have compression ratios of 12 to 1 compared to about 7 to 1 now,
in terms of things we can a1i understand this may mean one of' two
things or a combination of both: .'

2.

It may mean that our automobile engines will remain of about
have better
their present sizL and gas consumption, but
performance.

dill

It may mean that engines will have about the same performanco
but will be smaller - perhaps in the rear of the car or under
and will havO the added omfort which more
the front wheels

room will give or It may mean a combini tion of' smaller engines and more comfort,
plus some added performance, too.

Perhaps the very best thing about thin whole gasoline picture is
that all these improvements can be made and have bean made with better
yields of gasoline from the crude oil, and while costs mar not have been
1owr during the war, certainly the manufacturing costs i1l be lower
because of this better efficiency eventu!111y.

WILL

TRANSPORTATION AFFECT WESTERN AORICULT'URE

H, Clement Mith, ?erishable Traffic Representative
United Airlines, San Francisco, California
It would be presumptuous, indeed, for anyone at this stage of the
game to claim to know the full answer to the question, HHow will air
transportation affect western agriculture?" Th. effects of' air trans-'.
portatiôn on western agriculture will be so profound that only the future
will tell the entire story.
Part of the answer is known though because three years ago United
Air Lines, which is very much a part of the west, set up a section in its
Air Cargo t)eprtment to work specifically on problems relating to the
an airshipment of perishables. The reason for doing this was simple
line sells speed; and perishables, by their very nature, bnp.f it more than
any other class of commodities from the fasLst possible transportation.
United 's e ermenthl shipments ranged from a few packages of some
To help in evaluating
commodities to s2riOs of full plan3ioids for otherb.
the benefits of' air transportation on perishab1s United enl-!..sted the aid
of Professor Spencer Larsen o± Wayne Univarblty of Detroit. Professor
Larsen was aided by groups of home economists, produce men .nd laboratory
technicians, which in turn checked samples for consumer acceptability,
merchandising possibilities and ugr and vitmin content. Needless to
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say, this ork has produced some tremendously interesting results.
Fitfst and Loreiost, to my mind, it has been demonstrated that the use
of sir transportation vd.11 bring to eastern markets a level of quality in
prod?uce never before obtainable there.

then peaches, cherries, or tomatoes, for instance, can be moved
two thousand miles or more to market overnight on a cool, clean, cushioned
ride they can be allowed to really ripen before harvesting. They oem be
picked at the same stage you would harvest them in your own garden tor
use within a few hours. Vhat a tremendous difference this makesi, How
could it be otherwise then you consider that peaches as commonly harvested

for rail shipment contain only about thirty per cent of the sugar they
would 1-ave had had they been aUod to ripen. And once the peach is
p icked it develops no more sugar.

Plums and some prunes that would nonaally be a deep red or purple

at riaturity are picked when possibly forty per cent of the surface begins
to show a reddi sh tinge over a green background.

Apricots and nectarines are even be tar examples of fruits that iU

profit from air transportation. These two fruits. are simply nothing if
they are not full ripe. Airborne and rai3 orne apricots have been coxared
the airborne apricots won on
by the taste panel at Wayne University,
every count;. The a coring was: Seetness, 79-32; Juiciness, 75-43 and
Texture, &)-43. The samplers declared tha they never knew that. the
apricot was such a delicious. fruit.
And, as you know, tomatoe are Mr

so-called "green wrap" stage, and
is
was surprised. during the past summer to L1
market there are one or more businesses de
green tomatoes into sort of a pseudo ripen
for sale baa a. pinkish color, a decidedly
flavor. It is practically inedible as La
seem like rather harsh words.

sted for eastern shtpnet at a
certainly the right word. .1
d that in every large terntnal

oted solely to proQ easing these
as. The final product as offered
aly texture, and almost no.
as I sin concerned. These may

.1. was born and reared in California and several times in the past

f you have too) by the blthe
its and vegetables have no
gated prQduc that could not
w, however, that if I were to
base my judgment solely on produce as sold in the East I would' have to
I have been irritated (and I'll wager some
assertion of an Easterner that irrigated
taste. I knew that I had eaten western i
be beaten for flavor or texture. I know n

agree va th this rather commonly accepted i a.

1 estri agriculture found long ago bat the only way it could
overcome the handicap of great distances f on terminal markets was to
put up a pack so uniformly fine in appear ce that the premium price

commanded would more than pay for the adde tran spo'rtation. However,

because this produce had to be harvested a long before maturity, fine
eaiang quality never had a place in the pa k. As a matter of fact, our
principal shipping varieties of many frui and vegetables have been
29

hybridized with one main view; that was to find something that woula color
up even though very immature and at the same time stand up well for the
ten to.fourteen days required for rail transportation to the East.
Not long ago I was talking with a rather prominent peach grower.
He is a hybridizer, too; and he was rather excited about a news very early
peach he had developed. I asked about the peach's eating quality; and I'm
telling you, the scorn for my question wasn't too disgused when he replied,
"What the heck do I care about eating quality, the peach is early and it
colors up, when it is still as hard as a baseball."
Now, I'm eager to prove to the people in the East that our produce
can be delicious as v4e11 as good-.looking. And air transportation is the
tool that will do the job, I am hopeful that the Western Land Cant
Colleges will assume e rightful position qt leadership in the hybridization
of varieties of fruits and vegetables developed primarily for fine eating
quality.
Incidentally, consumers of airborne produce are going to benefit
in another way that will be of great importance to them, Airborne produce
almost twice
harvested when mature has a much higher vitamin content
as much in some oases as the same produce harvested for rail shipment.
This was demonstrated over a year ago when some marked boxes of green
wrap tomatoes in a regular reefer load of tomatoes were s1ipped by rail
from Edison, California to Detroit. Ten days later red, full.'-rpe
tomatoes were picked from the same rows in the same field as those in the
marked boxes. The ripe tomatoes were flown east by United to Detroit,
and they arrived about the same time as those in the refrigerated car. A
comparison of Vitamin C content revealed that the ratio was 25:14, in
Et, is interestitg to note that almost
favor of the airborne tomatoes.
the same ratio exists between field ripened tomatoes and eastern hothouse
grown tomatoes.
Now, what of some of the other important vegetables that are shipped
east; such as, peas, beans, sweetcorn, asparagus, and spinach. There is
no question that there is a tremendous decline in the quality of these
vegetables when hey do not reach the dinner table until eight to fourteen
days after they have been harvested. These same vegetables carried by
air will really be garden fresh when thei are served.
Possibly some of you are familiar with the work that is being done
at Coliinbu, Ohio, cooperatively by the University of Ohio, the Atlantic
and Pacific Food Stores, DuPont Cellophane, and others. This work is a
large scale propackaging experiment using fresh fruits and 'vegetables.
At the present time fruits and vegetables received by rail are packaged
in a central arehouse and offered for sale in opentype, selfserViCe,
refrigerated shov cases in six A & P Supar Markets, The experiment has
been highly successful. It has been proved that housewives appreciate
producL that is cleaned, packaged, and ready for use, and they are 'willing
to pay a premium for it. Moreover, house idves have found that when fruits
and vegetables are packaged they need not worry about finding only leftovers
in the produce department at the end of the day, because the quality is
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uniformly good. They buy more fresh packaged produce, too, because they
know their purchases will keep,

Of course, outside of this experiment this fact has been demonstrated
a million times and more by the frozen food industry. The trend, then,
is towards prepckagod produce and the logical place for this packaging
job is at origin, not destination. Dr. Charles Hauch of the University
of Ohio states that eventually he hopes that the packaging will be done
at the farm or packing plant, so that the substantial savings that accrue
will benefit the farmer.
I will say more about these savings later.
Air Freight will be the natural means of carrying packaged produce
to market in order to evoid breakdown of the package or the contents,
Progressive growers are already designing packages incorporating new or
old trade marks bath this thought in mind. You will be intere8ted in
knowing that the first fresh, shelled, packaged peas ever carried by Umited
were shipped from Athena, Oregon, by Whitney Pea Packing Company.
This, then, is. the first big job of air transportation, to.move to
markets perishables of a new high in quality.

Another important job will be to open vast new markets to producers
of highly perishable foods that have heretofore been restricted to local
consumption because they were ot able to move long disthces by rail. £1.1
kinds of berries are probably the most important members of this hihly
perishable group.
This bautiful Pacific Northwest has earned e reputation
for growing the countryts finest b..rries.
For instance, some time ago I was told by a produce man that the
strawbsrries grown in the vicinity of Hood River couldntt be beaten. I
wasn't even able to discuss the sltuatiøn with him becwsG I like millions
of others, have never had the good fortune to eat Northwestern berries
except when frozen or preserved in some other manner. Nov the tin has
arrived when people all over the country can be made aware of the excellence
of your berries. Our studies indicate that berries rank very near the
top of the list of those conmiodties that will move in sizable volume by
air. I am certain that as the use of air transportation becomes more and
more widespread the acrage of many of Oregon's crops such as berries will

increase materi11y.

in this list of highly

perishable.
By the way, baby chicks are
commodities that will use air transportatiot to reach new and distant
markets, United carried one batch of chicks from Boston to San Francisco
and then on a round trip up and down the coast from San Diego to Seattle
and then back again to Boston with only normal mortality. The whole trip
was completed well within the seventytwo hour period that is safe to
move newly hatched chicks.

Of course avocadoes are not an Oregon crop, and yet I want to tell
you e little about avocadoos as an example of the almost limitless way
in which crops c'-in benefit from movement by air. Avocadoes ship 'well
by rail; but, there are avocado shippers who are considering letting their
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product take to the air. At the present time avocadoes are shipped hard
with the hope that the retailer or consumer at the other end of the line
will hold the fruit until it is soft and edible. Well, too often the
consumer does not wait and attempts to use the fruit in a salad while it
is still hard. You know the result - a customer for avocadoes is lost.
Of course, at the other extreme, soft, overripe, fruit, darkened by
bruising, may be sold with further loss of customers. Some avocado packers
now feel that theideal way to markettheir fruit is to ripen it at
origin under controlled conditions to the desired stage of softness and
then fly it east for consumption within a few days. This will provide
the retailr, and ultimately the consumer, with bruise-free fruit in an
ideal condition for use on any day desired.
Certain classes of perishable, commodities,, notably flowers, benefit
in a particular way from air transportation. Cut flowers have a certain
life expectancy, and the les of this time that is used up in transportation
the better for the retail florist or his customers. Flowers flo'an to even
the most distant markets are almost dew fresh when put on sale. This
moans that the buyer can enjoy his purchase for a much longer time. Western
flower growers realized this fact years ago and made extensive use of air
transportation even at pre.war Air &press rates. With the advent of
Air Freight rates some eastern hothouse operators are moving their operations
Proximity to market is no longer
to the warmer climes of the West Coast.
the most important consideration for a flower grower in selecting growing
grounds. 'In its place soil types and climate become the most important.

factors.

Bulb growing has become a sizeable business in the Northwest. It
is interesting to note that the bulb growers benefit in a particular way
from Air Freight. A bulb grower is confronted every year with millions of
gorgeous blborns, more or less a byproduct of his bulb business. Local
markets can absorb only a small part of these flowers, and the bulk of
Air transportation will enable these
them must be loft in the fields.
growera to harvest the blooms to be rushed to a flowerhungry East. Thin
is an ideal example of the way speed can make money.
There are numerous other ways in ghich the grovtor and shipper will
gain from the use of Air Freight. Scarcities of certain commodities
Air Freight will
often developed abruptly in large terminal markets
enable a shipper to quickly fill this demand at a profit. .The necessity
for diverting perishables in transit is olimiN'ted when a shipper can
select his market one day and put his product into that inarkQt the next
dey. Arid very imports nt, the shipper who uses Air Freight will no longer
be ,forced to gamble heavily on market conditions at destination.

Probably many of you are wondering by now as to the cost of Air
Freight service for perishables. Agricultural shippers and, receivers
usually deal in car lots, so when they turn to air they will be interested
in full planeloads that will move at charter rates. United Air Lines1
prebent rate for charter service on perishables, airport to airport, is in
the neighborhood of fifteen cents per ton mile. This means, roughly,
fifteen cents per pound to Chicago or twenty cents per pound to New York.
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Of course, small producers of highly specialized products ma not be
interested in rates for full planoloads
For small shipments they can
use regular Air Freight at rates only slightly higher than charter t'ates.
iow, you may say, "Certrinly not all of the customers for os tern produce
in the East are going to ay fifteen cents per pound premium for airborne
quality." I will agree with
I Will even go further to say that
thrL. are some commodities that will not even move in appreciable quantities
t fifteen cents per ton mile. We don't agree with the enthusiast who
seys that shortly all perishables moving from the West will fly, leaving
the railroads high and dry. We do, however, expect our freight rates to
tend to move downward as the speed end ].oad-arrying ability ot our
equipment moves upward,

hen we enter into a discussion of rates each commodity must be
considered almost individually. At the outset we are certain that we will
not normally carry such things as potatoes, most of the citrus fruits and
apples, Of course, if a market is completely sold out even these
commodities may fly to fill the demand, In spite of the fact that several
planeloads of grapes have flown east, we do not feel that this commodity
sill continue to move in any sizeable volume at fifteen cents per ton
mile. About the only thing that airborne grapes have to reommond them
over railborn grapes ro
appearing, stems; and
brokers who handle grapes in the East say thet this probably is worth a
two - to four-ok. nt prL.mium, but this premium would not pay the Air Freight
charge

brgbt green, fresh

shown, however, that the commodities that do benefit
ir trEnsortation find roadr alo. Actually, airborne
produce does not even compete with the railborne offerings. The quality
of fruits, for instance, is so superior that for all practical purposes
Our

sts have

materially from
the

cc4nmodity is

entirely new,

Airborne field-ripened tomatoes are a more desirable item than the
hothouse tomato, which now sells in tremendous tonnages in the East; and,
incidentally, the airborne tomato can easily meet or beat the price o
the hothouse commodity. The same is true of packaged, ready-to-use fresh
vegetables. Their competition will be the frozen product, and we are sure
that the garden freshness of the airborne product will appeal to most
people; especially when offered at almost the seine price,
Incidentally, growers of some commodities are going to profit in
still another way in the use of Air Freight. Dr. Dorsoy of the University
of Illinois has shown that for every day that the fruit is left on the tree
in a 40-acre block of peaches past the normal picking date for rail
shipment the crop will increase by one carload. Ten days, then, would
make a difference of ten carloads from a 40-acre block of peaches; and,
bear in mind that these will not be ten cars of average quality peaches
but ten cars of premiun-priced, fully matured peaches suitable for shipment by air. I have checked this figure with western orohardists, and
they tel]. me that the same figure would be true under western conditions.
C'owers of nearly all deciduous fruits and tomatoes will profit in this
same way.
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The things that will move, then, re thOse commodities whose qua:L.ty
because of Immaturity is affected drastically by early
shipment or that can not move long distances by rail. Many of the
eoonomies inherent in air transportation are not at first apparent to a
shipper. United's research has shown, howerer, that there are major
economies possible; one of the most impørtant of these is the elimination
of spoilage in transit,
Spoilage due to breakdown from fieldborne
disesos is not covered by clairus, and oftentimes in the past shippers have
lost heavily due to such decay. An air trip f twelve to sixteen hours,
in contrast to ten to fourteen days, will largelr eliminrte this type of
troubiL,
Thirthermore, shippers who use Air Freight will find th't it is
no longer necessary to maintain a crew to load and brace shipuonts such
as is necessary when refrigerated cars are used.
They will not have to
buy lumber and nails to do this job of bracing. Lightweight wooden or
fiberboard containers can be used for air shipment in piece of heavy
wooden boxes, because protection of the contents will not be of rnjor
portance in air siipnients. The propackaging of vogetables will also
eliminate a tremendous amount of weight t origin. Peas or )ima beans
thet are shelled will weigh fifty per cent less then the same articles as
shipped in the pod. Almost seventy per cent of the gross weight of a
heed of caulifiowor is in the jacket surrounding the curd. Part of this
jeckot is trimmed off by the retailer azid the remainder is thrown away
as waste by the housewife, When Air Freight is used the curd can be
removed from the jacket at origin and packaged either whole or cubed to
take advantage of this great saving in weight. Huge tonnages of ice will
no longer need to be transported when produce is flown to market. And
every one of these economies is going to reflecton the final price that
the consumer is going topay.

harvest for rail

And now what about the retailers -- the men who will place this
airborne produce before the public? Their attitude can best be summarized
by an article which appeared recently in the ONational 1b'ocers Bulletin,"
something of the three major iniprovenients going on in produce
retailing.

telling

The first of tbesetrnprovements is the merchandising of perishables
by selfservice, The second is the groth of packaging in consumer units.
And the third has to do with sir transportation. And I quote, 'Regardless
of the cost, irborne vegetables Will find a market limited at first but
likely to grow; mae fast, on their superior quality and upon rate
idereductions, that the air transport companies will eventuaU.y
awake maerchandlaers in th East are consequently ebare of these
developments and are anxious to go along with. them..

Shippers have often akodme whether or not theirhighquality.
airborne perishables would rebeive the handling they do,crvc in ot'stern
markets, and I can assure you that th attitude of retailers there will
see that the merchandise is handled properly. It is. interesting.that.
these progressive retailers are not worried about how they will handle
the produce. They are rather wondering whether or not they can get the
very high quality that they desire. As e matter of fact, some time ago I
owe Association
had occasion to attend a meeting of the National Retail
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in the East; and when they learned that I was from California they asked me
directly whether or not there were grower-shippers in the state who would
be able and willing to give them the high quality fruit and vegetables they
would like to handle in their best markets. T assured them that this interest did exist here; and I told them of a conversation I had had preiously
iith a prominent fruit grower in the West, This one particular grower had
told me that as soon as possible he would like to start shipping his fanciest
fruit by Air Freight, I-ic had at that time made his plans for what he intended to do as soozi as he learned that the pLanes were available for freight
service.
He said that if he started early eiugh in the spring he could set
aside a good-sized block of Hale peaches, and by proper thinning he could
make sure that the bulk of the crop would run to twelve--ounce peaches or
better and he knew that he could put into the eastern markets fruit such as
had never been seen there before, lhen I pictured a really ripe Hale peach
weighing three-fourths of a pound or better I had to agree with him that it
would be entirely new in the East.
We have been told in just so many words by eastern merchants that
they can sell planeload after planeload of ai4'borne perishables no matter
rhat the price, as long as the quality is the*e.
Throughout this discussIon I have frequently used the word nqualitytt_
Quality must be
important to merit being mentioned so many times. Indeed, it Is importantZ
To our minds it is the key to the entire future for airborne produce. We
know, for instance, that the housewife In Chicago will gladly pay fifteen
cents per pound extra for airborne western peaches; and from past experiences
we know that she will come back and pay the premium again and be ful].1 satisfied with her purchases, providing the quality is there. On the other hand,
we realize, full well that if she pays this fitteen cents premium and does
not get the value she deserves she will not oziy refuse to buy again but will
no doubt tell her neighbors to avoid that ai'ttclé. Produce men who buy a
shipment F. 0, B. and get hurt will hesitate a long time before taking any
further adventures with airborne merchandise.

high quality, airbQrne quality, supreme qualt, etc.

We in United have a selfish interest in the Subject of quality. We
are interested in the long-term aspects o± the Air Freight business and not
in the temporary publicity that would result froTr jumpIng from one town to
another vvith planeloads of produce of ordinary or questionable quality.
Moreover, the grower-shippers who pioneer in the shipment of perishables by
air will be anxious to see that in the early stages of the game markets are
not hurt by unscrupulous shippers. Of course, after the business is once
firmly established the mere force of compettIon will tend to squeeze out
shippers who try to ship second-rate merchandise. The trade marks and brands
will be established, and receivers will come to depend on those shippers
whose pack is uniformly fine. It Is now, and in the irrmiediate future, however, that quality is so necessary because everyone knows that first impressions are important.

We feel that the most satisfactory warof handling the question of
quality would be to have the United States Department o± Agriculture set up
quality standards for airborne produce, Possbly these standards could be
optional, but if a receiver in the East wanted to be sure of obtaining
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highest quality he could specify then that the shipment should meet the
U. S. Standards for Airborne Quality and in turn the shipper could have
the load crtified to by a federal-state inspector. Happily1 members of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture are in accord with us on this matter.
Frther regulation of agricultural shipments might seem onerous to some
people; however, such standardization laws could be optional, and in
addition to that th progressive growers whom the standardization ]aws
would protect would undoubtedly be constantly putting up a pack that
wàuld easily meet the standards.
This is the story to tht present, then 1. There are shippers here in
the 7ost who are ready and willing to ship the finest fresh fruits and
vegetables, and there are sizeable markets awaiting these shipments in
all of the large terminals; and now Air Freight will provide the transportation at a rate that will do the job. We are. standing on the threshold
of exciting times for both aviation and agriculture.

The development of our Jest tttests to the fact that there hab
never been a lack of mon of vision here.. And forward looking agriculturists
are now gearing their operations for the age of flight. Your Willamette
Valley has long been famous as a producing section. New sections such
as the Owyhee Project in Maiheur. County, Oregon, will in time become
Other
equally fd.mous and with possibly even groater diversity of crops.

Lertile valleys heretofore inaccessible or too disLnt from markets ere
being leveled and made ready to produce more food. No place is inaccessible as long as a plane can land or a glider can be pulled from the
ground, because the atmosphere is universal.
I can best close by telling you once more that the effects of air
transportation on western agriculture will be so profound that only the
future will tell the whole story.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER AS

DEVLOPMENT OF

FACTOR IN THE INDUSTRIAL
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Dr. Paul J. Raver, Administrator
Bonneville Power Administration
portland, Oregon
At a time like this when national affairs appear to be so full of
uncertainties and doubt, it is reassuring, to meet with groups such as
this to try to arrive at a realistic appraisal of our problems. The
cumulative effect of such group analysis cannot help but lead to the
undrstanding of which Dr. Strand speaks in his foreward to your program.
Here in the Northwest, our basic economic situation is probably
better than in most .parts of the country and is undpubtedly far ahead of
most other corners of the world. For this reason we have a proportionately
greater responsibility than our neighbors in contributing to the restoration
of economic order and the building of a lasting peace.
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Before we can fulfill this responsibility, however there are some.
Actually, alproblems right here at home that urgently need solvin,
though we have mad6 tremendous gains in recent years, the Northwest faces
an extremely critical period,
Our housing situation is desperate, It will require the full
productive capacity of the building industry to come anyw-here near
meeting the heavy demands for living and working space with vthich we are
now confronted. The question of wages versus cost of living must be
reconciled without delay, And finally, the unemployment problem, which
grows more serious daily, must be attacked vigorously.

Vhei we have found the answers to these problems we can begin to
look toward the broader fields of development. We are leaving behind
us a paradoxical combination of destruction and prosperity. Until
recently we have experienced a time of unprecedented production and
accompanying all...time highs in tndustry, employment and income.
By far the greatest continuing problem we will have to face is the
maintenance of full employment, Full employment means steady and growing
income, It is the indispensable basis for production, enterprise and
investment, We must not lot the present unrest in labor obscure these
facts for a sing'e moment.
Throughout the war years, the Northwest has built for itself an
In considering the question of employment, we must
enviable labor pool.
it is 'one of ths greatest
not look upon this labor pool, as a menace
physical assets we have, becauscj the families represented in this pool
for the products of agriculture and
mean markets - home mdrkets
industry.
In the past, the Northwest, and particularly Oregon, has been
regarded as having primarily an agricultural economy. We are looking
ahLad toward a period of industrial expansion, but this does not mean
that agriculture will become any less Important. Our opportunity lies
in a parallel strengthening of both types of enterprise. This can only
be accomplished with and by people - and people mean purchasing power.
Briefly, the present employment situation looks something like
inmigration, both prewar and wartime, has been heavy postwar
this,
The return of war veterans to their
out...rnigration is relatively light.
homes here is already great, and ms.ny veterans who have seen the west
coast for the first time during thøir enlistment are planning to stay
here. G. I. preference for west cost schools and colleges is also high one authority estimates that about 75,000 are planning to register in
California colleges alone.
The significance of all this is that Pacific Coast population is
already running ahead of immediate employment opportunities. But it must
be constantly remembered that the Pacific Coast population is not running
ahead of Its basic resources. Our urgent need, then, is quicker development
of our major basic resources projects. We need quick action in the
development of industry and enterprise, bQth public and private, if we are
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to solve the ralatively shortrange unemployment problem and still retain
the longrange benefits from this hurne.n resource pool.
ce the bottlenecks of housing and buildi.ng, of unemployment and of stabilizing production and income are broken, we can begin to look forward to longrange
developmental planning.
To unlock the opportunities for development which we know to ecist
here for large and small business, for public and private entrp'ise, I
think we should look to mv e sbnent as the hearest thing to a key. This
applies to the budgeting of public programs and public aids as well as it
does to private programs with pi'ivatc financing and underwriting.
1couragernent of constructive investment means that we mist concentrate
upon
basic and coordinated resources conservation and development
progr en covering land, soil, water, minerals, agriculture, forests, fisheries,
recreation - in fact, everything that will lead to wider development of
industries and services.
'

The interest of the Bonneville Power Administration quite naturally
centers on the water resources aspects of such a program.
ur direct
concern is with power mnstalLtmons in th various multip3-purpose stream
development projects in the Columbia Basin. The immediate function of
Bonneville has to do with poker transmission and power marketing from a
power utilization and sales point of view. Thereford, Bonneville is
concerned with the resources, mndustri.al and social development of its
entire market area and hence with the broad development of the Pacific
Northwest.
the basis of this interest, Bonneville has strongly favored
coordinated regional planning and programming of development. It has
favored the carrying out of a unified program for the development of the
Columbia river system.
c

Two years ago such a comprehensive program was recommended by the
five governors of the Columbia Basin states. The Bonneville Power Administration endorsed that program then and igiU continue to do so until
a more comprehensive plan appears.
The immediate postwar effects of this program of the Northwest
States Development Association represent .n investmL.nt of about $600,000,000
to $700,000,000, including power transmission lines. It would result in
an increase in crop acreage from about 16,00ci,000 to 17,000,000 acres and
irrigated landb from about 3-1/2 to approxImately 4-1/2 million acres. It
would increase power capacity from about tao million to some 3l/2 million
kilowatts. It was estimated that this grat public investment houLd
induce at leabt an equal added investment in land improvements, plant and
communities, bringing a total increase in real wealth of about l-.1/2
billion dollars.
Such a program should provide more than 100,000 nw and continuing
.n agriculture, industry and service. It hou1d also provide for an
incr.ase in the annual income of the region of at 1ta3t 200,00O,000.
From z' public investment point of vie, It vas estimated that such a
jobs
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program should provide directly and indirectly, both here and outside of
the region, some 150,000 jobs, depending,. of course, upon the rate of
Construction.

br

This is
no means a makework. program, but one of constructive.
asset..bt.iilding public works necessary to the full develomient of the region.

The Bonneville Power Aminis tration's interest in a program of this
type lies in its direct relation to the basic objectives which have guided
our operation from the beginning, I would like to restate those objectives
briefly:
First, to develop and utilize power as a tool for the production of
taxable wealth, New wealth.creating activities a dding to the taxable
wealth of the connunity are the very foundation for solvent national
government. It we are going to use power as a too]. to accomplish the
fundamental objective of creating wealth, a lowcost,policy is of course
essential.
With the inexhaustible supply of. power we have here in t ho Northwest,
sold at the right price
and I firmly believe that price is the key to
the whole thing - there is no reason in the world why we cannot build far
greater' regional wealth and consequent greater national wealth. On this
basis we can have the necessary diversification of processes. and production
and the manufacturing activity which will bring out the wealth of the
region.
.

..

.

Our second objective is the creation of new jobs. By supplying
lowcost power as a medium for developing the resources of the region, the
Bonirieville Power Administration as a public enterprise provides a basic
ingredient for establishing a sound economic base for private enterprise.
Private enterprise, thus encouraged to produce more goods at 1o88 cost,
can create an increasing number of jobs.
A third and highly important objective is the matter of paying off
the governmentts investment here in the Northwest. The multiple.i.purpose
river projects and the federal transmission system we are building represent
a tremendous sum of money which mmst be. returned to the people of. this
country.
In the next few' weeks we will pre'sont to the Secretary of the
Interior a financial report containing certified financial statements
prepared by independent commercial auditors which will show the results of
operations from the time the project was begun to June 30, 1945, for the
federal government's Columbia river power system, including Bonneville
dam, C'and Coulee dam, and the transmission system of the Bonneville
Power Administration. In addition, we Iwve prepared a payout report
showing how the administration proposes to provide for complete.repayient
to the United States Treasury for the costs of the developmenta3 program
of the federal government in tho Northwest.
That this can be done at the lowest wholesale rate for power in
America - $17.50 per kilowatt..year - has been demonstrated. By the end
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of the calendar year l944, after payment of all current powr cots,
operation and maintenance expenses,. depreciation, interest and amortization
on the federal investment in the Bonneville - Grand Coulee transmission
system, and power facilities at the two Columbia river plants, our net
revenues amounted to more than 12 million dollars. AU we have to do is
keep the generators turning to.make the l7.5O rate. pay out.

I might add at this point that final determination ofthe cost
allocation for the construction and operation of..Coulee dam has boon made,
and revenues from the sale of 'power will meat 4633,963,55 of the total
reimbursab1i cost of 781,3O4,O85. This tncludou all construction co8ts,
interest on the portion allocated to power, replacement costs over the
repayment pr-Lod, and operation and maintenance expenses.
In other words, revenues from the 3db of powr developed t Grand
Couboe darn will repay to the federal treasury not only all investment, i.
the power facilities at the dam, plus interest on the power investment,.
but also a very substantial part of the investment in the irrigatiQfl
facilities

As a result of the allocation andrepayment studies wIbave completed
in 'cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation, it has been detethnined. that
at present ates, revenues from Bonneville - Grand Cou.lee poker:wi11 be
mor than sufficient t meôt all financial requirements and assure repauent
to the federal gcvernmeñt of .the full investment in the Grand Coulee
We
project - provided we can sell the power, and that is a sales problern
of
have a real promotional job to do in the Northwest, promoting the uses
power fox the dev.elopnent or the. natural resources' that are

here. Not

only does power pay a major part of the costs of irrigation, but te 'low
rates attract new industries to suppdrt an increased population which, in
turn, .rovides n'ew markets for' thó products of the newly irigatod land.
Thus power and irrigation are not: opposing developrnentso. .They.emPJ-eneflt
''
each other.
.."
'

We often hear claims that power.:and reclamation. projectsrdo not fit
together - when you need woter for recld.mation you canit use it for power.
That is not true in the Northwest. i :hve an unusual yntershed in the
Columbia basin. The hcaviet runoff comes at the tin. of the year that
water is needed for reclamation, and it is available in unlimited qu4ntities
during the peak power season. Consequently, it is possible for both uses
Such a rich
to be served at'a much lowar cost lere than. in other regions.

natural resource is not available' to the same extent in any other part. of
the country.
'..
.

..

.

,.

Our fourth objective is to work for a continually rising st'ndard of
our belief that thrrugh the
t j
living for the people of the Northwest.
bundant
1oi..cost
hydroelectric
power throughout the region,
distribution of
living can become more enjoyable and work be made easier for farm dwoUers,
When manpower and materials are available for
as well as city dwellers
the construction of additional rural lines, there' will be no excuse for
any farm in the Northwest to be without the benefits of cheap electric power.
For all of the consumers of the region the new products, which mean improved
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standards of living, can be made available at reaaonable prices,
cost power is distributed to the industries operating here.

f low

The Bonneville Pdwer Administration is a transmission agency whose
job is to market this power. A great deal of criticism arises over
government construction of transmission lines. According to a certain
type of thinking, pow&r should be sold at the darn to anyone who is willing
to come and get it - and that any other system interferes with free
private enterprise. Actually, private enterprise could not afford to
construct a huge 230,000.-volt transmission grid system such as we have
here, but it can take advantege of that power when it is brought to the
place whero it 'will be used. It seems to me that there is a very definite
parallel between the canals which the government is building to' OCXTy water
away from back of the dams to the areas .to be irrigated and the highvoltage
transmission lines which the government is building to carry power to those
parts of the country where it is needed most and will dp the most good.

Lowcost power in large quantities, available only from multiple
purpose development of our rivqrs, is the key to better balanced and
continued economic progress in the region.
In heavy chemical and metallurgical industrial processes, lowcost
power is practically a raw material ingredient. With the rapid strides
in chemistry and metallurgy, power is becoming sri increasingly important
factor in industrial development.
It is playing an ever larger role in
the services of commerce and transportation. Its uses in farm, home and
community life are expanding more rapidly than ever before since the
discovery of electricity.
In ordör to serve those purposes effectively, i is necessary not
only- to develop our power resources but to provide the transmission
facilities required to mako the power available to the greatest number of
people, Creation of a transmission grid system to carry the power of the
Columbia river th±'oughout the ?acif ic Northwest has been oe of our prime
rosponsibilities.
Let me illustrate what this transmission ystem does, The.
transmission line, for instance, from (kand Coule dam to Seattle performs
the function of lifting the output of two generators out of the darn and
placing it at the disposal oI' Seattle. It is a mass power transportation
system and iou' need that kind of a $ystem if you are. going to transport
power in any such quantities,
Full development óZ the Pacific Northwest's vast power resources
roquires multiplepurpose programs and financial resources far beyond
the capabilities of private interests
Since the availability of power
large quantities and at low cost plays such a large part in developing
the market, our power resources must be developed a step ahead of the
market. We must not lose sight ot these fundamental concepts if we
expect to utilize our power resources to the fullest extent in solving
our regional production, income and employment pxob].enis.
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Aside from its role as a vital factor in economic progress,
hydroelectric power produced at multiplepurpose river projects has another
very important function in regional development. It does more than any
Not only does it
other product to make resources development pay out.
pay the cost of investment in power facilities, but.it hipssubstantiafly
to repay the cost of land reclamation, thus helping to provide new jobs
and new opportunities for new people in the Northwest.

e of the major problems confronting us .dring th period of
transition from a wartime to a peacetime economy is thQ job of selling the
power already developed in the Northwest. Daring the war years, the
old
power from Bonneville and Grand Coulee dams has, to a large extent,
itself. We feel that a peacetime market exists for all of the power that
can be developed at present Columbia river projects and .others'approved
by Congress for construction in the near future. But it wilitake the
coordinated efforts of government, industry and business to develop
these latent markets.
A large portion of our potential power market lies
The success of our sales program depends upon the
industry in the pacific Northwest; conversely, industrial
to a large extent upon the availability:of power near the
materials,
field,

in the industrial
expansion of
expansion depends
sources of raw

Daring recent years, light metal production has been perhaps the
most spectacular industrial development. Yet, without minimizing its
importance, I think that it may be considered in the long range, not the
There should be a growth in light metal fabrication
most outstanding.
for a multiplicity of uses, Light metals are ideally suited for those
purposes vthere weight is an objection andease of shaping an advantage.
Transportation, in all of its various phases, affords excellent opportunities
for light metals in fabrication.
With new developments in wood chemistry and the utilization of wood
wastes, forest products industries, give promise of becoming even more
important than in the past.

Other industries which have come into the Northwest recently includo
calcium carbide, ferroalloys, glass manufacture, glucose and starch
production, dehydration of fruits and .yegetablos, as well as many other
cOmparatively small, yet in the aggregate, important developments. All
alth of the region.
of these are adding to the taxable
Technical research is one of the foundation stones of industrial
development. We are interested deeply inanexpanded program of reea,rch,
our primary interest lies, of
in experimentation, in demonstration work.
course, in the power utilization fields -- in industry, in home, farm,.
commerce and transportation uses of power. We expect to carry forward some
of the research t hat falls in our specialized field, but we are. interested,
as I know you are, in havin. other agenciea conduct adequate research
programs in broader fiei4s. We recognize the present and latent
capabilities ol' many federal, state, educational and industrial research
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agencies. We want to assist in work of direct interest to power market
development. Toward this end we have made arrangements w.th: Northwest
colleges and universities for cooprative research programs. Many of these
projects deal with utilization of power in the field of agriotlture and
are designed to promote a balanco.d development of agricultur and industry
in the Pacific Northwest.

I am sure that all of you will, agree that such a balanced development
is of paramount importance to the future economic stability of the Pacific
Northwest and of the nation. Certainly we cannot expect agriculturealone
to provide all of the necessary jobs for the Northwestts returning service
men and displaced war workers. Ouly through development of new employment
opportunities in industry can e hope to x& intain full employment in the
region.

As I see the picture, the Pacific Northwest facas three principal
problems which must be overcome before its potential greatness as a
producing region can be attained.
The first of these - lack of factual. information about the regionts
raw materials - can be corrected by an expanded research program. For
instance, we need much more information about a number of critical materials
which are needed for future industrial expansion. Limestorie is one, sulphur
is another; and we must learn much more about coal arid other sources of
carbon. I could mention many others. Until we have better information as
to what we have and the quantities vailable, we can't expect groat
industrial expansion in this region.
A second problem is the Northwest's archaic freight rate structare,
which is a serious deterrent to development of manufacturing industries
and, consequently, is working to the disadvantage oi' western development.
Our transportation condi tions in general must be :buproved with ati
accompanying adjustment in the freight rate
region. The
existing general body of rates applicable in the Northwest was developed
to facilitate the shipment eastward of raw materials and sendfinished
conmioclities, and the movement westward of manufactured goods, Freight
rates which were all right 15 ,oi' 20 years ago when they wore ostabliehod
no longer fit our expanded ecoziony. Some of these artificial economic
barriers are holding up our entire developmental program. II' development
for industry lags in the Northwest, industry will locate in some other
region.

pattern for th

.

.

The third major problem confronting the Pacific Northwest is the.
lack of population for markets
If we can retain our wartime population
gains by providing full entploXment, this difficulty will be alleviated
to some extent, arid we can look forward to a 'balanced development of
industry and agriculture solidly based on the foundation of expanded
local markets.
This entire program of resources development work, using power
as a tool for the development of new taxable wealth, is essentially a
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program to take care of an expanding population -- to relieve congested
areas in other parts of the country. With new population comes industrial
expansion. And industrial expanLon means new markets for agriculture.
Once the balance becomes The rule, the Northwest can look forward to a
glorious future.
THE EXPA1DING PRODUCTIVE POTENT[AL OF WESTEB AGRICULTURE /

Dr. Marion Clawson, Regional Agricultural Analyst
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
United States Department of Agriculture

Berkeley, California

eryone has seen pictures of a returning soldier trying to wear
his prewar clothes - sleeves too short, coat von't button in front, cuffs
above the ankles and all the rest of it. We suddenly realize that he has
grown. Western agriculture is just like the returning soldier; it, too,

Gradually, over the years, nestern agriculture has expanded,
and once in a while we wake up to discover that our old ideas about it
are wrong. Growth for the soldier requires an expenditure for new clothes;
growth for western agriculture isn't entirely painless and free frau
problems. The real question we are now facing is, has the growth in
western agriculture stopped or will it continue'? How much, if any, will
western agricultural output increase' What effect will more irrigation
have upon agricultural output' What about markets? What effect wlJ. the
growth of western population have uponmarkets forwestern agricultural
has grown.

commodities?

History of Western Agriculture /
What has been the history of western agriculture? Eavly settlers
in the West began to produce thefr own ftod at an early date; with the
difficult, costly, and uncertain transportation of those days, they often
had to raise v3iat they ate, if they were going to eat. The Spanish in
Calliornia, the Mormons in Utah, and early settlers in the Northwest all
faced this necessity. Commercial agriculture, or production for sale,
generally began with the raising of range livestock. Hides, tallow, and

wool could be shipped relatively long dtoes, because of their lack of
perishability and high value in relaticn to bulk. With the coming of' the

railroads, live animals could be shipped eastward. Next in the development
of commercial agriculture was ordinarily grain farming. The Central Valley
of Califnia, the Palouse and other northwestern areas, ai. the Great
'lains had the greatest expansion along this line. Partly contentporaneoualy
but mostly later came the growth of general irrigated farming. The possibilitie.s of fruit production began to be explored at a fairlyearly period.
At first the markets were only local and for dried fruits. The
intriction and improveiierit of refrigerated bran sportation,

/

This paper is based upon a more detailed report, "Longterm Outlook
for Western Agriculture - General Trends in Agricultural Land Use,
Produôtion, and Demand," by Marion Clawson and Wendell Calhoun,

shortly to be released by the Bureau of agricultural EcononiCs,
Berkeley, California.

As used throughout this paper, "western" means the 13. states from
J Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico to the Pacific Ocean.
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of canning, and of more recent processes greatly stimulated, fuitproduction.
Of more recent origin has been the great growth in rather specialized diary
production nd in highly specialized production of truck crops or vegetables.
To these broad changes must be added the introduction and expansion of sugar
beets, cotton, and other crops.
Agricultural production in the West has increased 115 percent since
In the 1910-14 period, the avurage annual cash farm income, in terms
1926 dollars, was slightly over ]. billion for the 11 Western States

1910.

of

(table 1). By 1939-43, even when msasud in 1926 doIThi; it hadriéñ
to
billion, or an increase of 115 percent. The increase in CaUfornic.
was nearly twice as rapid as in the rest of the region, and by 1939-43,
cash farm income in California was 83 percent as large as in the other 10
states of the West. While annual cash farm income from all commodities
was doubling in the West, the changes in different groups of commodities
was by no means uniform. Income from sale of vegetables increased nearly
4 times; "other livestock," which is chiefly dairying and poultry', iflcrea8ed
3 times. On the other hand, income from sale o1 meat animals rose only
60 percent arid from "other crops" - wheat, cotton, potatoes, sugar beets,
etc. - rose only 72 percent. These shifts in source of cash farm income
clearly indicate a trend toward more intensive types of farm production
dairying instead of beef cattle, vegetables and fruits instead of alfalfa
and irrigated general crops, etc.

How do these changes in amount and make-up of cash farm income in
the West compare with the changes in acreages of various classes of Land
during the same period? When tki various types of land are converted to a
common denominator on the basis of their ability to produce feed for livestock, the increase in productive capacity since 1910 of all types of land
has been about 13 percent. fiji increase of about 50 percent in area of
irrigated kind, plus a slight increase in circa of nonirrigated cropland
harvested, plus no increase but possibly some decrease in area and productivity of range land, totals to only the moderate increase of 13 percent.
The increase of over 100 percunt in cash farm income has thus come pren1y a
dominantly from greater and moie valuable production per acre.
larger area of lwid has been used more uUy, and for more intensive crops, so that total output has risen greatly. The upward trend in
the West and particularly on the Pcicffic Coast gret1y exceeds the trend
elsewhere in the United State5. /

slightly

Markets

for

Western Agricultural Commodities

Westurn agricultural commodities are sold on regional (or local) and
What is the market outlook for western agricultural
on national markets
products?
Much of Western agricultural production consists of "specialties" crops not grown at all elsewhere in the United States, or grown only in

/

See forthcoming report, OFarm Production in War arid Peace," by GLen ;T..
Barton
id Martin R. Cooper, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
mimeographed.
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Table 1. - Average annual deflated cash farm inComes
1910-14 and 1939-43, in the 11 Western States,
by source of income

Commodity
group

:Av.rage annual deflated cash farm:
:income (million dollars, at 1926 :Percentage increase
:price level)
1910-14 to
:
1.lO_
'AI
:i.

Fruits and nuts

170.2

423.5

149

71.2

264.5

271

Other crops

310.2

533.0

72

Meat animals

319.3

512.7

6

Other livestock

173.3

-516.5

198

1044.2

2250.2

us

Vegetables

To'tal

limited volume elsewhere. Hops, apricots, pears, filberts; walnuts,
olives, figs, avocados, artic.hokes, .nd many others could be mentioned in
this connection. Idhen consideration is given to the season of production,
several other crops for certain seasonal markets fall into this group.
Though fresh peas re grown widely in the United States, fresh pots for
winter markt are grown prinir1y in the West, for instnce. With only
minor exceptions, westrn production far exceeds western consumption of
these specialty comnioditis. Their chief market is usually in the Yidwest
and East, 2000 miles or more from the arca of production. Farm prices of
thes. commodities depend on prices received in large eastern cities, minus
relatively high freight and marketing costs. A growth in western population
means an expanded local market for Ispecialtiesh*, but it docs not free
producers from dependence on t
distint market.

"Common" aguicultural commodities are grown in many parts of the
United States other than the West. They include not oüy the staple products
such as wheat, corn, oats, barley, cotton, cattle, and hogs, bt also such
things as apples and canning peas which are grown in several oth.r areas.
viously, there is no sharp line separating "specialty" from "qommon"
products, if 75 percent or more of national production is in the West, the
commodity s probably a specialty; if 25 percent or less, probably a common
one.
Intermediately, there. way be difference of opinion as to it3 proper
class iicatjon.
Common commodities may be subdivided into (1) "deficit" commodities,
the western production of which is less than western consumption; (2)
"surplus" commodities, the western production of which clearly exceeds
commodities, for which
western consumption, and (3)
western production and consumption are in approximate balance. Examples
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are:

deficit commodities, hogs; surplus, potatoes; selfsufficient, dairy
products as a roup. The region has a small deficit of dairy products, but
the margin is small and the small deficit could be transformed into a small
surplus by expansion of wesrn production.
ecause common commodities are
produced in large volume elsewhere in the United States, western producers
are in competition with producers elsewhere.
This is true on both regional
and national markets, If western consumption exceeds western production, the
difference is easily shipped in.
The price to western farmers is the same
as the price to midwestern farmers plus freight and other costs. A growth
in western population means more shipments into the region, with little or
no increase in price to western producers. If western production exceeds
western consumption, the balance is shipped out and competes on eastern
markets with production from other areas. The price to western farmers is
the eastern city price less. freight and other costs of. gtting the product
there. If population grows in the West, more of the product is consumed in
the region and less ahippec out, but the price is likely to change but
little as a result of western population growth. OX courses if population
change wer& very great, a surplus commodity might be converted into a deficit on - this has actually happened in the case of eggs in California.
Relatively small changes jn western production or western consumption may
shift the approximately selfsufficient common commodites from the slightly
surplus to the slightly deficit status, or viceversa, with consequent rather
substantial changes in western price.
The growth of Western population has provided a greatly expanded market
for western agricultural products with consequent favorable effects on western
farm prices. Population expanded from 4 million in 1900 to nearly 14 million
s rapid ail' over
in 1940, and to about 16 million now. Population growth
the region, up to 1920, although not at exactly equal rates in all states.
From 1920 to 1940, the rate of population growth alowed down in all parts of
the region, but was maintained at a far higher level in California than
elsewhere, From 1900 to 1920, population in California increased 131 percent, and from 1920 to 1940, 102 percent, or at roughly threefourths of
the earlier rate, In contrast, only.two other western states had a rate of
population growth from 1920 to 1940 as much as half of their 1900-1920 rate,
and for most atates the ratewas less than onethird as great. Since 1940,
the rate of population growth. has been greater n California than elsewhere.
As a result of the hig]ier and bettersustained rate of population growth in
California, more than half of the people in the West are now in that state,
Within California, population growth has been especially rapid in the southern
part of the state.
Population. growth in the West. has affected the market fq' western
agricultural products, Beef cattle from Nevada, Utah, and arizona once moved
ge1es has been reflected
eastward, now they go westward. The growth of Los
in an averwidening circle from which beef moved westward rather than eastward; now, a substantial number of cattle from western Texas move to southern
California. Western dairy production has increased over onethird in the
past 20 years, and yet western consumption has expanded equally rapidly, so
that with minor exceptions, western dairymen have enjoyed a midwestern
butter price plus freight.
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The outlook is for continued western population growth. A population
of about 17 million by 1950 and of about l8 million by 1960 is probabi
for the 11 western states. This will represent increases of about 22 and
about 33 percent, respectively, over 1940. Roughly speaking, the western
market for western agricultural omniodities will expand proportionately.
With the prospect of more-rapid population growth in California than in the
rest of the region as a whole the Caijforni. market will become increasingly
important fo2' western agricultural products.
What about the national market? National population growth has been
substantial over the past several decades,and further growth vail occur even
tnough it is generally agreed that we are gradually approaching a stationary
population. While national population growth has affected the national
market for western agricultural commodities, other factors have perhaps
been more important. Improved transportation and new processing methods
have surely been factors. So have changed dietary standards and food tastes
of the population, toward more fruits and vegetables in the diet. The
West can expect some further growth in demand, due to these factors. At
the same time, the possibilities of stiffer competition from other parts
of the nation should be recognized.
If qiickfreezing makes peas or other
commodities, almost or fully equal in quality to the fresh product, available throughout the year, the price of outofseason fresh products will
surely decline.
Improved transportation and processing alwaya widens the
markets and exposes previously sheltered producers to the cold blast of
competition.

Irriation as a Factor in western Akicultura1 Development
The area of irrigated land in the lNest has doubled since 1900; the
figures are as follows:

9 million acres
"

1900

1910
1920
1930
1940

13

17*
17

14

"
"
"

ft

In contrast, the area and productivity of grazing land has not increased
and may have decreased since it was first fully used, and changes in area
of nonirrigated cropland have been relatively small.
These increases in irrigation helped to make possible the increased
The intensive crops are
agricultural production previously mentioned.
nearly all grovni on irrigated land. However, irrigated acreage is only
2 percent of the total land area of the West but about onethird of the
cropland. The only commodity produced by range land, nonirrigated cropOn the basis of their
land, and irrigated land is feed for livestock.
ability to produce feed, the range lands of the West are equivalent to
perhaps 23 million acres of irrigated land, and the nonirrigatod croplands
On this basis, irrigated
to perhaps 11 million acres of irrigated land.
lands have about 35 percent of the agricultural productive capacity of the
West. On the basis of the value of agricultural commodities produced,
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irrigation is responsible for slightly over half of the total. These
relationshipc vary greatly by states, In Oregon and Washington, the relatively large acreages of nonirrigated cropland west of the Cascades, plus
the large dry-farm wheat production, result in a small part of the total
from irrigation. In some other western states, irrigation is much more
important.

Is there an opportunity to expand irrigation in the West? The
Bureau of Reclamation says so, and has submitted a large scale program to
Congress. / Irrigation of 6 3/4 million acres of ne land plus supplemental

supply of water to 9 million acres i1th2n 10 or 12 years iS held otit

s

a i easoriable estriate of maximum development within that period. Actual
development vill almost surely be less; the necessity of getting appropria-

tions, unavoidable delays in construction, perhaps lack of sufficient
settlers with necessary capita]. or credit, and some iands:unsuitable:f or
in'igation within projects will all combine to reduôe the acreage that will
actuaJ ly be irrigated by some date. The list of proposed developments
contains several large projects and many small ones. The .Colunt'ia ]sin
Project will ultunstely inc)ude about 1 million acres; it could all be
irrigated within 10 years, but may take 25 years or more to get into full
production. The Mountain Home project in southern Idaho will include over
200,000 acres of new land, and may be among tie early large projects. In
Oregon the Deschutes and Willainette projects will add considerably to the
agricultural productive capacity. The presently authorized Central Vallay

Project a11 bring in about one-half mi]lion acres of new land. Ultimate
developments in that area will add something like 3 million acres t. the
total irrigated area; as much as 1 million of this might be in prochiction
by 1960. A large project is under consideration in Arizona. These are
equalled or over-shadowed by the scores of mal1 projects vathin the region.
Outside of the 11 Western States large developments are projected in North
and South Dakota.

Considering all factors, I estimate that frrigation of new land.

and provision of supnlementary water supply vail be aqua]. in productivity
to about 1 million acres of irrigated land by ] 950 and to about 3 million
acres by 1960. These amounts, if realized, would equal 5 and 16 percent,

respectively, of the area irrigated in 1940. However, on the basis of
equivalent productivity of all types of land in the 11 western States,

they

equal 2. and 6 percent. Vthile I view these as. pobab1e developments, others
might ésthmate other acreages as more probable, and anyone wiU concede that
actual development iray be great6r or less, depending upon the factors
previously enumerated.

Summary o± Production and Market Probabilities

The outstanding fact in western, agricultural' history has been the
gret1y increased output from an only moderately expanded acreage. As
iJ Hearings before the Special Committee. on Postwar Economic Policy an.

Planning, U. s. Senate, 7th Congress, 2nd Session, pursuant to Senate
Resolution 102. Part 5, Reclamation, Irri Ration and Power Projects,
June 6, 1944.
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pointed out earlier, the annual value of agricultural production, (in 1926
dollars) in the 11 western states rose from about $1 billion in 1910-14
to abott $2* billion in 1939.-43, at the same time, the acree of all
agricultural land rose from the quivalent of about 47 million acres of
irrigated land to the equivalent of about 52 million acres of irrigated,
land. Reduced to a per acre basis, agricultural production rose from about
$21 in 1910 to about $39 in 1940, or an 86 percent increase in 30 years; the
rise was r.thr consistent: year by ye'tr. The changes which have occurred
in farming in the Vale nd Ow-yhee irrigation projects since they iere first
brought into irrigation illustrate triis trend tow-rd more intensive
production from the same area of lanth
In California, the increase in
production per acre was more marked - from about .58 in 1910 to about $122
in 1940, or.n increase of 110 percent in the same, period.

Wht fctors are responsible £oi these trends? First and foremost,
they are due to a. shift toward more intensive lines of agricultural
production - more dairy cattle in relation to beef cattle, more truck crops
in relation to hay. acreag, more fruit prpduction, and similar changeswhich
employ more people and turn out more product from the samerea of cropland.
farming areas..
This trend has been particularly noticeable in the bett&
Greater mechanization has released land to produce crops for sale which
previously had been used to produce feed for 'workstock. Yields of several
crops have increased; greater maturit7 in. fruit' trees has resulted in
higher fruit yields, for instance,
Has this trend toward more output per acre ceasedor even slackened
off? Not yet,.and.there isreasonto believe that the factors responsible
£ or the trend in the past will continue tn the futures though probably
not with the same force. If this trend should continue at the past rate,
by 1960 western agricultural production would be 50 percent abovo 1940
agricultural production, due to this One factor alone. About onefourth
of this increase above 1940 haè already occurred. Earlier, I estimated
that by 1960 irrigation development might add 6 percent to the productivity
i1tiplying a 6 percent increase in landprocapacity of western land.
ductivity times a 50 percent increase n production pr acre would equal
a 60 percent increase in total agricultural production. Tins represents a

productive potential, but market conb1uoratcns will deLrmne wnether It
possible
is fully utilized..
Such 'n increas. u niochiction though large,
In view of past trends and cirrent p1ns for irrigation devoloprent.
Assuming past trends will be soiiiehat modified I shoald say that the most
0bable increase in total agricultural output in the West will be nearer
to 30 or 40 percent by 1960, compared ;ilth 1940.

Let me repeats
substantial part of this has already occurred, during the war,

a

On the
Will market prospects justify such a production increase?
basis of anticipated western populátioñ growth, the regional market for
agricultural products may expand 33 percent by 1960, compared with 1940.
Part of this has also occurred during the war, To this probably can be
added some increase due to higher consumption per capita, particularly if
employment is high. If the national population increases 15 percent by
1960, the market for western agricultural products, outside of the western
region, should increase about proportionately because of that fact. In
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addition, per capita consumption, particularly of the fruits, vegetables,
arid other products that the West ships East, should rise appreciably.
Considering these increases in regional and in national market, the total
market for western agricultural conmodities is likely to rise by perhaps

25 to 30 percert, from 1940 to l0.
On the face of it, theseestiinates indicate a somewhat greater
increase in output than in markets. A conclusion that surpluses will
etixnates of this sort can hardly
develop is unwarranted, however, becaus
have the precision necessary to detect a surplus of 10 or 15 percent 15
or 20 years into the future. The conclusion can safely be druwn that both
gricultural production n the est and agricultural markets for western
products vail increase materially (onefourth or more) in the next 15 years.
There is good reason to believe that the West will continue to have
Indeed, as one
an agricultural production greater than its comsumptin.
looks at the pact, it appears that agricultura1 output has expanded fully
as rapidly as population has grown, and that net outshipments have been
an approximately constant proportion of total production for the last 30
or 140 years.
They may well continue so. The makeup of outshipments and
inshipments has varied, and is likely to continue to change, but the relative
balance has been nearly th same.
An expanding output, a growing market, and changes in types of
production provide an opportunity and constitute a challenge to the
agricultural industry of the 'Vest.

LABOP AND ITS SHA3E OF THE NATIONAL INCOME
S. Eugene Alien, Vanager
Oregon Labor Press
Portland, Oregon

As we look about the contemporary American scene, some of us may
be appalled at the industrial unrest and disputes that mar our reconversion
picture. Actually, it is not nearly as bad as it sezms on the surface and
such issues as divide us are basic to our future. £hey deserve a more
careful examination and consideration than most of us give them.
It is frequently taken for granted that strikes are due solely to
hen I hear someone go into the old routine
obstinacy of labor unions,
he thinks the
real and fancie4
against labor unions for all the ills
nation suffers, I think of the old weatherbeaten sailor who wandered intO
a waterfront mission where a preacher was holding forth in strong language
on the Ten Commandments, detailing at great length the many rays in which
they could, and were, beirg broken constantly.
th

The sailor departed in a subdued mood, but after walking a few
blocks, his face brightened and he squared his shoulders. tlAnyway,U he
said happily, "I never made any graven images.0
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I do not want to come here this evening and indulge in acrimonious
discussion about some of our pressing industrial relations problems. It

would be out of keeping with the spirit of intellectual integrity and
Scientific inquiry that I think must characterize our approach to these
problems of human relations, Rather I should like to discuss the basic

problems of living standurds and employment and prosperity and the relation
our national labor and wage policy has to their achievement. I assume
that you want me to be frank, and I shall be.

One of the encouraging aspects of our American scene is that we are
making an effert to discover what the facts about our politcai and economic
institutions are. It is in th tradition of colleges and universities to
inquire into the problem of human relations as well as to deal with scientific
and abstract pursuits of learning
This occasion affords inc an opportunity to compliment the State

College for the splendid contribtttion it is making in the field of industrial
rose .rch. The staff of the College has a distinguished record of practical
achievement for Oregon ts agriculthre and industry.

Right now, several notevrthy projects are being. carried out by
the College that have as their aim increasing the productivity of Oregon
industry and the establishment of new enterprise in this state and region.
I could not mention them all, but I can suggest two or three examples.
In Southwestern Oregon, there are substantial deposita of a relatively

lowgrade chrome ore. A research project is now underway to detenine
economical processes for the development and use of this resource,

ck'eat strides are being made, under the leadership of the State
College, in the utilization of wood wastes and the development of new
wood projects. As a result of this type of research and study, I have no
doubt that substantial new industries will be brought into being and our
economic and social progress enriched.

Sources of industri. carbon are being sought out and attention is

being given to developing space heating by means of cictricity upon a sound
basis,

These are only examples of the kind of practical work that is being

It is the type of thing that yields great returns to
the State and to the entire nation.
done on this campus

One of the nation's groat newspapers the Oregon Journal - has
taken a particular interest in this type of activity and has encouraged it
in many ways.

Sometime ago I was' privileged to attend a dinner given by

that paper, the purpose of which was to stimulate interest in this work
and to foster it through the establishment of research funds and grants
of various kinds as well as through more adequate legislative appropriation.
This, too, is good; nd I compliment Mr. Jackson and his associates on
the Oregon Journal for their interest and encouragement in this field.
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But it is equally important, a you people here recognize, that 'we
understand the human relationships that are such a tremendously important
factor in American industry. The attitudes that employers and employees
have toward each other are quite as important as the industrial processes by
which physical operations are carried out,
We have not always paid the attention to this problem that it deserves.
grid frequently much of the attention that has been paid to it has been
biased and slanted strongly against the individual workman and his organization and in favor of the industrial corporations.
You know the modern industrial corporation is a very

recent

development,

if ve consider it from the historical point of view. Corporations are necessary to a mass-pro ductaon economy, but we need to remember that they are
devices created by men to serve men.

The following quotation will serve to indicate some of the thinking
that we have associated with our industrial development.
It is adapted from Morrison and Coinmagert a "The Growth of the 'American

Republic.'
ttThe climate of opinion in thich these ideas flourished was hostile
to organized labor, but not until comparatively recent years was that climate
in
moderated by new intellectual currents. Meantime there had developed,
Combiiialabor
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That
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istic.
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bust government aid to labor
into politics was
should
go
polit,ps was conmon sense, but that labor
Property
had
a
natural right to a fair
contrary to the American tradition.
return on its value, but the return which labor might enjoy was to be regulated strict3.y by the law of supply and demand. Appeals to protect or enenhance
hance property interests were reasonable, but appeals to protect or
combines
were
Brokers
who
organized
business
labor interests were dcmagogic.
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weze
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respectable public servants, but labor organizers
of Pinkerton detectives to protect business property was preserving law and
was violence. To curt U
order, but the use of force to protect theofjob
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production in the face of an over-suoply
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the
face of an overbusiness practice, but to strike for
but the principle
The
list
might
be
extended,
supply of labor was unsound.
The
double
standard
was illogical,
tte
practice.
is more interesting than
of
conforming
to
it, defying it,
but it wa real, and labor had the choice
and
defiance
was
Conformation
was
not
to
be
expected,
or changing it.
changing
directed
its
efforts
toward
generally suicidal, so labor naturally
standard
øsn
be
of this double
it. The story of the gradual modif.cationand
legisin the record of social
read in the history of labor organization
governments
over
the past fifty years."
lation of state and federal
Now then, an integral part of free enterprise--and honestly I'm not

sure 3ust how devoted even American business men are
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to that ideal--is

free labor, free unions arid coUectiv bargaining.
If our industril scene seems confused, it is becc'usc we are confused.
We won a gret military victory and we were constantly assured - indeed
we Lssured ourselves just as we whistle when passing a cemetery - that
once the military victory was won, we would build a brave new world. We
would establish justice. We would have the "four freedoms" established
"all over the world." We uttered, or at least our President uttered in
our name, great words in the Atlantic Charter. We repeated them so much
that some naive souls even began to believe them, but nost Americans thought
of them as mere slogans.
The truth is that we had no war aims. We didntt know why we were
fighting. We exercised a sort of self discipline because a great many of
us had an uncomfortable feeling that if we didn't, we would be regarded as
of questionable patriotism. But when the war ended, we shuffled off at
least some of the hypocrisy and pulled some of the wool off our eyes and
we resumed our old ways. And why not? .Wasn!.t that what we were fighting
for? Well, I don't know, but at least some folks saId it was.

It has been said too often, in.fact even to repeat it, that "eternal
and we could honestly add to that that
vigilance is the price of liberty"
a good deal of public inconvenience is also the price or liberty.
Strikes are an exercise upon the ptrt of workers o±' that traditional
And if
liberty. Lockouts and lov wages are also a part of that liberty.
the public suffers beôause labor and management cannot dispose of their
mutual problems without a public brawl, it is a part of that price we pay
for liberty. And, in my vie, a mighty cheap price. And when I say this,
I am perftctly conscious of the dependence that we all have upon smooth
industr al operations.
Strikes are a symptom, They indicate a deeprooted social disease,
That disease is fear, and suspicion and selfishness. Fear of unemployment,
fear of low agos, fear of business failure, fear of tax foreclosures, fear
of low prices for farm products; these ar3 only a few of the fears. Some
of them are encouraged by goverrunent. Some of them are the obvious manifestations of human cussedness.
I am sure: that a good case
Of course, industrial profits are high.
can b made for a redistribution of our ntional income, but as a practical
matter if all lndustridl profits were devoted to payment of higher wages,
it ivould not raise the general lcvol of vagea very substantially. Tithout
meaning to discount thE. inipoitance of profits in the industrial picture,

nevrtheless, I am constrained to suggest tht if - in the long run - more
wages are to be paid workers, they must come primarily and almost entirely
out of increased productivity.
I take it for granted that in AmE.ric we are committed as a social
policy to rising living standards for our citizens.

Therefore, with this basic assumption running through my thinking,
I suggest it is more profitable to consider the means by vthichwe shall
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achieve a rising living standard rather than to undertake to justify a
particu1r demnd or deft.,nd a particultr btrike in industry.
It is simply elementary economics to state that standards of living
dpend upon the. production of goods dnd services.
Nevertheless, it is
worthwhile to repeat th proposition because, as a nation, we have behaved
in precisely the opposite manner.
Industrial combinations have Ought
by monopoly to artificially maintain high prices by restricting the output
of their factories and plants. Farmers have sought, through legislation,
to mantein parity prices by restricting firm production. Labor has sought,
through featherbedding and restrictive union rules to inaintai±i wages by
restricting production.

Of course, it is easy to understand why each group in our socity
has pursued these policies, but the not result on the national economy hes
bon tht we have produced less when we vore ostensibly trying to improve
our standards. It hasn't vrorked 1 Nor vafl it work any better in the
futures and we will .nth.ed be a foolish people to dgain undertake such a
scheme,
Economists are in substantial agreement that our productivity per
hour of labor has increased, They re not in agreement "E to the precise
amount of this increase. Perhaps a good a getieral statement as cin be
found is that by Dr. Julius Hirsch vhich was printed in the November 19th
Dr. Hirsch has
issue o±' "Barron's
a conservative financial journal
made a very careful and exhaustive study of the available data on the rate
In this well..documented
of increased productivity in our industriel plant.
tatemont, he xpresses the opinion that our productivity has increased by
has increased
at least three per cent annwilly since 1940. He show
by substantial amounts prior to that time.

thtt it

He concludes his article with this very significant statements
"If we ignore, is we should, the presnt situation, a la8ting gain
in efficiency between 1940 and 1947 of 3.5% or 4% per year wll mean that
1' or the volume of production for vthich 100 workers v crc needed iti l39,
perhaps 76 or even only 72 may suffice in 1947. Or, in other words, the

labor force necessary to poduce the same output woUld nOt be 45to 46
millions as in 1939, but rather 36 millions or less.
"To employ the same number of people as in 1939, bur total effective
purchasing power will thus have to be 20% to 25 higher. If we cannot do
this, we will not employ as many people as in 1939. Yet we actually hope
to increase our Prerar
boZ' force by 12 to 15 million.
"Therefore, let us not overlook the great danger of what appears to
mc to be an obvious trend toward technological unemployment on a larger
scale than ever experienced before. From 1939 to 1.945 we have gone through
greatest mass production period in our history, we should remember that
efficiency gains are never 1im.ted to those industries in which they were
originally obtained. By the availability of new commodities and of old
ones at lowered prices, these gains spread throughout the national economy.
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"Production power has again progressed much more rapidly than consum
tion power.
In 1933 we had 24.7 less production than in 1929 and 12 to 13
million unemployed. In 1939 we had 4% more production volume than in 1929,
but e still had eight to ten mi11ionirep1oyed. Increased mass production
provided us with d 4% higher volume of output with about three to four million
less employed.
"e may have to be prepared for mu,ch more additional technological
unemployment than is forecast in most of the studies published by the adm1nistrct1on, Congss, and u].most all of our economists."
Now then, I ask you to ponder this statemont of Dr. Hirsch for a
moment. What he is saying in simple terms is that our increased productivity
per worker is so great that we can produce c.iS much as
did ifl 1940 With
several million less work..rs, Surely, the sigiuflcancL. of that situation
cannot escape even the dullest among us.
I should like, also, in this connection to refer you to an article
in the current issue of Fortune magazine under the title of "American
Productivity" and vritten by Charles R. Walker of Yale University. He
concludes, as did Dr. Hirsch, thct American productivity has risen by more
than three prcent annually. He, too, conc1ud.s that we can produce our
1940 level of goods and services ;ith several millions lQss workers than
we had in that year employed. And even then we had nal1ios of unemployed.

Well, of course, we are not going to be satisfied with a 1940 variety
of economic existence in this nation.
e must produce more and more goods
for the raising of living standards
Let me repeat what I have already
said:
Living standards depend upon the production of goods and services J.
,Unfortunately, a great many businessmen recognize only this much
truth, but that is only ha]! the story. An essential half, yes, but still
only a half. The other
and equally essential - half of the story is
that ths increa$ed producton must be distributed among the citizens of the
netion, Otherwise it soon begins to pile up and the erj next thing that
happns is industrial stagnation sets in, unemployment commences, business
falls off, the old weary cirle commences once more.
How to distribut these goods and services among 'us is not easy to
ansver, but a rather simple general statement will provide.at least.the
direction for us to start travelling. There are only two ways in which this
ccn be dccompllshed,
e may increase wages and lower unit cots. As a
matter of fact, our whole economic history gives abundant proof that this
process is precisely vfliatdoes take place. Without one single exception
every one of our mass produQed consumers' goods is being sold for very much
less money toddy than it was many years ago and without one single exception
the wages paid American workmen in these industries naVe been substantially
increased, but the general trend toward lower unit costs and higher wages
has simply not been acce1eraicd enough.
It has been forced on industry by
the organization of worker's into effective labor unions, Our problem is to
see that these two things happen simultaneously and more rapidly.
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You will notice that I have said they must happen simultaneously and
tius simultaneous occurnc is very important for if one happens without
the other, it gives an imbalance to our economy vhich sets in motion the
forcL.s of business dpr"ssion and these forces rapidly gain momentum and
are out of control before we can effectively act upon thorn.

Nov then, of course, when I say a sImultaneous reaction must. take
plac in our industrial life, I don't rn.an that overrthing has to happen
next Tuc.sday, but I do mean that within a comparatively short time our
economy must make these adjustments or we are lost.
Az further evidence of the two-told nature of our problem, I quote
from Dr. Walker
article $
"In looking at the past or projecting the future of uerioan industrial
o±flc'iL..ncy, it is important to emphasize that high productivity does not
nocssarily mean a hLalthSr economy. No one should confuse wha& m'ht
called th promissory note o productivity with payment of prosperity
all, Productivity doesn't moan that. But i solutions ar found foz'
other problems, organizational, political, and psychological, it will
To make clear this allimportant reservation, oxwnine for
just that.
moment the relation between productivity and other in1portant elements
a healthy economy; employment, output and wages.

be
to
cortain

mean
a
in

"If you take four major groups of industries that comprise 75 percent
of industrial income and employment in the U.S. - manufacturing, mining,
railroads, electric light and power - the following illuminating comparisons
between the years 1923-24 and 1936-37 can be made. ProductivIty In manufacturing went up 50 percent in these years, mining 89, ra]J.rOads 1.3
(measured by traffic miles), and e1ctrIc light and power ill. But with th
exception of the last, volume of output didn't keep pacc with productivit7.
Manufacturing output went up 25 percent and mining 12. Railroads declined
in output 17 percent. Electric light and power mounted 141 percent. This
spread between productive efficiency arid output was vividly refleoted in
declining man-hours of employment. Manufacturing deolined ir man'..hours
16 percent (remomber productivity ront up 50), man-hours in mining declined
41 percent (remember productivity went up 89). In railroads manours
dropped 42 (productivity has risen 43),
Ci1y In electric light and p9WC2
where both output apd productivity had increased tremendously did man-hours
of employment go up - by 14 percent.
"What a decline in man-hours of employment means for thc individual
It means that he gets the benefit of iricrsed productivity in more leisure, by workIng fewer hours each week. Ind it means
that as a consumer he can get nurt for his money. But it alSP r?sulted for
the period in qustion in involuntary
or fewer hours a 'eek than
he you1d have liked to roric, Thcse sharp declines in mafl..hour8 also reflect
the trough of unemployment in
In other words, a high level
of productivity may coexist with only pdrtial einploymt.nt, a the depression
yoar tragically
To realize the advantages of high productivity
for everyone, full employment anci a large volume of output are necessary.

vrorker is obvious

the thirties,

illustrated.
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spr.ad between manhours of employment and increased productivity
also shows up in declines in earnings. If rOU look .t thL whole span between 1919 and 1939 for manufacturing, say, you will find that labor gained
lot from the rise in productivity in hourly wgos. Hourly wages, in
terms of real purchasing por, ere up 45 per cent. But annuc 1 earnings,
in these same terms, were do'n 20 per cent.
"As to capital -- for manufacturing from 1919 to 1939 the total
capital investment decreased by 4 percent ( it had gone up in the first
decade) and aggregate earnings declined 1l.3.

"aver the two decades everyone - as consumers - gained prodigiously
from increased productivity. The American citizen in 1939 wa
able to buy
a third more product for every dollar spent - not to mention that he was
offered a greater variety and for the most part a higher quality of product
for his money.
"Productivity, then, is potential prosperity, proml&e, but not always
performances The other elements in the economy must be in proper relationship
if investor, worker, consumer are all to gain from industry*s ability to
turn out bettor and cheaper products, with less labor pcmer. Above all,
output and employment must keep pace with the upward bounds of productivity."
The great corporations of america performed a signal service for our
nation and our economy when they developed the large scale enterprise to
make mass production possible and when they discovered th managerial genius
to turn raw materials into goods for human consumption at low costs.
But American labor unions have played no less sri important part in
leading the way toward expanded standards of living for the average American
ctizen. Labor unions stand today as the one great body of opinion and
thought seeking to translate our efficient productivity into living standards
of real proportions for all of us.
They may falter at times. Sometimes ther suffer from ignorant or
demagogic leadership - what organization doesn't? But te native good
sense of the American worker, s xpressed through his organizabi.on, is
the one thing that, coupled with tho good sense of other Americans, will
pull us through the crisis if we can be pulled through, And I am ready to
say hero and now that I am not any Pollyanna about this business. We
could fail, but we don't have to, and we won't if we are the least bit wise.

The share of the national income that labor claims is not an amount
that can be stated in terms of dollars, nor even in percentages. Labor's
share of the national income is that amount of our total product which we
as laborers earn and which we must consume in order to maintain a healthy
economy, and it will be changed and revised from time to time. Revised
upward I may say, Unless, of course, we reject the thL.ory of an expanding
economy, for an expanding economy means simply one thing: more and more
people will be able to enjoy more arid more of the good things of life.
Labor doesn't want to achieve this at the expense of anyone else.
We don$t want to take it away from anyone. We want it to come out of the
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only place it can come from:

Increased productive capacity.

And don't forgot wher you rr talking about "LaDor," you're talking
about fellow American citizens with the same ideals and the same aspirations
as other citizens. You arc talking about people who are essentially fair,
who know Ajnerjc a and love it and who know how to make affebtivc use of
the typical American technics of getting things done.
I am assuming that we intend to maintain our domocratic capitalism.
Of course, if we re ready to aoandon this essential AmorLcn institution
and adopt the dictatorship technic, as for example the Russians have, or
the Germans, or the Italians, or the Japanese, we can indulge in the topdo'wn
planning of our economy.

But I state flatly that the American Federation of Labor wants none
Even though our policies may seem to be headed that direction,
e are committed
sometimes, we want non of it, Ve believe in capitalism.
lacking
to the democratic process. We are not afraid of words, or are
in self reliance.
of that.

I have read Henry allace t book "Sixty Million Jobs." It Ws
to go back and rly on the
interestang to obcrve that poor old Pcnry h
econçnac theories of Alexander hamilton to justify his viewpoint. If that
kind of fuzzy thinking is tO eharacterie our economic and industrial
life, we are indeed paupers for :tdoa.
There is no easy wa to solve our problems, nor is there any magic,
nor any ledgerdemain by which we can make ourselves a prosperous people.

e will hove to observe the simple rules of
e iifl hive to aork.
dmocrat1c capitalism. We vciil have to ddicato ourselves to the fundamental
principles of justice and equality of all men before the law.
If I may indulge in a bit of self criticism, I should like to suggest
that if American labor seeks special treatment at the hands of our government,
we must also be prepared to accept the restrictive legislation along with
OX cour3e, I can mortrlly frightened at
tao specidi interest legislation.
the spectacle of every last group interest in America descending on the
Congress and demanding of the poor befuddled law makers an answer to thoir
If
every problem. It is a national psychoneurosis that we must overcome.
we don't - well, what happens to incurable neurotics is well known.
Stripped down to its b'rest essentials, labor's case for higher wages,
and for shorter heurs is ba'ed on the plain econOmiC fact of increased
e that our productive plant has ample
productivity. Labor urnorists
capacity to supply all of our needs. Labor unionists see tht iO have the
managerial genius - or to use a currently fashioflable phrase - the "know
howI to produce an abundance for all of us. Labor unionists, t simple
but practical people, see no point in enduring the misery and heartbreak of
unemployment or low wages or poverty. And we start with the assumption
that if we heve the rcsorc s, th plant, the managori '1 genius, the labor
force, we surely nist have among us the good sense, to apply these ingredients
in the correct proportions to produce a high living standard for our nation.
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We have no idea of tolerabing any further mass unemployment nor poverty
We dema4 and we will fight for with all of our
economic and all of ouz political and all of our moral strength, the living
standard to which American citizens are entitled,
stricken ,árnerican citizens,

Specifically, I mean a good home, security against unemployment and
old age,. and sickness and accident.
I mean an opportunity for a good edudation and for cultural and recreational pursuits.
I mean the same kind
of 'a living standard that each of you looks forward to, That is not expecting
mu?h of a great productive nation such as Aineria. That is not expecting
much of our economy.
The sacratary of the Troasury, Fred Vinson, put it another way recently
when he said that the American people are facing the pleasant prospect of
learning how to live with their standards increased at least 50 percent.
That, my friends, in not IJtopii
That is the minimum bhat we can
afford in this nation, To tolerate less is to court disaster and to reckon
with the four horsemen.

But our claim to these things is based upon the productivity of our
American industrial plant and machinery and' managoment end labor. We don't
expect government to produce any miracles. We agree with Herbert Hoover that
"there a re a great many things going around in the dark besides Santa Claus."

OUTLOOK

Q FM FXPOFtTS,

A. Rex Johnson, Assistant Director
Office of Foreii Agricultural Relations
United States Department of gricultare
Washington, D. C.
I'm glad to be speaking today to an audience that needs no introduction
to the subject of my speech, the outlook for our farm exports.
You have long bean closily associ'ted with foreign trado so already
are aware of the importance of foreign markets for a prosperous American
farm 'ife.
cport markets are much more than a safety valve of our agriculture, they must be planned for. We cannot count' on a reasonably full use
of our developed agricultural resources without them. Nor, under relatively
free iarket conditions, can we count on good farm prices without them, as
the amount of a crop that is exported greatly influences the. price for the
part that is sold domestically.
Even under the restrictions prevailing
before the war we exported about 40 percent of our ôotton, one-third of
our tobacco, nearly one-tenth of our wheat, and substantial portions of our
lard, prunes, raisins, apples, pbars, oranges, and rice.
attempt to size up the forei
It is desirable, therefore, that
are entering the postwar period. lNhat
market at this time - just as
prospects do we face in the months and years just ahead for a fairly good
levul of exports?
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For any adequate appraisal of the situation, we nist divide the
postwar period into two parts
a shortterm period that: may last for
perhaps 2 or 3 years after the end of fighting, and a longterm period
which will follow after that.
During the short-term period, which we are now in, farmers may expect
to benefit from the heavy aemand foi their products from Europe and the
Far East.
Prewar problems of overproauction in relation to demands are not
likely to reoccur except in the case of a few items.
Per capita world food output in 1945-46, for instance, is estimated
to be about 10 percent less than during the imnediate prewar period.
Reduced carryover supplies of nearly all major food products, together
with disorganized distribution systems, mean that th supply at present is
even further below normal than the drop in 1945 output would indicate,
Drought followed battle in Europe, For the entire Continent (exclusive of
Itussia), even allowing for wartime processing economies, the present year's
food supply is estimated at 20 percent below thc. prewar Jevel, The food
output in France is at a 5..year low. Belgium cannot approach the 50 percent
of its om food which it produced before the war. From Italy, from Austria,
from the Netherlands, from even the frti1e Danube Basin come somewhat
similar reports. Russia's food situation will be somewhat improved, and
the midd1. and Far East are in moderat.ly sound position, with th3 exception
of a sharp deficit in Japan. Even the temperate countries of South America,
normally exporters of food axle, other farm products, havc, suffered severely
from drought and can contribute less than average amounts to the world food
supply.

Thus for the current year and perhaps for the next year or two
Mill be heavy for the farm products of tho United States and
of sc.veral oti-er surplus food producing countries, notably Canada, Argentina,
Australia, arid Nw Zealand, So much for the immediate postwar period. It
will be a time, largely, of taperingoff, marked by farm production and
marketing conditions not grcativ c1iffrent from those of the actual war
period - at icast for most products.

forign demand

For the longterm period, hoMever, export prospects will be less
certain. This is the period that is of primary concern to us here. And
in attempting an appraisal of prospects in this period, I'd be less than
frank if I failed to say that they are such as to give us cause for serious
study and concern.

Between the two wrld wars, th total volume of this country's
foreign trade began going downhill. Exports represented° a smaller and
smaller portion of th national income - which reflects our capacity to
trade.
Of more immediate concern to us here is the fact that our foreign
trade in farm products fell off even more sharply than did foreign trade
as a whole. As exports of raw materials, which
include farm exports,
became a smaller. and smaller share of our total exports, exports of finished
and semifinished manufactured goods during the same period naturally
rew to be a larger and larger share
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In the first five
Let's be a little more specific at this point.
accounted
for twothirds
years after the Civil War (1866-70), raw materials
Those
were
the
days
when
cotton
was
king
and was
of all our exports.
During
the
5...year
period,
1936-40,
however,
they
made up
"riding high."
By
this
latter
period,
exports
only a little more than a fifth of the total.
In
the
of finished manufactured products accounted for half of the total.
decade prior to the Civil War they made up only about 15 percent of the
total0

This leads us to the 64 question: What, basically, causes these
trends in our foreign trade? If we can find the answer to that one, maybe
we can control and direct them to our advantage.
Luckily enough, the answer is not hard to find. These trends o
back in a coitsiderable degree to an unsimple fact that can be simply stated.
Many nations of the world have for many years past been following socalled
Axid I want to stop here
selfsufficienôy trade arid production policies.
just long enough to underscore that word socalled. These policies were
aimed at making each of the countries concerned as nearly as possible
economically free and independent of the rest of the world. Each country
sought, separately and independently of the others, to keep depression from
its doors and/or to assure itself of adequate supplies of es$ential goods
and materials in case it got into a fight.
In point or time the United States was among the first nations of
the world, following the first World War, to set up a high tradebarrior
policy. Many nations soon followed suit in the interest of that socalled
se1f.sufficiency. In the por.od between the two worldshattering conflicts,
during which time to depressions hit the world economically, the flow of
commerce across national boundaries has been increasingly obstructed by
Imports have been controlled, not alone by increased
government action.
tariffs, but by quotas, embargoes, more string'nt custom formalities and
cports have been forced through barter, currency
exchange control as well,
depreciation, and subsidies. Preferential systems between countries,
permitting discrimination as between suppliers and customers, also waxed
in favor. 3ilateral deals between countries, which rule out outsiders,
became the order of the day.
So far as the United States and its farmers are concerned, then, the
total volume of this countryts foreign trade between the two world wars fell
off, and rar material exports grew to be a smaller and smaller portion of
the smaller whole. But there iero greater and more farreaching results for
the world as a whole.
As long as these devices rere used by only a few nations, they
ve led to sow temporary, shorttime advantages for those nations. But
en they became the common property of many or all nations they tended to
ancl each other as far as eny advantages were concerned,
This was not the case, howevor as to the disadvantagea. 'For, taken
as a whole, these solfseeking devices restricted the buying power of the
countries against which they wore directed. They made it difficult, or
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impossible, for the target nations to expand their industry, have full
mploymont, and satisfy th wants and needs of their peoples through a higher
standard of living, They throttled world tr&, led to
international
frictions, and helped plant the seed for a new and bumper crop of death
on the battle fields of the world.
One might have thought - and hoped - that the warwoutd have eliminated
these ocononrc weapons froni ariong the peace-time instrumentalities of
governments, The fu.c't is, hovevcr, tnt it served on)y to increest.. government intervention in world trade.
there trade channels were not actually
broken by wr tne wre changed to meet its demanding voice, As
result,
govrnmcnts today have mor.. of
strangle._hold on the wor]dts trade than in
1939,
nd the reg1inenttion of trade is 'U but complete,

I wish that in this appraisal I could stop painting a dark picture
at tni po.nt, Unfortunately, I cannot, for just
as the abovo.montionod
consid..rtions suggest the possibilitj of a badly shrunken foreign demand,
a number of other factors indicate strongly that world supply of a number
of internatjonai cornnodjtjos in the lon-time period ahead may be substdntlally lu'ger than before thc war.
W. will not be greatly surprised, of course, to st..c
output of whet, cotton, tobacco, qool nd some
effective demand,
Or of sugar, if th. Far Eastern producers
their prewar production levels. For the most part these are
international gricu1tura "surpluses" that hev. plagued the
producrz at various times since the first World War.

world surplus

fruits, in relation to

return to
familiar
vvord
farm

S

We may not be as well prepared to accept some other production
problems that have grown directly out of th war. Two notable changes
'pparod in the production picture in the Western Hemisphere - sharp in-p
creases in the output of fats and oils anci of rice. This
s in an attempt
to replace the suppli..s of these products thdt came from the Far East
before the war.
Our own farmers, as you well know, made great increases in
their output of peanuts, soybeans, and flaxsod during the war.
Argentine
output of sunf1o,er sed quadrupled. Ric production in this bemsphere
increased by nearly half.
In time there wiliprobably be available on..
world mark..ts supplies of Far Eastern rice. and vegetable oils, When that
time cories, the orld supply is likely to be excessive in relation to
effoctive demand. Our producer3 probably wifl be Laced with the choice
of cutting back their output or of competing in world markets with the lowcost Asitic producing areas.
All in all, the picture does not add up to a pretty one for our
farmers. On the demand side, as
have seen there is the badly shrunken
foreign market that goes back to the limited supply of dollars held by
foreigners who need our farm products; there is the fact that, having only
this limited number of dollars, foreigners are more likely to spend them
primarily for our manufactured goods than for our raw materials; and finally

there is the fct that, government restrictions and trade controls being
as they are, citizens in for4gn countries are not entirely free to spend
what money they do have for our products, even if they ähose to do so.
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Then, on th supply side, there is the increased world production in the
case of a number of international commodities - all tobe sold in a world
market that is potentially smaller than in prewar days.
Wetve talked about the outlook thus far in rather general terms.
Now, let's get down to cases for a moment and see what all this means in
terms of farm products in which you, as Oregonians, are interested personally.
A substantial part of your farm income comes from wheat, fruit and nuts.
Vhat is the outlook for these crops?
Right now, there is a strong demand for every bushel of United States
wheat that can be put in export position. Only because of this year's
record crop of 1,123,000,000 bushels can we come close to meeting the demand.
During the first six months of the current wheat marketing year, an estimated
175 million bushels 01' wheat and flour equivalent will be exported. Nothing
like this has existed since right after the last war, when our net exports
averaged (1918-21) close to 270 million bushels yearly.
The bulk of this wheat has been going to Europe, the flour to Europe
and Latin
erica4 VJhile exports to the Pacific have been relatively small
This seasonts large
thus far, they are now picking up notably to China
European demand is due largely to this year's smaller European crop, which
was almost 400 million bushels smaller than last year and fully 500 million
The óumulative effects of
bushels less than the prewar (1935-39) average3
fertilizer shortages and last summer?s vrideàpread drought are mainly responsh1 for the short crop, although losses from military operations, labor
shortages, land reforms, and other factors played their part.
The heavy export demand for our wheat is also due in part to the
fact that output in Argentina and Australia this year, while larger than
The Canadian crop
in 1944k is somewhat smaller than the prewar averagee
was 100 million bushels smaller than in 1944 and only slightly larger than
the prewar average. The world wheat carryover on July 1, 1946, promises to
be reduced to the lowest level in many years. It may be expected to begin
to increase by July of next year, however, if good harvests are obtained
in the exporting countries and some recovery occurs in Europe from this
seasonts very low level of output. A substantial increase in carryover in
surplus-producing countries, with the problem of surpluses again being talked
about, might be expected by 1948. This, roughly, is about when we begin
to get into the long-term picture.
In this long-term period we can count on the United States having a
production machine - land, machinery, fertilizer, manpower, etc. - that
year after year will turn out ubstantia1ly more wheat than we need
domestically for food. In fact, we could without too much effort turn out
a billion bushels yearly. 1!Ie should not count on consuming more than 500
In addition to food we use annually about
or 550 million bushels as food.
80 million bushels of wheat for seed and 75 to 125 million bushels of wheat
for feed - making a total normal domestic demand for 700 to 750 million
bushels. Such a quant.ty of wheat could probably be marketed year after
year at noarly parity prices.
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The question is, then, can the remainder be exported year after year
at a satisfactory price? We all believe that we can export some wheat in
competition wLth other exporting nations, but even the experts would not
want to hazard a guess as to just how much. That there will be keen
competition abroad from Canada, Australia and Argentina there can be no
doubt. This is evidenced by the fact that Canada has set an exnort ceiling
price which is about 40 cents a bushel less than our domestio and export
ceiling price determined on tne basis of parit. Argentina and Australia
have also fixed export ceiling prices more-or-less comparable with the
Canadian price.
That, in short, is the picture that our wheat exporters are

facing.

But what about fruit and nuts? The end of the war left many
European countries virtually bankrupt, with destruction and thinger staring
them in the face at every turn. The elimination of hunger end the making
of essential repairs to war-damaged properties, consequently, are receiving
first attention.
This means that the limited supply of foreign exchange
available in these countries will be expanded for eential building
materials, machinery, and for the basic foods, such as wheat, meat and fats.
Dollar exchange for the purchase of fruits and nuts will be at a minimum.
This situation is expected to continue for at least five years.
Even after reconatruction is well under way or ccmpleted, 'and- the
short-term postwar period is past, the outlook for fresh fruit exports will
continue discouraging. Sweden and Switzerland
perhaps the only countric
that may regain prewar importance for U. S. fruit in a relatively short time.
The political and economic situation in Central Europe is expected to make
exports to that area limited and difficult for several years. France and
the Low Countries will not take their prewar quantities of our fresh fruit
for some years to come. Certain of the countries will consider it expediëñt
to buy from Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Argentina and Chilo. Unless
the British Empire's preference schune is abandoned, fruits from the first
three of the countries will enjoy a preferred position in the Brit4sh market.

The outlook for driedprune exports in the next '2 or 3 years is much
brighter than for the period from 5 to 10 years away. Output in the Balkans
this year is substantially less than the prewar average and is expected to
As farnring conditions
continue at this lower level for a few years more.
gradually return to normal, however, output is expected to increase.*
Production in the south3rn hemisphere, Argentina, Australia, Chile, and
South Africa has mounted steadily since the 'ar, and competition with these
countries for available Latin Americ.n and European markets is expected to
increase.
Our filbert and walnut exporters are going to face keen competition
'rom producers in other exporting countries. France, one of therldts
largest walnut producers, is expected to make every effort to dominate
the British market and that of the neighboring European countries. Her
lower production costs and nearness to these countries, which means substantially smaller freight charges, give her a strong advantage over our
own exporters. Walnut output in the Balkans is well beneath prewar levels,
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but it still will suffice to cover the demand for walnuts from that area and
Eastern Europe.
As for filberts, Canada and Mexico may offer us limited outlets in
But a much more important thing for domestic growers to
the years ahead
The
next few years may see a marked decline of prices abroad
watch is this.
and a big effort on tn pait of foreign growers to export to the United States.
Filbert acreage in Italy, Spain and Turkey suffered relatively little war
Our oin outputs
damage, and output will continue at prewar levels at least.
while steadily increasing, will not be in a position to export to Europe in
the face of the strong competition both from the price and supply standpoint.

Let me at this point underline the fact that in this longterm
agricultural export outlook, we face anew problem in a new world. It is
not a problem of reconversion. It is not even a problem associated with
It's not a re anything.
the return of peace, as -we used to know it,
To solve it, we must gve up the idea that it s merely a problem
of going back to the old and familiar. For the old and familiar, no matter
how unpleasant it was at the time, always breeds inertia - ease - contentment.
and carit - even
In addition, e must accept the idea that things don't
stand still. They've got to move on to the new and the different,. and we
with them. .\nd if we are to solve each new day's problems as they arise,
we will do it only by facing them realistically. By that I mean with as
few preconceived notions as possible and with a completely openmind - the
scientific attitude of mind.
When the physicist or chemist goes to his laboratory and closes the
door, to the extent that he succeeds in his objectives he leaves all his
As nearlyas possible he
preconceived notions and prejudices behind hir
becomes a disembodied mind. The nationality, race, creed, ideology, or
party of the molecules or atoma with which he is working make no difference
It was this
He concerns himself only with the end result.
to him - none
with all
attitude of mind which on August 6, 1945 gave birth to Atomic
mants mastery over the physical world that it implies.
What I'm coming to, in conclusion, is this. Only through a complete
openmindedness, a feelingless objectivity, and a boldness born of imperious
necessity, can we hope to solve the problems with which we are confronted
today.
It was in this spirit that Secretary of State Byrnes announced, on
November 16, a series of proposals for the revival of world trade which he
intended shortly to submit to the peoples of the world for consideration
and adoption. Because I regard them - and their adoption - as the only way
out for peaceful trade in a peaceful wor]rd, I want to repeat them at this
time:

"We intend to propose that commercial quotas and embargoes
be restricted to a few really necessary cases, and that
discrimination in their application be avoided.
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"We intend to propose that tariffs be reduced and tariff
preferences be eliminated. The Trade Agreements Act is our
standing offer to negotiate to that end.
"We intend to
be the subject of
on exports should
general rules, as
is over.

propose that subsidies, in general, should
international discussion, arid that subsIdies
be confined to exceptional cases, under
soon as the period of emergeicy adjustment

"We intend to propose that governments conducting public
enterprises in foreign, trade should agree to gLve fair treatment
to the commerce of all, friendly states, that they. should make
their purchases and sales on purely economic grounds, and that
they should avoid using a monopoly of imports to give excessive
protection to their own producers.

'e intend to propose that international cartels and
monopolies should be prevened by international action from
restricting the commerce of the world.
"We intend to propose that the special problems of the
great primary commodities should be studied internationally,
and that consuniing countries should have an equal voice with
producing countries in whatever decisions may be made.
"Vie intend to propose that the efforts of all countries
to maintain full and regular eniployment should be guided by
the rule that no country should solve its domestic problems
by measures that would prevent the expansion of world trade,.
and no country is at liberty to export its unemployment to
its netghbors.
"We intend to propose, that an International Trade
Organizaion be created, under the Economic and Social
Council, as an integral part of the structure of the
United. Nations.

"We intend to propose that.the United Nations call
an International Conference on Trade and Employment. o.
deal with all these problems.
"In preparation for that.Conference we intend to.go
forward with actual negotiations with several countries
for the reduction of trade barriers, under the Reciproc4.
Trade Agreements Act,
"Success in those negotiations will be the soundest
preparation for the general Conference we hope will be
called by the United Nations Organization."

Let us hope - and work - for their adoption universally, for they
constitute. a cooperative world approach to the problem. If we eve, larned
anything in the last. quarter of a century - and learned it the hard .way it is siriply that there is no such thing in this world as selfsufficiency.
an cannot live unto himself alone. Neither can nations. Socalled self
sufficiency, whether of man or of nations, is but the prelude to ultimate
selfdestruction, The cooperative world approach is the way to peace,
prosperity and plenty.
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GOVERNMENTAl POLICIES AS THEY AFFECT INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Dr. C. E. Maser, Head
Division of Business and Industry
Oregon State College
Despite the fact that the world situation today is such as to obviate
any necessity for the United. States to compete for foreign trade, the fact
remains that the orientation of the thinking of most of our citizens is
in terms of competing for world markets. Obviously such competition 'will,
on the whole, be hardlyexistent for some time to comes for the majority
of the nations of the world have been stricken and shattered and are in no
position to compete for much, other than the opportunity to buy our goods
and that at a rate as consistently rapid as we find it possible to turn
them out. Though this circumstance will not c*tain beyond a certain period,
it would be a mistake to align our. governmental policy in international
trade in the direction of restriction long before it becomes necessary.
Rather should we take the initiative now while it is still possible to remove restrictions and hindrances to trade and to build up a psychology of
relative freedom.
Never before in modern history has a nation been in so strategic a
position to introduce its goods into the markets Of practically every
country of the world, as it is now possible for the United States to do.
Quite probably the very introduction and use of those peacetime goods by
all nations will afford us the finest opportunity, not only to 'win mar kets
but to retain them as well, for many of the nations will, of necessity, be
oriented to the use of American machinery and supplies, from which eacape,
Indeed it would be well, I
if it may be called such, would be difficult.
believe, if the American people would make it their government1s policy to
allocate a portion of our total productive effort for some time to come for
sale to the many nations now so desperately in. need of materials and
From a purely business standpoint, not to mention the humanitarian,
machines.
this would be well, for in a world as closely integrated and interdependent
as ours is, the prosperity and wellbeing of all nations, including our Own,
will depend largely on the speed and tiDroughnéss with which the re& of the
world regains its productive capacity.
The eventual success of our willingness to export will depend
largely, of course, (and I say "of course quite knowingly 1) on our willingIf we arid the rest of the 'world were
ness to receive imports in payment.
to successfully reach at least an approximation of .the "full employment"
policy, our capacity to accept imports would be established. With employment
Our
maintained, it should also be possible to keep tract barriers down.
real limit to export trade, assuming that eventually we will want to be
paid for our exports, will be determined by the ability of potential buyers
to earn dollars through their exports to us.
Not long ago the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act was extended for
another three years and it now behooves us to realize the utmost advantage
from that extension, both for other nations as well as for ourselves. To
the extent that we canfoster imports without disturbing our own internal
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economy, it becomes not only our sensible right but our duty to do so.
The
ellknowri economists, Eugene Staley and Winfield Riefler have made two
proposals which I should like to bring to your attention. Proposal number
one is that our government couple economic adaptation with reduction of
protective tarri.ffs, Doubtlessly such an action will meet with determined,
organized resistence on the part of those who will be concerned. Understandably, they will fight for preservation of the statusquo, - unfortunately,
despite the long term gain which may accrue to this and other nations as a
whole. Unless those who are engaged in producing uneconomicaUy under the
protection of heavy restrictive import duties are willing to shift into
other lines of production in ihich our nation has a true comparative advan-.
te,lattie of real ignificance vail be accomplished in the tarriff field.
Such shifts will have to be encouraged and helped in every way possible if
they are to be made, and it is quite certain that if weae to deal with the
situation reali&tically the incustries concerned, which grew up with the
acquiescent suffernce of the community, will have to have the costs of the
shifts assumed by a broadspreading of those costs over the same community.
There is a case for such carnsation I believe in terms of the benefits
that the community will reap from the shift.

Such economic àdaptation to items of produôtiôn in which an area
has a comparative advantage might well become the subject for action, not
only an our and other domestic programs but in an international program under
the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations Organization as well.
In our on domestic instance the United States Tarriff Coniiission could be
directed to prepare and publish an annual survey of aDi. industries which
are currently receiving substantial tarriff protection, where, for example,
the rate of duty is 25% ad valorem or where tarriff protection enables the
producer to charge.. 25% or more. above the landed.' cost o2 1mi lar prQducts
from abroad. This survey might, in addition, show the percent of domestic
consumption furnished by the industry, how long it has enjoyed the tarraff
assistance, how its wages and dividends compare vith other industzies in the
same region, what measures were taken by the industry to improve its competitive productive position during the past year, how much was spent on
research for the possibility of turning to new areas of production, with
what effectiveness the research was carried on, and, lastly, if the prospects
for an improvement are not good, to what other areas of production the
industry might with fair certainty of success transfer. The government
should probably further carry on, or help private agencies to carry on,
exhaustive regional resource surveys of the character suggested by Dr. flayer
in his talk of yesterday afternoon, so that possible areas of expansion or
transfer may be uncovered and encouraged. Lastly, it is suggested that when
the case has been thoroughly siudaed and the possibilities adequately
appraised that the article being protected be removed from the free list,
provided that the number of persons affected does not exceed 500 and that
the move
not impair the military defense possibilities of the nation.

'hill

Signatory powers to the United Nations Organization should also
obi] gate themselves to cooperate, with the help of the Economic and Social
Council, to carry on similar programs an their own domestic areas and could
be given to understand that such help as might be forthcoming from the Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, for oxample, would be partly dependent
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on their willingness to cooperate. The realization has not escaped me that
many will deem these proposals to be unrealistic. My reply is that the
alternative is harder and more costly. At some point we will have to come
to the realization that momentary sacrifice of personal or .natioual self
interest, in the narrow sense, is impossible to escape if. we, as economic
entities, would remain alive in a prosperous and nonwarring world.

There is one other attack that mi6ht be made on the tarriff which
could be made in a rather more easy fashion. It is concerned with the
removal of barriers which inadvertantlyreduce or prevent the import into
Such
this country of commodities which are not produced in this country.
are the duties set up to protect a particular classification which, in itself,
may now either have gone out of existence or not need protection aiy more,
and which now prohibits the importation of a product which by legal definition
happens to fall into the classification. To avoid this it is proposed that
the Tarriff Commission be given the right to create a free customs clasification for the specific commodity.
The question of tarriffs in international trade and our government's
policy concerning them is huge and I am rather ashamed of the too r apid
treatment which I have accorded the subject in this paper. However, there
are other areas of discussion which I feel deserve to be touched upon and,
My belief is, furthersince my time is limited, I shall pass on to them.
more, that perhaps they merit as much attention, since in most cases they
have not been accorded their just amount of attention and, in some instances,
are so nonrecurrent as to have escaped any continuous discussion over the
past twenty. years..

Government Policy on Shipping and International Trade

Transportation plays a very vital role in the field of marketing
and is indubitably tied up with any attempt to understand, forecast, and
influence governmental policy in that area. In international trade it is
probably quite fair to state that the term "transportationtt is almost
synonymous with the term "shipping". It is for. that reason that I have
felt it necessary to spend a part of the time which..has been allotted to
me to briefly 'discuss some of the effects of our present position in shipping
on international trade in the era just beginning and what the policy of our
government might well be in that connection.. Though this, paper is limited
in its scope to a discussion of government policy as it affects only. international trade, it had best be pointed out that no statement concerning
shipping cou].d possibly be approached completely validly, if it restricted
itself to just that aspect of the importance of shipping. Intimately tied
to the problem are its further effects on the shape of world politic5,
international cooperation, strategy and security, reconstruction and relief
in devastated areas, and, last but not least, domestic politics.
Until now and for the past five years, the only considerations which
were needed concerning shipping.were those which pertained to the war effort.
With the war now past, however, the American people and their government
will have to realize the pobition in which they now stand in shipping with
respect to the rest of the world and come to a decision as to the policy
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which they. are going to pursue concerning it. With approximately three
quarters of the worlds s shipping tonnage at our disposal, any and every
action which we may take will have vital consequences for many, if not all,
of the countries of the rest of the world,. At the end of the war the
nation also commanded a large proportion of the world1s shipbuilding capacity
arid, though we would probably not be iti a position to compete as favorably
on economic competitive terms with other traditional shipbuilding nations,
the fact remains that public opinion will be strong to retain as great a
part of our dominant position as possible. We have witnessed the necessity
and value of shipping for war protective purposes and, undoubtedly,
shall
be more wary now than previously lest we find ourselves caught as short as
in 1941. However, other considerations will have to be taken into account
as well, and realism Will demand that they be fairly weighed in their import
for international trade, world prosperi1y arid peace, as compared with,
though not opposed to, our considerations of security and political strength.

In this period of transportation shortage it becomes difficult to
conceive of an oversupply of ships. I would that it were unnecoessary to
take it into consideration and that we might believe that the international
trade of the years to come would consume continuously all of the tonnage
now available. For a time that i1l be the case, what with the transportation
of troops, supplies and materials for reconstruction, rehabilitation, and
the feeding of the destitute peoples. Then will come a time, however, for
other nations,much of whose economy was more or less dependent on shipping,
shipbuild.i,ng, and the sea, when possibly their entire economy may have to
be reshaped in terms of the policy which we pursue concerning the 4isposal
of our shipping and shipbuilding faci.lities.
True, many of our present
ships are overaged, ill designed for peace purposes, and have been in many
cases of necessity poorly maintained.
other band, our advantage is
On tI
now so great as to overshadow any such slight circumstances.
Among the questions which come to mind almost immediately concerning
our policy on shipping, is one which will greatly influence international
trade, namely, will the proportions of world shipping distrbution
after the war resume their prewar status, or, will they be determined more
closely along the lines of the present position of world shipping tofln*ge"
It is on this question that most of the discussion and practically aU of
the feeling about merchant marine policy has concentrated,and it is here
that American policy will be most decisive. The greatest sufferers in
shipping tonnage decline, as a result of the war, are those on the continent
of Europe and among them are such important prewar shipping nations as
Norway, the Nether1ands,. Frai ce, an.. ('eece, together with .Yos1avia,
Belgium; and Poland. tor the first four.,. shipping layed a vital role in
their international trading capacity... Part of their fun4amental ability tO.
compete and to rePder' payment: was through the cheaper use of their own
ships and the earnings: which' were theirs aO the result of their shipping
services to others. Undoubtedly the trading capacity of the rest of the
nations will be considerably enhanced,: if they are jermitted to regain an
approximate amount of shipping t.onnagesoniewhat comparable to their prewar
status. Such tonnage would have to come largely from the swollen American
merchant marine fleet, and it may well be
government's

that a part of our
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policy in assisting in the recovery of world trade will have to come
through such a sacrifice. In this connection it will he well to remnber
that much of. our American shipping in the prewar years was subsidized,

whereas for none of the others has that been true. This in itself is an
indication of the possible value, of permitting such other nations to. resume
their more economical operations, for the American exporter is the gainer,
as well as the shipping nation. The iportance of the necessity for shipping
on the economy of at least one of these nations is easily seen in the case
of Norway, where. it is estimated that as high as 25 of the total population
was in the past dependent on shipping for its existence..
what American policy should ultimately be ought, perhaps, to be
determined in terms of the three considerations of: political prestige,
econor'ac benefit, and national defense In some instances, these csidera-

tions are in ronflict arI in one instance at least the consideration is not
too important. The cost of political prestige, or the carrying of American
goods in American ships, has in the past, and I see no reason why it should
be different in the future, been out of proportion to the cost of shipping
the goods in foreign ships. I am inclined to believe that the government
should put little stress on the matter of political prestige, but should

rather determine its policy in terms of economic benefit and national defense.
If we were concerned solely with econom.c benefit, we would be concerned

only to get the ships into the hands of those who could best run them, regar die ss of nati onal ty. 1e could count on the fact that they vould be
quite willing and anaous to sell their services, and there would probably
be little need to fear that the services would be withheld from us. There
will, nevertheless, not be need to work out a purely economic shipping
policy, however, for there is little chance that it would be adopted.
Undoubtedly the majority of the nation, and understandably so, is not as
yet convinced of the future peacefulness of the iorld to the point where it
would be willing to 'tak e the chance of being caught v.ithout ships. Whether
the United States will he a more. economical shipping nation after the war
than it was before is a question. So far no one seems to be vafling to
advance the belief that . we shall be more competitive with Norway and Great
Britain, for instance, alter the war than we were before.
The decision as to how large a merchant marine the nation should
maintain for defense purposes is not easy to answer, but under any circumstance, several things would have to be taken into consideration. First,
what proportion should our merchant ma rifle bear to our navy and how large
will our navy he? Second, to what extent are we going to maintain national

stockpiles of strategic materials and develop the resources of the Western
Thirds who will our allies be, vhere will they be located, and
what kind of a fleet will they maintain? If our government should see fit
to retain a relatively large merchant marine, and, if our capacity to run
it were to prove no more competitive than prior to the war, it may be that
the uneconomic cost of maintaining it in competition with those nations
which experience a cheaper cost of operation should be properly charged to
the cost of national defense. To the extent' that this is done and this
nation maintans a large shipping capacity the other nations vill suffer,
not only through lack of our purchase of their shipping services but through
the, in effect, heavily subsidized capacity of our shipping to compete. I
doubt that there can be a full reconciliation of the problem of defense with
Hemisphere?
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the problems which have been posed here, Undoubtedly this will prove to be
another of those instances where compromise will have to be made with the
perfection of econonal and free international trade theory and the undeniable
facts of the temper of the American public concerning the defense of its
It is my- hope that the government, when It determines on its
shores.
policy of maintaining greater shipping capacity, will pin the costs and Its
decisions on the aforegoir-ig facts and will not resort to the nebulous means
of convincing American public opinion such as is portrayed in the following
quotation from the former Head of the Maritime Commission, Admiral Lands
"Our goal is to have the best ships in the world and as many of them as any
other nation " Such terms as "rightful place in world shipping", "as many
of them as any other nation', and "just share" play little part in a cold
analysis of either the economic or defense fcts. We must rather talk and
act tn terms of those facts, and wherever possible move in a direction which
vi1l permit us to accomplish our purpose, while at the same time acting in
cooperation with, and wherever possiole for, the benefit of other nations
and world internationsl trade or a freely and fairly comtetitive basis.
Government Policy on Cartels and International Tracte

As in all other parts of this paper the writer finds that it is impossible to take a direction which states tlatly and unequivocally that the
wrong.
particular phenomena being discussed is either fl righb or
Though it is true, on the whole, that our government and people have been
opposed, sometimes more and sometimes less, to practices which promised
to restrict free conipetition, there would appear to be instances when the
means in dispute would seem to be the correct weapon of defense or retaliation.
At one point in this section of the paper suchan assumption will be made.
On the whole, however, the nation will probably continue to agree with the
policy of its government to combat such actions as restrict free competition
and substitute scarclti with high prices for abundance with low prices.
Typical objectives of monopolies, and cartels are international
monopolies, have in the past been concerned primarily with keeping up prices,
restricting output, allocating markets, ret rding innovations, witho1ding
technical improvements and basic inventions, and. the exclusion of newcomers
from the field.
It is hardly a matter of dispute that high prices and
restricted output are not conducive to a higher standard of living and
abundance for the individual. The allocations of markets, with the resultant
lack of competition, seldom lead to low prices and productive efficiency
which competition might have brought. The retirding of innovations, which
is used to preserve capital structure, may only be carried on at the coit
of increased productivity- and lower prices. Furthermore, the allocation
of markets, together with the efforts to exclude newcomers, have frequently
been used to establish and consolidate colonial empires of the great
companies and to retard the industrial development of.such sections of the
world as Central and South Ameiica and Asia. In effect, market allocations
amount to private systems of trade barrlLrs, similar in their effect to
high tariffs, bLrter agreements -and currency controls.

Though, as has been intimated, the American governient's attitue
toward international cartels will undoubtedly remain antagonistic, there is.
little room to assume that cartels as such will be outlawed by this, any
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other, or all nations. Our government might better direct its efforts to
attacking certain of the practices of cartels, rather than to an effort to
do away with them.
In sonic ways and under certain circumstances cartels
might readily play a part in the expansion and maintenance of an abundant
and economically fruitful international trade. If such an assumptidn be
made and our government should see fit to sinction limited participation on
the part of American firms in international cartels, it should ohly be with
utmost regard for the desire of the American people to maintain, the free,
competitive system of private enterprise. Strict safeguards must be erected
against any practices or participations which would endanger that freedom
and should carry with them tne strongest kind of regulatory measures and
means for their own enforcement. Among such safeguards might be mentioned
the following:
compulsory publicity, restrictions against suppression of
outside produc.rs and distributors, nondiscrimination in prices and business
practices, prohibition of boycotts of supply, and, the elimination of the
possibility of restricting the use of new and modern productive methods.
It would be impossible, in most cases, to arbitrarily set up adamant rules
to be strictly applied to all cases, for, since all nations remain sovereign
in their capacity to either cooperate or desist from participation in
inturnational agreements which might regulate cartels, our nation would
never quite Imow what to expect, when, or how to deal with the circumstance
under the existing regulations, There have been instances where such strict
enforcement has been impossible, even within our own nation, where public
opinion and pressure is apt to be less diverse.

C.rtain general principles, such as those listed above, should be
the underlying bases for our government's decisions, but in addition, each
proposed cartel practice should be examined individually from the point of
view of the national and international interest. Each practice condoned
should be subject to regulation and control. Every effort should be made
to set up an international agency as vell, in which the United States would
participate, to control cartels from the point of view of international wellbeing. A partial recognition of the need for help to the American exporter
in meeting international competition has already been granted by our government in the form of the Webpomerene law, which permits the formation of
export associations within certain limitations.
The various forms that cartelrrangemepts take ma:sr be swnmArized as
the association, the patent licensing agreement,.the combine,
follows:
informal understandings, straight agreements, trademark agreements, joint
selling agencies, and arrangements with government fostering and participation such as was carried on, notably by Germany, before the War.
Outstanding examples of international cartels include the following:
those which cover semi-manufactured and manufactured goods, which have in
the past made up close to five sixths of all the cartels; those which
cover minerals, and which in th past have made up close to one-sixth of
all the cartels; and, those which 9over agricultural products or services,
such as insurance, transportation and communications, which have made up
considerably less than one sixth. Some of the products in which international trade was considerably influenced by cartel arrangements are as
follows: paper and newsprint, chemicals, destuffs, steel, optical and
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other instruments, electrical machinery, natural silk, pulp, rubber,
petroleum and products, fertilizers, iron scrap, pig iron, copper, tin, other
nonferrous metals, sugar, coffee, tea, and. meat. The grnd total of the
world trade which ws directly influenced by cartel arrangements equalled
approximat-1y 31.85% so far s as ascertainable from the evidence which
was avRil 'lo through documents and published meterial. The compiler of
the aforeg.ing material was our on Federel Department of Jutico.
It s interesting to note some of the causes which have variously
been advan ed as reasons for the formtion of cartels and to note tIat the
most rspid growth took place during the 1920s and the 1930s, quite Boon
after the ermirration of World 1iar I. The reasons may eU prove to be
guide post as to possible future development, now that another World War
has been t rminated.
In the twenties many firms formed themselves into
cartels fo the purpose of meeting new sources of competition, which developed
as a resul of the offort of each warring nation to make itself independent
for the co 'duct of the war, Another was the strong tendency for European
government to sanctiop legally the determination of prices and production,
c.nd, in so e cases, the direct effort of the governmi'nts involved to promote
centralize, industrial control as
meatis of maintaining production and
employment and meeting outside competition. American participation in
cartels ca e with the effort on the part of the American firms whioh sprang
up during 'he war to replace German firms, to match their productive
efficiency with their rivals, arid to assure themselves of markets relatively
free from -erious competition. Another factor which stinnlated the
American I 'ms was the lack of strict enforcement of the anti'.trust laws
during thee years and the government porisored cartellike organization of
American
dustrv under the NRA.

Addd inducements which might cause a further participation on the
part of American firms in cartel organizations which have .irisen in recent
times migh well be: the rapid growth of state trading mnnorolies; the
growth of
ternational cartel arrangements, the developMent of inter
national - government sponsored - commodity agreements affecting rttbber,
tin, nitra s, cocoa, and other raw matrials; the pressure for inter
govornrnenta agreements to deal with certain agriculural surpluses, notably
wheat and c tton, the approaching exhaustion of certain domestic supplies
of strategi. materials which involves increasing dependence on foreign
sources, in such products for example, as copper, bauxite, zinc and oil,
expansion a road of Aniericanogned transportation and communication services,
such as air transport, shipping, and telecommunications, Other strong
present ml uences may be the desire to use the excess capacity left by
the expansi n of war induatriLs, the centralized power of wartime tontrols
over prices and production, the deslrL to maintain the ' artime advantages
gained in I ternational trade, with South America, for instance; to meet
the probabi increase in cartelization on the part of other nations which
the Luture
y withess.
The alidity Of the various argumons thentjotedj an iric3ication of
the truth o two facts? first1 that our government will hare to assume a
definite an knon policy toward cartels; and, second, that it wi.l probaby
be nCcessar that the policy which is adopted be made adantable to any of
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the various circumstances which may result fran the previously mentioned
inf].uence.
Whatever dire ctiori our government may take in its policy concerning

cartels 'will find its counterpart in some of the other countrie a, and it
is doubtful thether even an international agreement will succeed, in getting
very far in any effort it may make to break don the cartel arrangement
completely. Great Britain, for instance, with the strong influence of

Europe' a acquiescence in cartel arrangements in the past, and with her
fear of stronger competition from the United States and Russia, will probably
stay with the cartel arrangement as a means of safeguarding her competitive
position. Central and South America, on the other hand, 'would welcome an
anti-cartel pblicy on the part of our government, f or it could mean to

them at least a partial breaking away fran their status of colonial economy.
The cartel question is bound to play an important part in peace considerations
'when they affect commercial policy, for the rduction of tariffs and the
removal of quotas cbuld become meaningless in the face of. a private erection
of similar restrictions. On the other hand, cartel ar.angements, set up
for the purpose of effectively organizing trade in any particular item,
'where the vrld could be benefited by such organization, under an international commission supervision, might at other times become worthy of
consideration.
Government Policy on Reparations and International Trade

It is inevitable that any discuson of governmental policy er-

taming to international trade must, under present drcumstances, take
into account the probable effects of any agreements to which this government

may become a party concerning reparations payments on the part of the defeated nations. Certainly one of the least successful of all of the agreernents which came out of t'orld 1'ar I rerc those which pertained to the
amount, the kind, and the conditions of reparations payments. It must be
the obligation of the informed citizen to demand that when once again, as
it shortly will, our government beccmes party to discussions concerning
reparations payments that the decisions arrived at prove both feasible
and capable of stimulating and preserving international trade. The terms
imposed must be such as to foster world peace and prosperity for ail nations,
including not only those who have suffered through direct acts of agr'ression

on the part of the enemies of the United Nations, but realistically, also
for those v'io remained neutral throughout the conflict and, yes, even the
enemies them selves.

The occupied countries may and will with justice demand that the

aggressors restore to them all of the,wealth, tangible and intangible,

which was taken fran them. ?urthermore we undoubtedly have the right to

expect that the costs of v;ar should also be borne by the defeated. 'powers.
Even the preliminary estimates, incomplete as they are, indicate clearly
that such huge proportions as the figures will assume will be impossible
for any nation, enemy or not, to meet even under conditions of prosperity.

It is probably true, therefore, that the que sti on will resolve itself not
into one of justice but into one of economics and politics. The problem
is not one of the capacity of the debtor nation to pay but rather of the
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t the payments would have on the receiving nations, third nations,
id economy in general. Our government must have, and various of
and utterances -ould seni to indicate that it has, to some extent
clear policy as to the stand that it will take in the matter,
this nation will not as such be the rôrin, ant of any large
of th. reparations, the effects of the agreements which are
have their strong repercussions on the foreign trade of this
all other nations,

Amo g the various questions which will arise at the time of the
decisions oncerning the reparations payments, the following wi].]. undoubtedly
occur *

Should the reparations constitute payment for' all of the costs
of war, or should they be limited to the contribution which the agssor
nations c
make toward the reconstruction of the stricken areas. In the
realjzatjo that justice would demand that the aggressor pay for all of the
costs, pra tical rzasoning would seem to indicate that it would be impossible,
oven with h.. strictest of controls and pressure, to make the amount of
payment in olved real. The nations of the world have withesed once already
the effect of demands made with righteous wrath but impossible of Lu].filimorit.
Not Only would it be impossible for th nation to economically
exist upon rhom the rcpart-ion aemands had been imposed, but quite probably
the recipi nt of tne paynnts 'vould in time find itself disposed to refuse
many of th onl available means of payment vh ich ould conflict with its
own econo c production interests. Furtherrore, the renunciation of the
debt on th part of the aggressor and the lack of capacity on the part of
the recipi nt to enforce the payments where none are available would lead
to a furth r breakdown in the faith of nat],ons in international agreements
and politi a]. capacity.
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Should the reparations constitute monetary payment or should
fined to goods and services? It should probably be the policy
rnment to strive for agreement among nations that the payments
terms of goods and services, for only then could we be certain
s would be wiUine to speak in terms of reparations which they,
od of time, would be capable of accepting. Unless goods a re
kind and amount which would have to be imported anvay, or not
importecA at all, the receiver of the reparation might find his
ies affected by what would constitute competitive production.
of course, that, for a time, the creditor nation may desire and
mentary production, but in the long run, it is unreasonable to
the creditor nation will be willing to gearits home economy
on to the fact that the debtor nation's goods are in competition
r goods which could be produced at home.
Insistence on monetary
uld be feasible, probably, if the amounts were to be spent
pajing nation for goods which it produces and which thc creditor
d and want. Such expenditures would stimulate the economy of
nation and make it more capable of continued productions In
monetary payment, thich would not be spent in the debtor nation,
uld soon cause it to d3fauJt on its payments for lack of means
and might also lose for the creditor nation an export market in
country because of the decrese in the latter1s purchasing power.

Under any circumstance, the nation making reparations payments will, to the
reatest extent, be lost as an export market for the creditor nations, for
its continuing excess of exports over imports will not permit it to accumulate the necessary foreign exchange with which to purchase goods produced
by the creditor nations,
It is the feoling of many that such a circumstance
would be disadvantageous in more that one respect, for not only would the
debtor nation be lost as an export market, but the very necessity for increased selfsufficiency on its part might be contrary to the desires and
fears of a world which wants the aggressor punished and made impotent.
Despite this last mentioned possibility however, our government would do
well to accept as its policy theinsistence on payment in good and services,
if reparations are to bomde, for then fulfillment would depend on the
creditor I willingness to receive the goods offered, and what was perhaps
the greatest obstacle to reparations payments after World War I would
probably be removed this time.
Should part of the reparations be made through the use of
aggressor nation labor? For a relatively short period such an arrangement
might prove feasible. In the long run, however, certain facts would become
apparent. The debtor nation would be in less position to make payment in
goods to those who desire them and would in effect be making its payments
only through the use of its cepacity to irork, rather than throLgh the use
of that capacity plus its raw materials, which would have gone into the
goods,
It is possible, too, that with time, the creditor might find it
difficult to provide employment for all of its own nationals, let alone
those added as moans of reparations pajmnts. Conversely, the nation&,
supposedly being punished, might find their problcm made easier by virtue
of the lesser number seeking employment. Some of the aforco1ng ria.ght be
avoided by making use of the labor of the debtor nation enthin its ovm
borders by having them use their own facilities and administrative organizations and supplying them with the raw materials and semimanufactured
goods to be worked upon.
Over what period of time should rcparations ayinents be made?
It the payments are to extend over a period of tame, the crt.ditor nations
would heve great difficulty adjusting the receipt of payments to their
varying economic conditiona and experiences,

POSTWAR OUTLOOK FOfi PACIFIC SLOPE INDUSTRIES

William M. Hoad, Research Department
Federal Reserve flank of
San Francisco, California
Custom prescribes that a discussion of the outlook for almost
anything should start with a look back, rather than forward. A look back
is especially appropriate in appraising the postwdr outlook for Pacific
slope industries, since in large part the growth trends of the past promise
to be carried forward into the future.

Until the outbreak of

the war, Pacific Coast industrial activity had
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always depended heavily on processing the natural resources of the area.
The canning, lumbering, paper, and petroleum industries were outstanding.
Probably aircraft factories, which located here originally because of
climate, and shIpyards, which were established in the natural harbors,
should also be included, With them, industries depending on local natural
resources, including climate arid harbors, accounted in 1939 for 43 percent
ofailmanul'acturing employment in the 3 Pacific coast states. For the
country as a whole, natural resource-based industries accounted for only
14 percent of total manufacturing employment.
Other factories were located on the Pacific slope because of the
need to be near the populations they serve. These include the bakeries and
beverage makers, and the newspaper printers and publishers. A little more
than l3 percent of the manufacturing employees in the Pacific Coast States
worked in such population-based industries, compared with 11 percent for
the entire country.
A large number of industries are not tied closely eithr to natural
resources or to local markets - tobacco manufacturing, textiles and
apparel, jnQst chemicals, rubber and leather products, many of the metal
In the three Pacific coast states
industries, machinery, and automobiles.
these free or footloose industries employed about 32 percent of all
manufacturing workers before the war, compared with double the proportion,
that is, 64 percent, for the country as a whole.
There were, in addition, a few mixed industries -. meat arid dairy
products, food products other than those already mentioned, stone cLay and
glass products, and, miscellaneous - which I was unable to classify, largely
because data are not available by states in sufficient detail. They accounted
for about 1i percent of manufacturing employment' both on the coast and in
the United States,

We have all encountered glowing reports of the industrialization of
the West that is alleged to have resulted from the war. I asuine that by
now we have discounted them pretty thoroughly. While the light metals
industries and blast furnaces represent an element of gain, by far the. great
bulk of wartime plant expansion took the form of new shipyards and aircraft
factories for vhich, apparently, there is relatively little peacetime use.

The Pacific slope clearly has not been industrialized over nit,
nor is it likely to be, gather the indus trial growth that was already:
under way for many years before the war can be expQcted to continue,
probably at an accelerated pac for a time, to make up for development8
that were retarded rather than hastened during the war, The long time
trend In manufacturing indicates an increase of about 15 percent between
1939 and 1947, spread evenly over the intervening years. Actually it is
likely to be much more. To the extent that the war increased migration to
the Pacific slope, it can be credited with indirectly stimulating populationbased industries after the war and with directing producers' thoughts to
West coast markets. Thc same can bc said of war-generated prosperity, of
which we enjoyed, or at least acporienced, a somewhat disproportionate
share.
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Manufacturers in the 3 Pacific coast states, expected in 1944 to employ
about 40 percent more persons after reconversion than they employed in 1939.
They also reported, on a survey made by the Federal Reserve Bank. in cooperation with the Committee for Economic Development, that they intended to
spend from 150 to 250 million dollars for plant expansion and improvement.

Industries based on the processing of extraeted natux1 resources
anticipated a growth, as measured by emp1oyent, of approximately' 20 percent
from 1939 to a good postwar year; population-based industries expected a
30 percent, and free industries a 60 percent expansion. Aircraft manufacturers, who originally located here because of the climate, anticipated
a 70 percent gain. These figures are significant chiefly in their re1attonships to each other rather than in their absolute magnitudes. Statistics
based on the intentions of a group of manufacturers in. t lie middle of 1944,
near the peak of their war production activities, probably are not reliable
measures of present intentions. The relationship of 2 to 3 to 6 between
growth expectations of extractiveresource-based, population-based, and
free industries, howevei, may well be indicative.
Industrial growth in the country as a whole comes ith increased
population, higher standa:'ds of living, technologicaldiscoveries and more
widespread application of known techiques, and, perhaDs, changing amounts
and relationships in foreign trade.
Another way of saying this is that
the production system combines different quantities of :Labor, capital, and
non-reproducible derivatives of land in different proportions-- tending
over a period of time, to use larger proportions of capital, ax
newer
forms of capital goods. The same thing happens in a section ci' the country,
such as the Pacific slope.
There is little doubt that, over a period of years, the country as a
whole will experience industrial growth. It also seeias evident that the
Pacific slope will develop still more rapidly. At present this area is
somewhat less fully industrialized than many other parts of the United
States, but it has been gaining relatively in the past and all indications
are that it -will gan even more in the next few years.
Ear]r industries were established on the Pacific slope to process
raw materials extracted in the area.
It pays to reduce mineral-bearing ore
before, rather than after, shipping, unless the reduction process is very
expensive for the quantities of ore available locally and can be performed
much more cheaply elsewhere, By the same token, fruits, ve'etables, and
fish can be more readily shipped after canning or preserving than when fresh;
lumber and paper ship better than logs; and the higher priced, refined
petroleum products better than crude oil. Although additional dlscoverlc8
may still be made, much of the oil and ore deposits and timber stands are
under fairly complete exploitation. The same :is more or less true of the
fish catch, but is less applicable to agricultural production. With few
exceptions, further industrialization in the extractive resource-based
industries probably depends more on a higher degree of processing in this
area than on increases in supplies of the extracted raw product originating
in the area. As additional processing takes place, the industry becomes
less clearly a resource-based one, and approaches a free industry. Some
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parts of the petroleum, 'ood processing, and lumber industries already have
many of the characteiistics of free industries. Generally speaking, however, these and other r.source-baed industries arc likely to grow at a
somewhat slower rate than population-based and free industries.
Population-babed industries, such as local newspapers arid bakeries,
depend on how many people there are and on how much income these people
have. On both score the postwar outlook for the Pacific slope favors
substantial increse conipared with prewar years. Another secbion of the
conference deals spepificafly with population trends, and still other
In the past, per capita income
papers may include discussions of incomee
in the Pacific Coast states has been considerably higher than the national
average. Even if, as appeaxs likely, this favorable differential should
be diminished, income per person cani and probably wiU, be higher than
before the war, and total puz4chasirig pøwer will be substantially higher.

This not only encourages the growth of the industries servicing
the population of separate localities, but also excites the interest of
free industries in tie mass market represented by the area as a whole.
Even these free industries are population-based in a broad sense, just as
all industries, in the same broad sense, are resource-based. The location
of any industry depends on access to both markets and to raw materials nearness to them in terma of coat, which may differ from physical nearness.
Free industries are so classified because physical proximity to
either markets or sotirces of raw materiais either are not iraportant, are
about the same in many locations or are outweighed by other considerations.
anted an expandin population and income, a wealth of native raw materials,
adequate though not always cheap transportation, for imported raw materials,
what are some of the' considerations that may favor or impede growth of
existing free indusQ'ies and acquisition of new ones on the Pacific slope?
.A satisfactorr labor supply is a factor. The war has improved the
Westts situation in this respect. Not only are more workers here than
before, but among them they have more and higher skills, ncluding managerial
skills.

May industries need to be near agroup of conpiemeritary industries
or services that are familiar with each other's needs and ways of doing
business, Automobi)e manufacture, for example, depends heavily on specialized tool and die shops and parts suppliers. The textile industry as it is
now organized consists of a closely correlated group of plants and service
establishments performing various functions in preparing, spinning, weaving,
dyeing, marketing and so forth. A single plant could not survive apart
from enterprises performing the complementary functions. An area in which
these complementary 'plants already are established has an advantage over
a remote area in which they do not exist, other things being equal. Other
things seldom are ecual, of course. Does the Pacific sl9pe have a iavor-..
able inequality in the other things sulficient to offset the advantages of
complementary industries in other places? The answer is nOt always yes.
For niany indstrIes, however, the.ability of the Test
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to

provide

complementary or ancillary serviôes has improved.
perience has contributed to this improvement.

Wartime industrial ex-

Another factor that impedes the migration of industry from other
areas to this one is inertia, The mere circumstance that the automobile
industry got siarted around Detroit, and the textile industrr in New England,
gives these areas an inside tiack. Some of it has, or ab one time had, a
real foundation - as farni1arity with financing problems of the industry
in question, presence of a labor force with training and tradition in
the specialties associated with a particular product, sympathetc understanding on the part of state and local goveruments of problems arising
from industrial waste, smokes odor, noise, traffic, types of construction,
and so forth peculiar to the operation. These same forces, inc.dentally,
work both ways. They help hold the movng picture and arcraft industries
here, for example.
On balance, however, they probably hamper western
industrialization. Perhaps it is significant that the Kaiser car is to be
built nc.dr Detroit.

Another factor making t difficult to move an industry Is noiliquidity
of capital goods. A plant will rarely close down entirely in one area
and move its equipment to another
Rather the new plants of an industry
will be located in the new area. Older firms will build branches in the new
area, often equipping them to make only part of the parent company's line
of products, or to perform only part of the manufacturing processes. West
Coast examples of such branches, in th steel, electrical equipment and
appliance, automobile, and other industries come r.adily ,o iand, These
branchcs may grow more rapidly than the home plant until in tiitie they
dominate the enterprise. An exp4nding industry can make a geographic shift
more easily than a decadent one, since the former must in any case expand
plant capacity somewhere, and if then. arE. no further advantages of large
scale production to be realized at the home site, the expansion might as
well take place elsewhere,
A declining or stable industry can rebuild elsewhere without severe
capital loss only as its old plant and equipment wears out. II' there is
little plant investment, or if it is a single process, this need not be too
serious a consideration. But if the process is highly complex, involving
different kinds of heavy equipment, it is unlikely that the entire plant
will need replacement simultaneously. Even if one machine wears out, other
immovable equipment may be quite adequate and too costly to abandon. So
the new machine is installed in the old location. If technological advance
gives the new machine, taking up no more room and perhaps costing less than
the old, a greater output, even an expanding industry may find it difficult
to do its expanding in a new area. This may account in part for the fact
that, until the RFC financed them, there were no blast furnaces on the
Pacific Coast.
In time, however, even declining industries áan and do migrate. The
movement of cotton textile mamifacturing from New England to the Carolinas
demonstrates this. It is unlikely that a very heavy industry, such as
steel mills, could have made a similar move as readily, if at all.

The degree to which 1aor is unionized sonietime weighs her.vily in
determining whether or not a plant will locate in one area rather than in
another. San Franciscans may be unusually sensitive about ths point. The
matter of open shop versus union town is not as simple and straightforward
as protagonists and propogandists would have us believe,
Many times the
decision apparently turns more on personal likes and
likes of individual
plant managers than on clear cut, industry-wide economic considerations.
Metal working plants thrive in San Frdncisco, and continue to come there
despite a strong and rough machinists' union in the Bay area and the best
efforts of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. Metal working also does
well in southern Californie. But the healthy state of the industry around
San Francisco suggests that labor productivity is as inportant a determinant
of labor cost per unit of output as hourly wage rates and an allerr to
union organizers. On the obher hand, the New England cotton textile industry' shifted toward the south chiefly to enjoy cheap, docile labor of low
productivity-,

The war has 'somewhat changed the arguments revolving around the
comparative advantages, 1' om an employer's viewpoint, of union versus
non-union labor. If the rganization of labor is accepted as an accomplished
fact, as it was even in
S Angeles during the war, less labor unrest may
be experienced in the ion run in a town with a more mature labor movement
than in one which still q estions the constitutionaltiy of' the Wagner Act.
In any'case the problem i country Nide. Most industrial centers of the
East are unionized, and t e closed shop reputation of many lest Coast cities
need not affect the indus rialization of the area in either direction.

I should like to d sgress briefly at this point'to attack two or
three fallacies that have hdd at least minor currency in recent years. One
is thattran-Pacjfjc tra e will result in an overnight industrialization
of the West Coast, In th long run - in my opinion, the very long run manufacture for export ma come to be of considerdble importance. While
the bulk of our trans-Pac fic exports have been manufactured or semirnarufactured goods, most £ them were produced outside the Pacific slope.
Transportation advantages of locating indu'stries that produce goods for
export near Pacific Coast ports can very easIly be over-emphasized. 'hè
difference between water ates from the Coast, and through rail-water
rates from middle western or eastern manufacturing centors commonly is insufficient in itself to a ercome greater efficiency of production that
middle western and easter plants may en3oy.
If other factors determining
relative geographic effici ency are fairly ever3ytalanced, however, minor
advantages in transportat on rates miht tip the scale in favor of' West
Coast location of plants e pecting to sell a substantial part of their
products for trans-Pacifi export.
ck'eat enthusiasm f'r an immediate boom in private export,tradp
appears to be unwarranted. Before the war Japat was our best customer in
the Pacific. A devastate. Japan is unlikely to be
better customer now
than a martial Japan, pre.aring for conquest, was before the war. Nor are
China's 450 million impoverished inhabitants likely to become able to buy
large quantities of our g.ods in the near future.
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A.s the Pacific Coast becomes more highly industrialized, a higher
proportion of our manufactured exports could be expected to or ginate here,
but this is not the same as saying that Asiats and Oceana3i great need for
the ordinary necessities and comforts of life, in other words, their
poverty, wi]J. bring about a rapid industrialization of the West Coast0

The Wall Street myth is another old time favorite of thc. 1est.
Control of the money bags by a little group of fat capitalists in New York
banks does not impede iidustrial developments west of the Hudson, or even
west of the Mississippi. This is not to say that many decisions affecting
West Coast branch plants are not made by eastern boards of directors, But
both credit and security financing are as readily available to festern
industrialists through western banks and underwriters as to eastern industrialists of like size, standing, and prospects. I occasionally play
golf with a man who is a little older than I. Not long ago he had a
particularly bad day. He finally broke after a succession of poor shots
and remarked with a deep sigh, "I'm not the an I used to be'!, then, in a
sudden burst of delayed honesty he d'ied,
furthermore, I never was".
To some extent the same can be said of the Wall Street myth.

Geographic specialization works both ways
It may be difficult for
a westerner to conceie of any other section of the country having advantages, other than unnatural and artificial things such as inequitable
freight rates or monopolies, but it is so, To argue that the Pacific Coast
should produce all it consumes is as absurd as to znaantain that Illinois,
Indiana, and Michigan should raise their own oranges. We have had examples
of West Coast companies moving away from this area with products that had
been developed here. The Caterpillar Tractor Company, founded in California,
set up a branch in Peoria, Illinois,which now outproduces the original
home plant. Against this example one can set many operating in the other
direction. Two of the leadng calculating machines are made in California,
although the great market for such equipment is in the East. Nevertheless,
the manufacturers plan to increase capacity in their test Coast plants as
soon as materials become available. Jantzen swimming suits, Pendleton
shirts, ançl Hollywood sports clothing of various make8 command world-wide
markets.
C
balance, the various factors that have been discussed point
toward an expansion of industry on the Pacific slope, bath absolutely and
in comparison to the rest of the country. Many of our plants are brancheS
of eastern corporations. This, I think, will continue to be true. Indeed
a number of eastern concerns attracted by the prospects of this area,
have entered it through the purchase of existing, locally àwned and, controlled, plants.

The "source-based industries, while continuing to grow, will lose
in importance to the free industries. They can and will expand, however,
through procssing a greater proportion of native materials and through
carrying the processing through higher, more complex, operations. As tiey
do the latter, they will tend to acquire the characteristics of free industries,
caxnples are plywood manufacture by the lumber industry and
the complicated products now made by West Coast oil refineries. The
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refineries, furthermore, already have imported Texas oil as a war measure
and are likely some ddy to obtain much if not mcst of their crude by
importation from abroad.

PopulLtion-babad industries likewise will grow, faster than resourcebased industries dnd probably £str than population. Some population-based
industries tend to braden their markets beyond the immediate locelity and
so also approach free industries. Within the printing and publishing
group, periodicils (a free industry) have gained in importance compared with
newbpapers. The PciCifiC Coart already is an important center br printing
periodicals, with further expansion in prospect.
S

The free industries are destined to grow fastest of all. If the

Federal Reserve - CED study has validity, their rate of postwar ezpansion
over prewar activity can be expressed a 6, compared with 3 for tke pop-

ulation-based industries and 2 for resource-based industries, Some such
ratios accord with what we know of general patterns of industrialization
of relatively immature but rich areas.

Industries that are expanding nationally are likely to make the
gratest gains on the Pacific slope, since the problem of changing the
geographic distribution of total capital investment, either through the

entrance of new firms or through openini branches, is less serious when
plmt expansion is undcr way. New industries, having little dependence
on complementary plants and services elsewhere, and no traditional t128,
likewise are good prospects. Leht industries, in thich capital investment
in ininiovable installations is not heavy-, are more likely to re.-locate here
than heavy industries. And finally, industris in which all or most of

the efficiencies of size can be reached with relatively small pro4ctive
units are more likely than the great mass productton industries to come,
in the noa future, to the Pacuic slope.
POPULATION TRiNDS ON THE PACIFIC SLOPE

Dr. Blair Stewart,

Profcssor of Economics

Reed College, Portland, Oregon

have not been told who decided on the wording of the assignment
ith which I am to deal, and therefore have no idea what he intended me to
use as a definition of the Pacific Slope. I have been careful not to inquire
about either of these matters, snd have consequently felt free to define
Pacific Slope as I saw fit. The definition I have taken is c3ri.'wn from
political geography and not from physical geography, since the most convenient
figures for population are L,lvcn by political subdivisions. The Pacific
Slope, therefore, is taken, to be the states of Oregon, Waejhington and
California - an area which inclu-'as considerable slopes away from the
Pacific as well as toward it,

The trend of poulation in all three of th Pacific States has been
consistently upward sinc settlement first begn, but there have been great
variations in the rate of increase. An exarrination of the increases in

population from one decennial census to the next shows large shifts from
decade to decade. There is no uniformitr, and experience up to any given
time provides little basis Cor estimates of the changes which follow. This
is due to the fact that migration to the Pacific Coast States has been
tha principal cause of population change - the excess of births over
deaths has been of minor importance. At any time the migration of the
future is difficult to prddlct, brquse variations in migration result from
a lar. number of complex factorb. I do riot intend to discuss thebo factors
in ny detail, but I should like to suggest r rough interpretation of the
mejor changes in the migrati
pattern.
All three states had increased rates of migration in the seventies
and ¼aghtles, but Washington showed the greatest spurt in migration in
the eighties. This wa the decade in which the transconfinenttl railroads
first reached the Pacific Northwest. Migration to all three of the states
was ls in th. nincties than in the eighties. This may be ascribed
largely to the depression of the nineties. The boom between 1900 and 1910
in the two northern states may be attributed largely to the migration of
the lumber industry from tl-ie Lake States. No such simple shift explains
the boom in California, but it appear.s that this decade s aw the beginning
of the cycle vthieh has been characterized by the slogan, "California, here
I come 1" For Oregon and 1ashington the decade of orid War I &w a reduction
in the flow of population. In the twenties the stream swelled slightly in
the north, and remarkably in California.
It is siificnt to note that in
all three states migration declined in thc thirties, This may be explained
pramerily n terms of n hypothesis which has been implicit in much of what
has been said above - that migration is stimultLo. br prosperity and retarded by dprcssion.
For the country as a whole the migration which toqk place during
Vorld War II was the greatest whibh has ever occurred ib so short a space
of time. During the 3- years for which the data are available (April 1940
to November 1943) 30 states lost 3,400,000 civilians through migration to
other states. This may be compared with the 1,400,000 who moved from 28
The
states to other parts of the country in the five years,, 1935-40.
outstanding migration phenomenon of the wr was the net migration in this
brief period of 1,400,000 persons to California. The regions receiving
migrants. were the Pacific Coast states plus Utah, Nevada an4 Arizona; the
East North Central States with the exception of Wisconsin, and a group of
Atlintic Coast states which Includes Florida, Virginia, District of Columbia,
Maryland, Delaware, New Jeisey, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
An examination of the migration pattern àuring the war reveals where
the pressures for emigration were greatbst, and which areas 'tero r1ativtly
the most attractive. Where in 3 years one person left for each 5.4 persons
who remained, as In North Dakota; or one for each 6.1, as in South Dakota;
or one for each 6,5, as in Oklahoma, the pressures to leave must be very
strong. And where one person out of every four has arrived in the last
years, as in the District of Columbia; or one in 4.9, as in Nevada; or
one in 5.7, as in California; the tendency toward expansion isry great.

The migration pattern of the warperiod was for the most part an
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accentuation of prewar tendencies.

Thosestates which enjoyed net iti-rutigra-

tion both diring the iar and n the five Drewar years, 1935-40, all gained
a higher percenta'e in the shorter var period than in the five-year prewar
peiiod. Vith the except'on of Kansas, this accentuation of ire'iar trends
also applied to those states from which people tare moving.

What. 1ere the causes of this great inlux of people into the Pacific

States during the war9 For the 'nest part it was the attractt.on of certain
employment at high vages tt was a strn1ing demonstration of the mobility
of' Pnerican 1aor under adequate incntives n prosperous times. Peotle
move in such large numbers only in response to positive economic incentives -

that is, defiiutIy good prosoects elsehere, not merely poor prospects

where they are. Such positiv inccntives were present durng the war, and
explain the recent grovth of copulation. If we are to estimate possible
postwar devel opments we must consi der what the incentives to migration .wtll
be.
I am going to take a Leaf out of Drew pearson? a book and make a
fer predictzi ons of things to come. I nredict that there vail be mass unemployment an the I acific States in the near future, and a sharp decline

in the incentive to migrate from other states

Some backflow has a1reac,r

occurred, enough to re sul t in some net loss in p opula ta on in Oregon and

I do not ecpect this backf]ow to last for very long, ,and I
expect it to be largely compensated by movement of veterans into the area
to join other members of their families, or because, uprooted by the
war, they are attracted to this area. In the longer pdfl population on
the Pacific Coast is going to depend on econdmc opportunities here, and I
believe that these opportunities for new migrants are going to be quite
restricted for some time to come.
Washington.

The wartime population growth was the reu1t of the opportunities
made available here in industr. Mapufacturing employment in ashington
mcreased from 1170OO in 1939 to 257,000 in the first half of 1943, or
an increase of 120 percent. In 0rc'on the ircrease vas from 33,O00 to
147,000, or 77 percent, and in California maruacturing employment expanded
from31,000 in 1939 to l,03!i3O00 in the first half of 1943, an increase
of 172 pei cent. This increase in manufacturinr, hoever, was almost
entirely confined to the production of special war material a, particularly
ships and aircraft, for which drastic declines in demand have alreaty
occurred.

During the war over 1, 300,000,000 was spent for manufacturing 'plants

and other facilities in the Pacf.c Slope states. It might seem that tth

all this new plant available the nrospects for cortinuod manufacturing at a
high level -ould be bright But these marmfacturing failities were predominantly of' three types; arcraft factories, shipyards and nonferrous
metals plants, primarily aluminum and magnesium. Ninety-three percent of
the new Iaci1it es authorized in Washinrton throigh October 1943 was made

up of plants falling 3 nto these three categories In Oregon the percentage
was 8E percent, and in California 69 percent. Convertibility to peacetime
use is almost nil for the shpyards, very low for much of the aircraft
facilities, and uncertain or low for rnarr of the aluminum plants. For

these reasons serious unemployment problems in these states may be expected
in the very near future, and there is little prospect of a continuation of
the wartime influx of population.

My impression is that for the longer pull prospects are brighter for
California than they are for Oregon and Wa&hington. Wartime production
waq wornewliat more diversified, and the war plants not so completely
specialted. More important than theseconsiderations, however, is the
fact that the northern states are still dominated by a rawmaterials economy,
while population has grown in California to the point where many industries
which are market-.orjented are locating there, and considerable expansion
of such industries may be confidently expected. Total population in the
northern states is sf11]. too small to provide much bssis for expansion in
consumption goods industries,
The chief resource ixrmediateiy available for greater exploitation
in Oregon and Washington is hydro-electrjc pover, But power-oriented
industries ordinarily employ relatively small numbers of workers, and
tremendous expansion along those lines is necessary if the pr.sent population
is to be employed.
The population problem is primarily a problem of what tho industrial

future of the area is going to be. The Pacific States are an area with a
low r'te of natural population increase. Th3y can grow appreciably only
by migration if the preiiar tendencies with respect to natural increase reassert themselves. There has been a sharp increase in the birthrate since
the beginning of th- war, and consequently considLrable increase in the
excess of births over deaths. This is a curious social phenomenon, and one
wh]ch is not easily xplained, The most likely guess for the future is
that the crude birth rate will recede toward its old level, It will probably
remain above prewar figures tor some time, however, because of the increased
proportion of the population consisting of younger persons. ThLs shift
cL

ws brought about by the migration during the war, and may be continued
for some tine if the expected migration of veterans to this area develops.

Basically the population problem f this area is not one of births

and deaths, but one of industrial opportunity. Even if population growth
were to come largely as a result of natural increase it vrôuld be necessary
to find the economic support for the increased population or accept a lower
standard of living. The. cutbacks in iridutria1 production in the Pacific

Statt.s as a result of the trmjnation of hostilities leave these states

with an economic base inadequate to support the present population. Great
development of new industries is necessary if we are not to havo serious
unemployment, and the declining scales of living which are characteristic of
areas which have populations ineKcess of the numbers which their economies

can support at the old standards of living.

COETITI0N FOR THE CONSU1'IER DOLLAR
Lowell E. Mainland, Head, Research and Media
J. Waiter Thompson Company
San Francisco, Califorria
Paper Presented By Joseph E. Gerber
During the past few years the primary comptetition involving the
consumer's dollar has been tne competition to spend that dollar, The swing
back to actual competition for the dollar which will come shortly - it
actually has arrived to a degree - was illustrated sharply for me less than
three weeks ago in a sinple, casual yet I think significant, conversation...
with a cab driver in New York City.
The general strike that day in a near-by city started the conversation.
The driver was conc:rned with the thought of general disorder that would
follow if national strike threats materialized, yet his sympathies were
with the strikers because he felt keenly himself the need for as he said,
"the extra couple of dollars," Certain foods - oranges, eggs, butter were high and hard to got, yt he said he had to have them, especially the
And got them even though
oranges because he had a small child in the house.
he had to do without other wanted articles, including other foods.
That expresses just whatts going to happen - is happening - pn a mass,
national scale. Certain basic needs or influences caused the cab driver
and will cause others to buy certain items to the exclusion of others 1 He
thinks the extra money will help him avoid deciding between products. It
may broaden the list of possible items - it will not alter in the least
the ever-increasing need for deciding which will be bought of many desired
products or services.

Before diàcussing further the question of the dollar competition and
various factors involved, letis take a quick look, as background, at some
basic economic factors that have a definite bearing or influence on the
subject.
Tabulations that will be shov'n have been developed by Arno Johnson,
Director, Media and Research, J, Walter Thompson Company, New York. Vhile
possibly not new to many of you, the material has such significance and
worth at this time as to warrant presenting it briefly.
Here is a chart that shows our war productivity (191+5 esthates)
compared with the two best prewar years, 1929 and 1940. Total production
doubled, with a war production of nearly 100 billion added to an aU-time
civilian consumption high of 97 billion. This was done with 52 nl1ion
employed as compared with 46 million in 1929 and 1940 and probably 57 million
A total production of 200 billion of goods
seeking postwar eniployment,
and services,
Apart from the share of production taken by government and for
private capital formation, there would need to be a consumer demand for
Otherwise there would not be absorption
145 billion of goods and services
of the entire production. On this basis, prewar civilian consumption would
have to be doubled.
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These f'igu.res are presented here just for one purpose
to show
that therG is a real opportunity for expansion of our domestic market.
The importance of this in our broad consideration of selling and distribu.-.
tiond the strife for the consumer's dollar is apparent.
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Chart 1
POSTWAR MARKET OPPORTUNITY PROVIDING FULL
EMPLOYMENT-DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL OUTPUT OF

GOODS AND SERVICES
POSTWAR

WAR PEAK OPPORTUNITY

$205.0

$200.0

TOTAl. NATIONAL PRODUCT

(ILLION$)

28.0

GOVERNMENT

27.0

PRIVATE CAPITAL OUTLAY

GOVERNMENT ()q45

INCLUDES $90
BILLION WAR)

PRE-WAR

899.4

TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCT

(BILLIONS)

GOVERNMENT

federo and ocaI,nCIndng

$97.0

11.0

war enpenditure)

145.0

PRIVATE CAPITAL OUTLAY
Mochner'y & eqwpmeni, consiruchonresideritia I nd buSineSS, fluentOnes,

17.6

MUST DOUBLE
PRE -WAR

net e.porfs, etc.)

SALES TO CONSUMERS
(Goods and Services)

70.8

1929

1940

$36.4

$34.4

9.9
2.4.5

7.4
23.9

$70.8

$65.7

1q45
(EST.)

POST-WAR
POSSIBLE

LEVEL

SALES TO CONSUMERS
Non- curabJe and semi-durable goods

Durable goods
Services (housing, transportation,

$60.0
6.0

31.0

$15.0
23.0
47.0

$97.0

$145.0

utilities, etc.)
Total

SALES TO CONSUMERS
(Goods and Services)
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Here is illustrated the way in which production creates the
purchasing poier to absorb the goods and services produced.
The 2OO billion national product visualized under postwar
opportunity could provide a l6 billion national income with total
payments of $165 billion in income to individuals.

It is apparent then, that it is entirely possible for consumers
in the United States to have sufficient income through production of
57,000,000 persons efficiently employed to increase purchases to $145
billion annually - amount required for support of a 200 billion economy.
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Chart 2
HOW PRODUCTION AT FULL EMPLOYMENT CAN PROVIDE
THE INCOME FOR INCREASED POSFWAR LIVING STANMRDS
DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS RECEIPTS FROM PRODUCTION
POSTWAR
WAR PEAK OPPORTUNITY

$205.0

$200.0

TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCT

(BILLIONS)

15.0

20.0

BUSINESS TAXES

12.0
5.0

BUSINESS RESERVES

-o

15.0

I6.0

PRE-WAR

13.0

$99.4

TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCT

20.0

8DISTRIBUTED CORP PROFITS

INCOME TO INDIVIDUALS FROM PRODUCTION
INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, NET RENTS, ROYALTIES

12.0

FARM ERS

15.0

PROFESSIONAL E. SELF-EMPLOYED

$97.0

(BILLIONs)
BUSINESS TAXES
BUSINESS RESERVES
UNOISTRIBUTED CORP PROFITS

1.2

INCOME TO INDIVIDUALS FROM PRODUCTION
INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, NET RENTS, ROYALTIES

FARMERS
PROFESSIONALE. SELF EMPLOYED

COMPENSATION OF

.82.1

15.4
5.2
8.5

76.0

COMPENSATION OF

11.4
4.4.

116.0

53.0

EMPLOYEES

1929

1940

1945
(EST.)

TOTAL NATIONAL INCOME

Paid to individuals from production
Undistributed corporate profits
TOTAL INCOME PAYMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS

Paid to individuals from production
Net relief1 social security, etc.

83.3
82.1

77.8
76.0

POST-WAR
POSSIBLE
LEV EL

160.0
$57.0

$68.0
$63.0
5.0

I .2

1.8

82.6
82. I

76.5
76.0

151.0
$57.0

$65.0
$63.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

2.0
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EMPLOYEES

Now one last table on this subject. Here we can see that l65
period would allow
billion income opportunity to consumers in this postwar
permitting
the
doubling
of consumer
adequately for taxes and savings while
purchases.
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Chart 3

POST-WAR OPPORTUNITY

FOR INCREASED LIVING STANDARDS
Based on Notional Income
Payments To Individuals

POST-WAR

WAR PEAK

OPPORTUNITY

Under Optimum EmploymeniI65 O(BiwoNs)

I57.O

(BILuoNS OF DOLLARS)

/

/

10.0

SAVINGS

I0.0

PERSONAL TAX ES

I
//
,I

36.0
/

,I
/

PRE-WAR
TOTAL INCME
PAYMENTS

SAVINGS

LUI

$

.

S

I

/ //
1'
/ /
II
'/

/
/

"

$76.5

.

*
.-.-.

PERSONAL TAXES

I,

/

CONSUMER

145.0

/

CONSUMER.
EXPENDITURES
FOR GOODS AND
S

SERVICES

1929

1940

1945
(EST.)

POST-WAR
POSSIBLE

LEVEL
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EXPENDITURE
FOR GOODS AND
SERVICES

As you will note and as is well understood, there has been a huge
accumulation of savins, There has been a tendency to link this savings
backlog to the pentup demand for consumer durable goods as an indication
of a heavy buying session early in our present reconversion period. Actually
much of these savings are not in liquid spendable form, In addition it is
probable that savings will be held as a backlog against emergencies with
present unemployment conditions tending to intensify this holdinf desire
as well as causing some dissipation of holdings
Real value of these accumulated savings seems to be that their
possession will give th confidence necessary to permit from current
earnings the free buying needed in an expanded economy.
We have now seen evidence to indicate that the United States can
produce and consume enough in peacetime to employ all the people who
apparently will want to work with an increased average atandard of living.
Please bear in mind that these charts were not prepared or presented as
predictions of what is goin to happen during the next
ar or so. They
have been purposely detached from their context, without attempt here to
develop the reasoning which is actually behind them, so as to show that
we have the makings of a highly corrwtitive drive to soil consumers more
goods than they have ever before bought and used.
Now, can our people actually double consumption without raising
general standards of living beyond r.;asonable levels?
A glance at this table which compares the average standard of
living of families with .25 and 5O a week income, shows that this end is
attainable on a very reasonable basis,
The 425 a week family was typical
of prewar prosperity while at present production levels the p5O a week
family becomes typical.
Increased demand for goods and services of all types is possible
for all families under the 5,OOO a year if increased income comes to
these families,
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CHART 4
EXPANSION OF MARKET
FCR CONStThIfl3R GOODS AND SERVICES

Doubling of national consumption of consumer goods and services is entirely
possible in a postwar high level economy of a 2OO billion natLonal product.
Consumption can be increased if purchaàing power is maintained through full
employment at present levels of productivity.

How consumption inc'easd with fami1

25, per week
Annual Family Income
group

Total family
expenditures for
goods and services
Food
Housing, fuel, light
and refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and
equipment
Clothing
Auto transportation
Other transportation
Personal care
Medical care

Tobacco
Recreation
Reading
Formal educatian
Miscellaneous family
expenses

$1,000 -.

1,5OO
(51 were below
l,5OO in 1941)

50.

per week

incomes

Per cent
Increase in
Consumption

$2,000 - $3,000
(35% were above

1941)

32,O0O in

92%

$1,155

2,214

399

695

74

217
47

391
97

106

63

139

132
101
19

270
237

24

47

62
27
33

105

41
47

121
105
135

116
96
69
74

155

U

22

100

6

16

167

14

23

64

SourceU. S. bureau of Labor Statistics,
August, 1942
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Let's not think, however, that increased demand vdll naturally
accompany more income. standards of living at different income levels
have evolved over lbng neriods.
Cultural interests and attainments are
different in the different income groups.
Increasing demand to match increased productivity and thus raise
income means changing ways of living through education and nromotion
This then is the major task now -and for the next several years of marketing advertising.
We 'robably will not attain for some time to come the high levels
of peacetime productivity and income portrayed here, Nevertheless, it seems
certain that production of goods and services of all types will be much
higher than in rear years. This table, from the Committee- for -Economic
Developments report, "American Industry Looks Ahead," shows that all
branches of industry expect a market much in excess of prewar market. F'om
this setup, then, we have the makings of a greater competitive race to sell
the consumer than ever in history.
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CHART 5 -- TABLE 1

INDUSTRY ESTIMATES MABKETS IN 1947 IN THE
20 CHIEF MANUFACTURING

OUPS

VALUE OF
MANUFACTURES
At the 1939 Price Level
(Millions f Dollars'
ESTIMATED

INDUSTRY

1939

1947

INCREASE
ST. 1947
OVER
1939

No.1
I
2.

3.
4.
7.
8.
3.

10.
11.
12.

NON-DURABLE GOODS
Food and kindred pxoducts
lo, 618.0
Tobacco products
1,322.2
Textile and fiber products
3,930.7
Apparel and other fabric products 3,325,0
Paper and allied products
2,019.6
Printing, publishing arid allied
industries
2,578.5
Chemicals and allied products
3,733.7
Petroleum and coal products
2,954.0
Rubber products
902.3
Leather and leather products
1,389.5

TOTAL N0N-DURLE
DURABLE GOODS
Lumber and timber basic'
products

6,

Furniture and finished umber

13.
14,
15.

16.
17.
18.

l9

products
Stone, clay and glass products
Iron and steel and their
products (except machinery)
Nonferrous metals and their
products
Electrical machinery
Machinery (except electrical)
Automobiles and automobile
equipment
Transportation equipment,
(except automobiles)

TOTAL DURABLE
20.

MISCELLANEOUS INDUST.IES
AND TOTAL (all manul'acturing industry)

3, 359.

5,907.3
4,023.5

33,6%
.69.4

27.2
24,4
27.7

30.3
58.2
36,2
47,3

1, 329. 2

1,699.3

22.3

773.3

44,458.8

$ 1,122.1

1,412.8

25.9%

1,267.7
1,440.2

1,872.5
2,062.6

47.7
43.2

6,591,5

9,0524

37.3

2,572.9
1,727.4
3,254,2

3,710.1
2, 698.3

44.2
56.2

4,961.1

52,5

7,117.6

75.8

882.9

1539,1

74.

22, 906.7

$34,426.5

$32,

5.

$14,185.6
2,240.0
4,997.9
4,136.3
2,579.3

1,163.0

$56,843.0

,L_)'JI
$80., 515.0

50,3%

40,2%
41. 6%

These are the numbers by-which these 20.manufacturinggroups were
designated in the 1939 U. S. Census of Manufactures.
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Now let's look at some factors that enter into consumer purchase
decisions.
Durable consumer goods and consumer soft goods both compete for the
consumer's dollar yet there are distinct differences in consumer attitudes
and purchases of these two broad types of goods.
Our primary concern here
is with non-durable products - foods and similar itrns of frequent purchase.
But let us first examine briefly the durable goods question.
Purchase of durable consumer goods represents a capital investment
that, with most families, is not quickly made and not on impulse, High
cost, at least relatively, result8 in comparison between brands or makes
on a careful basis. Family discussions prior to purchase are the rule,
which makes necessary a knowledge of who is interested and why. Market
survey, work is indicated.

Purchases are generally on a: family unit basis which makes the
current family trend of particular interest.
(Families are increasing in
number. at about twice. the rate population is increasinç). The fact that
the size of families is getting smaller needs consideration as regards the
capacity and type of many durable items.

Competition for the consumer dollar comes not alone from the various
brands of one product but also from other product lines. A family may
need a washing machine and a refrigerator, yet the average family may not
be in a position to buy both ithin a short span of time. Thus, the washing
machine competes with the refrigerator for sale. Producersneed to give
plans in other lines at least a passing thoughb when setting up their own.
Consumers will' go, of course, much farther to purchase an item such
as a stove than they will a siwtll convenience item. Nevertheles, the
manufacturer with sales outlets distributed geographically to roughly
parallel population concentrations finds himself in an advantageous
competitive situation. Cost5 of selling, also, tend to remain at minimums
on this basis.

Decision to buy a capital goods item may be affected by seemingly
unrelated factors. A decision to travel or spend a vacation someplace may
remove a family from the market fOr an item sirioly through the new allocation
of funds.
Or an interest in some form of recreation m
induce a capitalgoods purchase that otherwise would not be thoughbof. Present interest
in travel and recreation is at record levels.
Advertising and promotion enters largely into durable goods purchases.
Copy bOth develops desires for brands Or makes of a specific product and
also for the type of product itself.
Studies have shown that some copy
has catised many puchases.
Now let's
venience items.
to rather sudden
cost, infrequent
are operative in

examine some of the reasons people do or do not buy conThe small initial cost of such products makes them susceptible
shifts and influences not generally perative oh higherpurchase goods. One or more of the following influences
practically all purchases of àonrenience goods.
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Health Considetions: Over a period of years wetve seen through
publie and. mahufacturer education, certain types of diets
and foods come to the fore, because of health qualities, We've also Seen certain
brands of a product because of known, or inferred, health superiorities
take over at least a portion of a market formerly held by an established
product.
Racial habits cause products to sell well in some areas poorly in
This has required careful consideration in market plans over the
years but it is probable that this factor will be of dinishing importance
from now on, as the percentage of natjve-borri whites is definitely increasing,
others.

Family pressures of one type or another motivate many purchases. It
may be the simple request of a child for some item that takes his fancy.
Or, it may be the underlying desire of a parent to get something this is
good for, or will be liked by a child or some other member of the family,
It is impossible to discount either of these pressures,
A desire to follow a custom or practice of another cultural level
has proved to be a ftctor in the purchase of many items, particularly of'
a semi-luxury nature4 I have reference particularly to use of a p±'oduct'
that requires addition of a practice foreign to the cultural group represented by the buyer.
d habits are another factor in ôonsumer
Geographical differences
purchases, A certain type of product may go well in say, the South yet
because the people in the North are in the habit of using a different type
of product, its sales will be disappointing. Difference in habits between
regions' should be canvassed carefully.
Competition from local products frequently causes spotty sales results
f or national or regional products. Unless this local competition is known
and allowed for, sales may be considered unaccountably low.
Extent and type of distribution frequently results in the purchase of
one brand of a product rather than another. It is found often that a
brand seems to have good general distribution yet is missing many sales
because the product has much of its distribution through a type of outlet
in which the product is not most generally sought by consumers (butter in
a meat market, for example). A product sold generally, yet without distribution at least as wide as competition, is at a disadvantage.
Special deals, Dremiums are important factors in inducing trial of
a proauct or brand. An important point to analyze is the extent to which
new users are secured and held:in this way.

Advertising is a definite influence in purchase of item
or sampling basis,

on a trial

Store displays both clinch a sale for a brand originally wanted and
swing sales away from that brand, depending of course, as to whether the
particular brand or another is on display. Perhaps no other single factor
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has more influence in consumer purchases,particularJ....of food items.
product sampling, .althou:h, relatively expensive has proved a major
influence in securing later sales.

Any discussion of the reasons that underlie consumer bu.ng should
at least very briefly consider research.
Market research of various types hs proved itself an essential of
marketing and advertising. Through use, t is possible to determine many
of the reasons why a product ia.or is not bought.
Ussful for all types
of merchandise, it is extremei./ valuable for products that are bought
rather frequently and for which patterns of consumer;, buying are subject
to thange due to outside pressures
No marketing promotional program is
complete without an adequate, periodic consumer rese&rch program,
Both straight trade and consumer investigtions have a definite use
finding out why merchandise does nr does not
sell.
Certain inadequacies in these, for all purposes, have boon felt and
an additional way to establish consumer actions has been devdlopeth This
is the Consumer Panel, one of which has been operated for several years
by J. Talter Thompson for its clients.

and place in the business of

The Panel provides a continuing record of purchases of 'products in
different commodity classes by a cross-section ofamilies, so. that a
continuous case history of the family.'. purôhing of these products is
developed. Reasons why purchases are made are recorded, which permits
various analyses and deduotionsa The Panel helps provide continuing information about the actual buyer of amanufacturer's.product so that plans
can be formulated and carried out.

Being able to see a cross-section of his market and how it reacts not
only to his own efforts but those of his competitors, and also to all
manner of outside stimuli, puts a producer well along the road toward
securing a fair share of the consumer!s dollar.

ADJUSTING MaICULTURE TO PEACETI

CONDITIONS

Dr. Sherman E. Johnson, head
Division of Farm Management and Costs
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Washington1, D. C.

Paper Presented Br Henry VT. Stippler
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Portland, Oregon

This discussion of adjustments needed to fit peacetime conditions
is concerned larrely uth the situation beyond the immediate conversion
period, But the production and market situation that develops in the
transition years will to some extent influence the changes that will be
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needed under more normal peacetime conditions. After five years of allout
production for war needs, farmers are looking forward to 1046 as at least
the first step in our return to peacetime conditions. Yet, to some extent,
production in 1946, and perhaps also in 1947, will still need to be geared
to war and relief needs for food in addition to high civilian market
demands.
A large volume of food and other agricultural products will be needed
for relief and rehabilitation in the next two years. ArraimentS for meeting
these needs more adequately will be facilitated by: recent appropriations
to UNRPA, and by other action on the international front, Such action will
help to relieve human suffering, promote stability and, at the same time,
help to develop markets for our products in later years. From a very selfish
standpoint it appears. that since we have suffered nearra million casualties
and spent nearly 300 billion dollars to fight the war it is good business
to spend some additional money to help the devastated countries get back
to a se]fsupporting basis as quickly. as possible. As far as agriculture
is concerned, suh exports will be the best possible assurance of markets
for high level productiGn in the transition years. Thus, these rehabilitation needs and high civilian dem'inds should result in a highlevel consuniption to match production in the immediate future. This will furnish a
favorable setting for the peacetime years that lie ahead,
Peacetime Production Levels

Perhaps the bst place to begin discussion of agriculture in the
postconversion period is to consider the level of production that is
likely to prevail. The war period brought a sharp upward swing in farm
production.
In 1944 and again in 1945 gross production averaged almost
If we leave our farm
onefourth more than in the prewar years l935-39
produced power and count only the production available for human use, the
194445 output is nearly 30 percent higher than prewar. Some of this
increase can be attributed to more favorable weather than in 1935-39. But
even under average weather conditions, the 1944-45 level of farm output
for human use would run at least 20 percent above the years 1935-39. This
is an unprecedented increase in such a short time. : We, therefore, need to
Considering the forces other
consider carefully how it was brought about,
than weather, the more important factors in this increase are:

£3,

Shifts from animal to tractor power.
Increased use of fertilizer and lime.
Improved crop varieties.
Increased use of cover crops and. other conservation practices.
Pest and disease control
Better feeding of livestock.
Shifting to more intertilled and more productive crops.
A small increase in the 'area of land used for crops.

It was the combination of these forces rather than any one of them
alone that caused the wartime production revolution. But the foundation
for that revolution was laid in the years between the two world wars.' Farm
output would have increased in the interwar period if the effects of
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technological advances had not been dammed up by the d.rought and depression
of the 1930's. The return of favorable weather conditions, high prices
and incomes, and the patriotic ure for increased production, broke the dam
and our reserve of production capacity was released. The effect on farm
output was comparable to a flood that is caused by a break in a, large
reservoir.

The major question concerning peacetime production levels is: '1i11
the volume of produètion recede after the wartime flood, or will it tend
to remain at flood stage?" Many people argue that the level of farm
production will recede considerably after the war emergency has passed.
They say that a large part of the wartime increase was due to .favorabie
weather, and that most of the remainder was caused by increasing the area
used for crops and by shifting to more :intertilled and. more productive
crops, Production increases caused by these forces will recede in the
same way that flood waters recede when the water previously accumulated in
the broken reservoir has gone down stream. One can readily concede that
these forces tend toward reduced production in peacetime years. However,
favorable weather accounts for no more than one-fourth of the wartime
expansion; and more land in crops and more intertilled crops explain only
a minOr part in the increase in roduction.

When e consider the other forces that are back of th wartime increase in production our flood analogy breaks down.
Their effect on
production is irreversible. It is more comparable to the diversion of
another 'arge stream into the main channel than to the. effect of a break
in t'ie reservoir.
Once these improved practices have. been adopted, farmers
are not likely to discontinue their use.
In the years since 1920, over 50 million acres of cropland and
many million acres of pasture land have been released. from production of
feed for horses nd mules and made available for production for the market,
The land released from the growing of feed for work animals in this period
would be uffjcjet to feed over 16 million head of cattle.
In the next two years,. farmers are: likely to buy new tractors and
complementary equipment in greater quantity than ever before. This means
a further release of land from production of horse and mule feed to the
production for market.

Use of commercial fertilizer increased tremendously in the 1920's.
It dropped back in the depression of.the early 1930's, but increased again
to new high levels in 1937. In 1944, the use of plant nutrients in the
form of conmierical fertilizers was 85 percent higher than in th prewar
years 1935-39; and in 1945. it was about 94 percent higher. During the war,
fertilizer has been used on crops and in areas where its use was previously
unknovri.
As a result of their experience, farmers are likely totend its
use if economic conditions are at all favorable.
Hybrid seed increased corn yields about 20 percent over openpoilinated
corn and added 400 million bushels to the 1944 corn crop. Many other improvements in crop varieties are now in the introduction stag3, for
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example, Lincoln soyban, and some new varieties of oats. One should
epeci continued progr.ss in plant breeding and introducton of higher
yielding varieties.
Promising methods of post end disease control have been developed
during the war, and these will have an effective impact on postwar production. DDT and 1080 are only partially tried. Also, wartime scrrcities
of insecticides and equipment are no longer a handicap.
The improved practices that have been adopted for the feeding and
care of livestock art.. also likely to continue if conditions ar at all
favorable. Livestock production will also be stimulated in many areas by
the return of skilled labor from the armed forces,

It seemeVident that the forces vthich tend to push agriculture in
the directionof increased output for the market will outweigh those that
tend in the direction of decreased output. The exception to this statement
is the possbilityof extremely unfavorable weather. If e should experience a drought such as in 1934 or 1936, farm production might drop as much
a
20 percent in any one year, but it gould rise again nth the r-turn of
favorable weather.
Production in Relation to Market Outlets

Thus it appears inevitable that agriculural production will remain
high in the peacetime years that lie ahead - at least at wartime levels.
A rough balancing of potential production with prospective market outlets
indicates that production may outrun available markets for man r commodities
even under favorable economic conditions. New marketb will need to be
deveioped. And bhlfts to more readily niark.table commodities w'll be
necessary. Under conditions of economic prosperity neff market outlets can
be found, and production shifts viU be manêable. 1u.t, if unemployment
and depression conditions are experienced, chronic surpluses all develop
in sveral lines and agricultur will be traveling the road of OCOflOIT11C
adversity.
Agriculture. has a tremendoub stke in th acxn.vement and maintenanc.. of economic prosperity in this country and abroad. Farmers need

export outlets for many ariculturtl products if hihlevel production is
to find a peacetime market at satisfactory prices. They also have a vital
interest in the maintenance of domestic consumer purchasing power at high
levels.

Evidence of the effect of high consumer purchasing power on markets
for farm products is found in the wartime levl of civilian per capita
food consumption. Despite rationing and other wartime restrictions, civilians
consumed 11 percent more food, per capita in 1944 than in the prewar years
1935-39. Preliminary figures indicate that consumption in 1945 was 9
percent above prewar levels. It would have been higher if more of the
This record of warhigh..value and highquality foods had been available.
time food consumptioi is very encouraging for the future. It indicates that
consumers stand ready to buy more highvalue, highquality food when they
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have the purchasing power.
In World War I civilian per capita food consumption did not rise above the levels of the prewar years. Perhaps part of
the reason for this difference in the level of food consumption in the two
war periods can be found in the stabilization of food prices in relation to
earnings during World War II.
Consurnption of non-farm products is also greatly affected by the
level of consumer purchasi..ng power. If a large volume of both domestic

and international trade can be maintained, farmers can look forward with
confidence to the peacetime years ahead. On the other hand, depression
conditions would mean that supnlies of farm products would be pressing
heavily on shrinking markets and farm incomes would be drastically reduced.
In the inter-war years there was much discussion of "adjusting
production to market demands." Sometimes this phrase was used to urge a
shift out of one product that was pressing heavily on the market into some
other product that had a more favorable market outlet. Adjusting production
to market demand in this way was sound advice as long as there were other
products that had betterS market outlets, but in the depression of the
1930's prices of all products were low and shifts from one product to the
other did not solve the low-income problem. We then began to talk about
adjusting production to market demands in relation to adjusting the total
volume of production to a shrinking market outlet. Production of se
products was curtailed but, aside from unfavorable weather conditions the
total volume of farm oü
á'xxdtredüàd-.- largely because farmers used
their resources to produce other products in place of those that were curtailed,

The experience of the 1930's indicates how difficult it would be to
attempt to adjustthe total volume of fam products to a shrinking market
outlet. Farm production is responsive to increased prices and inc9me On
the upward side, but it is quite unresponsive to depression conditions on
the downward side.
It is true, of course, that the use of some improved
practices, such as commercial fertiliz r, might be reduced under depression
conditions, hut this tendency mi.ght be entirely offset by a landward
movement of unemployed workers thich would result in greater pressure of
population on land resources. Farmers would not be able to shift back to
horses and mules. And certainly no one would advocate using open-pollinated
seed corn, or similar backward steps in efficiency.
The only means Of
controlling total output would b to require that part of the land be kept
idle. This would mean rigid rationing of land and labor resources.
Ad-justjng ivlarket Cutlets tO Achieve Economic Production

If we cannot reasonably adjust the total volume of production to
a shrinking market outlet, we should explore the other side of the equation
and see if it is possible to adjust market outlets to high..level production.
From the standpoint of national welfare, food is needed just as much in
depression as in prosperity and farmers make a contribution to stability
by maintaining the volume of production .n times of' depression. The
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objection can be made that farmers should not be asked to suhidize the rest
of society in depiession periods. This objection is valid and some means
should be found to adequately compensate farmers f01 the food furnished to
hungry people.
The Food Allotmert Plan' that is'now under disôussion maybe a partial
solution to that problem. It suggests that food-purchase coupons be made
available at prices that would niae it possible for all consumers to purchase
food enough for a minimum adequate diet with 40 percent of the family income,
but food orices would not be reduced below 25 percnt of market prices. Tbi
approach thould receive wide discussion as a means of providing food for
hungry people regardless of purchasing power, arid at the same time bolstering
farm incomes When purchasing power goes down. Other means of increasing and
maintaining domesta.c outlets for food products are the in-plant feeding
programs, the school lunch piograni, and other special food programs for
children and pregnant and nursing mothers.
Action can be taken on both the riatiial and the international front
his wil]. result in immediate benefit
to widen the channels of world trade.
to farmers as a group. But of even more importance, it will help to preserve
the peace of the world. If e want to increase exports of our farm products,
'e shall have to accept other products in exchange, some of which may be
e should also realize that increased exports of nonfarm
farm products.
products will mean more employment and higher consumer purchasing power in
this covntry.
Progress can be made in increasing the industrial. uses. of farm
pioducts. 1t is not so large an opportunity as some people visualize, but
potcntialities in this direction should be fostered by research and by
pricing policies tnat make farm products available for new uses at prices
that are competitive wth other sources Qf rav materials.

All in all the possibility of adjusting market outlets to high-level
production seems to hold more promise than adjusting total production to
a shrinking market outlet. lre must bear in mind, however, that assuming the
same price level and national income, people wili buy more goods at low
prices than they will at high prices. In other words, if we are to
maintain a large volume of farm production, we need to price it in a way
that will permit development of potential markets in industry, and for export
as well as for domestic food consumption. Farmers cannot afford to price
themselves out of a large segment of the market for farm products.
Making Abundant Production Profitable
Farmers want to produce both abundantly and profitably. They want
to make
economic use of their resources. The nature of farm costs
makes this course the most profitable one for individual farmers, but tt
results in high-.level production; and, markets, at satisfactory prices must
be found for a large volume of farm products if farmers are to produce
abundantly and remain prosperous. The best assurance of large markets for
abundant production is the maintenance of a high-level of economic activity
in other sectors of 'the economy. In other words, abundant agricultural
production should be balanced with abundant production of other goods and

full
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services
We have also seen that production needs to be in balance within
agriculture itself. For example, if we are producing too much wheat and
too little meat in relation to market demands, some of the resources that
are usud in wheat production should be shifted to the production of meat
animals. Likewise, when too many farm products are produced in relation
to other goods and services some of the resources should be shifted from
agriculture into other employment.
Practically speaking, this means that
some workers formerly employed in agriculture should be given assistance
in finding non-farm employment.

Since pricing policies that encourage larger markets for farm
products need to be developed,:farmers. will need.assistance in increasing
their efficiency of production and reducing their costs in order to maintain their incomes at satisfactory' lavels. The current high level of
production was largely achieved by tremendous improvements in production.
efficiency. These improvements reduced the cost of producing farm products.
Further progress can be made in this direction. Farmers who adopt improved
pract ce usually can couit on immediate gains from two sources; first,
the wider margin between cost and selling price, and seconds the larger
output per' farm that usually is associated with such improvements.

Not all imWovements that reduce costs have the effect of increasing
outpit but a larg number of them do. Hybrid seed corn is a good example.
If adoption of hjbrid seed results in a 20 percent increase in corn yields
per acre and 15 percent lower cost per bushel of corn, the farmers who
first use hybrid seed gain a great deal. These gains are held until adoption
becomes general enough to increase market supplies sufficiently to result
in lower prices.
In the past, the general adoption of improved methods'
has come so slowly that progressive farmers have retained nearly all o±
the gains far
long tiNe. Even when prices do go down as a result of
increased production, the farmer5 who are usthg the lmDroved practices
have the protection of lafger output and lower unit costs.
It is the farmer who ccmnot tske advantage of such
improvements that will suffer reduced income if the price
result of a larger output. The workers who are displaced
improvement also lose if tiiey cannot find other Jobb thst

cost-reducing
goes down as a
by a labor-savi
are s good or

better than. they lost.

Assistance should be given to displaced workers in finding non-farm'
employment.
Government aid also will be reeded by many farmers if they

are to take full advantage of new improvemens, by adopting them quickly
once they have been proven practical.
In fact, one. important means of
making abundant production profitable is to devise eduôational or other
programs that result in. rapid and general adoption of cost-reducing practices.
Such programs also should pronote stable. soil-maintaining systems of farming,
and a well-balanced, output of f!arm products.

Fortunately stable and soil-maintaining systems bf farmirg nvolve
shifts to relatively more hay and pasture, and this mean more milk azid
meat which also are needed from a nutritional standpoint. Thus conservation
and high level nutrition are harmonious obectives
But shifts in, the
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direction of more milk, moat, fruits and vegetables .. the foods needed in
a high level diet - ned to be made the most profitable of the produótion
alternatives that are open to farmers if those changes are to be carried
out. It would be possible to make these shifts profitable by government
aid inproviding highr support prices, But those are products that
conswm rs buy in much larcer quantities when prices are relatively low, and
the higher prices would cut off part 'of the market outlet that is essential
to achievement of the goal of high level nutrition. The potential shift
would be severely limited, by the restric.ted market outlet.

The alternative to higher prices as an incentive for needed adjustments lies in lowering the cost of producing the products that are desirable
in terms of conservation and high level nutrition. We have shbvni that
improvements in production efficiency do reduce costs and do maintain individual net farm income even 'then the improvaments result in lower prices
from incrLas.4 volume. This is characteristic of an industry as well as
an individual firm. Consumers, labor, and management sil benefited when
millions of automobiles were produced at a l,0O0 average in contrast to
thousands at 3,00O. Consuriers and ftrmers will also benefit from high
level production induced by iowcr costs,

It would sem then that the most effective altrntbive to high
support prices is a broad giuge progrm that will assist farmers with

financial and materials aid, and m-mnaement guidance. The latter would
come from educational programs based-on the experience of our most successful
farmers and the results of expbrimental work. The goal would be stable and
soilimproving systems of farming with high production efficiency, The

total cost of such a program would be insignificant in comparison vith its
results in higher net farm income.
As aireadyindicated technol9gicai progress means that less fa'm
wk is needed to produce an ever increasing output of farm products.
Production per worker has also increased in other occupations. Today theproduction per worker in both industry and agriculture is 35 to 40 percent
higher than it was at the end of World- War 1. This means that two workers
now can produce more than three could at that time.
-

From the standpoint of potential productivity the means are at hand
to provide food enough, and enough prodw;ts of other kinds, to abolish
poverty and squalor if we are wise enough to do it. - We also have -reached
the stage when it is not necessary to concentrate so much of our total
effort on the production of primary consumption goods. Liore o our effort
can be centered on the services thet are needed for better living, Liore
effort can be devoted to ma-intenance àf higher health standards and to
improvement of the cultural aspects of life; and more attention can and
should b given to education and to training that will enable us to learn
how to live together in peace and prosperity.

It is physically and technically possible to achieve these aims,
but unfortunately progress in the social sciences and in adaptation of
human institutions is lag1ng dngrously behind progress in the ziatux'al
sciences1 Farmers, therefore, need protection against the possibility of
recurring unemployment and depression. Insurance against the results of
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disastrously low prices is required as
counterpart for the minun'ium wage
and unemployment legislation now applicable to wage ]abor. This counterpart needs to be developed in such a way that it provides an income floor
to farmers in periods of depression. We hav already Indicated that in
such periods farrirs make a contribution to national stability and welfare
by continuing food production t high levels. Programs should be thrown
into gear at such times to provide an income floor to farmers, The
standards for this income floor would need to be set in tsrms of full-time
farming. A program could be developed that would provide a minimirn return
per hour of labor to farmers for the amount of labor required for their
level of output at average levels of labor efficiency.

Perhaps a simpler method can be devised, but the important point
is that we recognize the need for protection against major price declines.
Protectien is also needed against weather risks, but this can be met in
part by more adequate crop insurance and storage programs.
The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion seems to be that
farmers probably will maintain a high level of farm production in the peacetime years ahead. This is in the national interest if it is balanced with
high level production in other sectors of the economy, Under conditions
of economic prosperity abundant farm production can be profitable to farmers,
but farmers will need protection against the major weather and income risks
in farming.

DISCUSSION

NEL

Mr. William L. Teutsch, Assistant Director,
ctension Service,
Oregon State College, opened the discussion panel and acted as its leader.
He introduced the members of the panel to each other and to the audience.
Dr. Margaret L. Fincke, Bead, Foods and Nutrition, School of Home
Economics, Oregon State College
Dr. Clara A. Storvick, Associate Professor, Foods and Nutrition,
School of Home Economics Oregon State College
Mr. Joseph E. Gerber, Gerber Advertising Agency, Portland, Oregon
Dr. D. B.DeLoach, Professor of Agricultural Economics, Oregon
State College
Dr. C. E. Maser, Head, Division of Business and Industry, Oregon
State College
Dr. Blair Stewart, Professor of Economics, Reed College, Portland
Oregon
Mr. W. M. Hoad, Research Department Federal Re8erve Bank, San
Francisco, California
Mr. Henry W. Stippler, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,USDA,
Portland, Oregon
Mr. Teutsch stated that the major purposes of the panel were:
1.
To review and summarize the excellent papers and addresses which
had been given.
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To-introduce new material ..part1óüla4y in the field of iutrttion
because it has a definite re1at-iônship to -the. subject matter of the
conference. .
the question of marketing.
To give' opportunity for those in the audience to ask questions
and participate in the conference,

As the panel pxogreesed, discussion centered around two main subjects
which are closely related:

outlets for agricultural products'.

How 'they are affected by increased population
-Iow they will, be affected by future unemployment
The question f governmental control or assistance in
marketing products.

Mr.Teutsch ópéned the discussion on nutrition witkithe question:
result of research in the United States, a reasonably

"Do we have, as a

adete nutrition standard for health?1
Dr. Storvick replied:
"Yes.
In 1941 the National Research Council
surveyedthis, More than 50 nutrition research workers were consulted
with regard.to the recommendations for calcium, protein, ciories, Vitamin
A, C, D,thiamiñ, riboflavin and riacin. It was essential for them to have
that information for distribution to nutritionists in contact with civilian
workers, . . social workers, etc., and later for those concerned with
nut'ition n the armed forces. These allowances have been adopted by the
United States, and Canada 'and to some extent in 'England.
These a11owance
are a 1ittl bighe. than miriimUni safety requirements,"
Having determined 'that such standards exIsted, Mr,'Teutsoh'pósed
the next questiQn: "To what extent 'have we hee
the
ited States
attained, these nutrition standards?"

Dr. Fincke replied that surveys had been made in 195 and 1939,
but that these could not be considered representative of the whole population as they were made on native born, unbr9ken families not on relief.
Results indicated that one-third àf the fan ilies do not get fço d' to meet
the standards
Ther are not getting the, basic seven foods. which are Considered the safety-'foods.

'This indicated to the pani thatt, we do have opportunity for ecpaxding
certain agricultth'al food ".produOtion to assure higher standrd qf nutrition
Mr1 Stippler comther1ed that o must shift. the emphasis from reducing
production to adjusting production to thbse commoditie-s which are iieeded.
-

He states that there is a gonra1 tendnc.yin agriculture now to give
more emphasis to soil conservation methods. Thee measurs iiip1y doing
more to 'epl&óe fertility 'taken out' of the. si1 by crops.'.' These' measures

would tend to increase milk and meat commodities,
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It was concluded that there are opportunities for increase of agricultural markets in the interest of better nutrition.
The factors which affect the attainment of desirable nutrition were

discussed. Income and education were mentioned as the most important.
More money means more food, better food and more selection. According to
Dr. Finoke, many studies have showa that in some parts of the country a fair
proportion of the people are underfed in amount of food.
Question asked from audience: "Do you iiow about how much more it
tens of money to adequately feed our people?. And how imch

would cost in

more would it cost in terms of acres?" Dr. Fincke pointed out that according to a rep ort is sued by Milo Perkins in 1940, it vuld cost 2 billion
llars. The average income then was 6O per family per month. Mr. Stippler
replied to the latter part of the question by saying that increased acreage

is not the important factor, but rather certain shifts in agricultural
production which vill.assure the needed commodities.

Mr. Teutach sununarLzed that we might be able to achieve a desirable

nutrition standard and at the same time assure distribution of agricultural
commodities min:iinizing the problem of agricultural surpluses. It was also
pointed out by the pane]. that through a slow educational process the people
may be awakened to the use of foods desirable for nutritional standards, and
by. this surplus iroblems will be lessened.
Dr. Maser challenged the statement that education would have a
very great effect on purchasing of foodstuffs. To quote him "No amount
of edueation in the world will change the people if they don't have the
money."

The second main subject. was that of ntarket outlets for agricultural
products. The question of the population trends on the Pacific Coast was
brought up. Dr. Stewart summarized percentage figuzs previously given:
"Percentage increase in population in Washington during the war was approxate1y l3, Oregon l2, and California 17%. The overall increase is
probably a little higher than l5 for the Pacific Coast. The population
figures will be slightly higher in 1950 mhen the civilian population and
military is adjusted." Vith the tncrease in population would come an increase

in income, according to Dr. Stewart, anr this would lead to an increase in
the consumption of foodstuffs.

Combined with this question of population increases was the problem

of the possibility of future unenloymont. In his paper presented earlier
in the day, Dr. Stewart predicted an unamp1o3ment period to come to the
Northwest in the next few years. Several times the question was asked
from the audience: "Who is going to pay for extra consumption of agric1tural products if unemployment is to result?" Far ths mst part no
answer was found to this question. One member of the audience suggested
that tt would be the farmer who raised the crops.

Discussion of the possLbtlities of increasing the market for

commodities due to greater population was continued. One member of the
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audience brought out the point that the question of quality had been
minimized in this discusèion of quantity:of agricultural products to be
produced. He relt it would be better to pa3r more attention tO improvement
of quality,af production at this time.: Dr DeLoach agreed with this'
approach, saying that during the war years ie had a considerable deterioration of agricultural products along witho ther products. This was typical
of other states as well. Due in part to the fact that purchasers.did&t
quetion brand names, but took what was available. He further stated that
if we are to compete in markets in the postwar period, we must reeàtablish
aQd improve quality which wa in existence prior to the war,
The discussion continued on the subject of surplus agricultural
products during a.period of unemployment. Mr. Teutsch.asked the questions
'jThat are we going to do with this (surplus) food when the purchasing
power declines? In comparison with the wartime period,(boorn period),.is
the per capita consumption of food in pounds much different from a depression
period?" The panel seamed agreed that per capita consumption in pounds
would not be very different, Mr. Stippler cortimentedthat the quality of
food and choice of food eaten in depression times would be lower than in
a period of prosperity, Dr. DeLoaöh pqinted out that we must direct our
efforts in a wy to efficIently utilize qur produdtivé land. . . maintain
balance between food supplis arid demand for Tood.
The panel agreed that population alone was not a rjor factor in
the marketing outlets for agricultural products, and ti-lat unemployment
will affect the quality of commodities people buy.
The last subject considered by the panel was the factor of governor control in the marketing of agxiculturaJ. products and
surplus commødjties. The discussion in the main centered around income
floors and price floors, and the producer's views toward government assistance.
Mr. Stippler was challenged on the ground that an income floor meant subsidization, He replied that it did not mean subsidization of produce:rs.
It just means that agriculture will be given the assurance of a minimum wage.
.An income floor is not a fixed level, but is flexible. It is a floor below
which agricultural commodities cannot fall.

mental assistance

An opposition viewpoint was, brought up by a panel mener that
government should riot act as a price stabilizer, othex than in times of
emergency.,
It was further brought out that farmers should develop systematic
schemes of marketing in which they as farmers control the flow of goods to
the market to the extent that they equalize It and not monopolize it. In
some places in the United States fanners are seeking, thiS balance and
attaining it.

A member of the audience challenged this method by saying that:
"The farmer is dependent on sqme agency aside from his own to control the
prices. There must be developed govôrnment action to see that fair Play is
given both to the consumer and to the producer. Farmers try to get together,
but they can't. They try to s,et. prices,, but they can1t Fqr the sake of
the economy of the country, we 'iit'have gOvernmental assistance in this.'!

Mr. Stippler then brought up the fact that a price floor, which is
over a certain period of time, can be put into effect if a surplus situation
arises. In this way the government would insure against wastage.
The panel was brought to a c]ose by Mr. Teutach.
The panel covered
a large scope of ground, and while it was not intended as an answer to the
problems, it did bring out many views. Mr. Teutach concluded by saying:
"We don't just get things. We have to work for them. To the degree that
we are willing to work and perhaps fight, we will attain the right answer."

MARKETING CHANNELS
J. 0. Crawford,
cecutive Vice President
National Food Broker& Association and
Merchandise Broker and Manufacturers' Agent
Los Angeles, California

When the National Food Brokers' Association received your invitation
to appear on this program, it was extended of course to our own President,
whose home is in the Nation's Capital. Due to distances involved and prior
engagements, I have been asked to appear in his stead and tell you something
of the Food Broker, how he operates, how he functions and what part he plays
in food distribution.
First of all, may I thank President Strand, Dean Schoenfeld and Dr.
Moore for having given us theopportunity of telling you about the Food
Broker, for we, better than anyone else, know how little is known of ow'
vocation outside of the food business.
We know from personal experience that you men from the Colleges
and Universities arid especially the economists, have played very important
roles in Washington during the past several years and we also have the
thought that you will take even more important parts in the years ,to come,
in shaping our national economy.
That alone would be sufficient reason why we welcome the, opportunity
to come before this conference. Perhaps the best way to start is to read
the definition of the Food Broker as he is described in the Constitution of
the National Food Brokers' Association. I quote.
"A food broker is defined as an independent sales agent who,
performs the services of negotiating the sale of food and/or
grocery products for and on account of the seller as principal, and who is not employed or established by, nor an
affiliate or subsidiary of, any trade buyer, and whose
compensation is a coxmnission or brokerage paid by the seller."

Please note carefully that the Food Broker renders a service in
negotiating sales, he acts as a salesman, he cannot be a buyer and in no
event may he be under the control of the buyer. He is the representative
of the seller, yet is not under control of the seller, In fact,, he is an

independent agent in every sense Of the wor.
Food Broker Is Not A B

or

This is a subject of vital importanc i'or there has been much misunderstanding, due largely to the fact that the word "Broker" is used quite
generally.
Brokers in other lines such as stocks and bonds, real estato,
merchants and speculators do buy and sell f.r their own account. Also,
they at times may collect commissions from oth buyer and seller on the
same transaction.
The legitimate food broker may o neither of those things. He is
the agent of the seller and as such he
ot accept a commission from
the buyer, The moment he buys for his own ecount he bocomes a jobber and
is in direct competition with his princLpal as well as his customer.
t Association and
This is the position of the National Food
the folloving resolution has been pub1icise1 many times.

"That under the Constitution and By4aw, a member who buys
and sells for a profit as a merchant or as a jobber, or as
a speculator, is a trade buyer and i not qualified for
membership in th National Food Brokrs' Associat1on."

This position of ours, re the "Buyin
the food trade, but we
nt you gentlemen o
and all others to know it also,

Broker" is of course known to
the Colleges and Universities

The Food Bus mess
Is in three (3) general classificati ns, or divisions, i.e., Producers,
Production and Distribution.
Producers

The producers embrace the entire agr cultural industry, many of the
fisheries and some of the natural resources industries.
Production

Production covers some 50,000 manufa turers, processors, canners,
packers,
tc. who convert the raw mdterlal into finished form ready for use
or consumption.

Distribution
There are more than 5,000 Wholesale
Chains operating about 42000 retail outLt
inaependently owned retail stores all han

ocers, some 900 Corrate

and approximately. 400,000
g food. These figures are
given so that you may readily se that the ood business is a big business,
second only to agriculture itself in dollar volume.
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The Food Broker

Just where does the food broker fit into.the picture? Well, the easiest
way to show you is by illustration: A few moments ago I stated that there
were some 50,000 manufacturers, processors, canners, packers, etc. Comparatively few of them are large concerns with unlimited capital and who cart afford to
mainta:in a salaried sales force. The vast majority are srall concena whb
cannot afford this expense. That is there we come into the picture.
There are about 2000 rood brokers in the United States. You will find
them in every trade area of this ccuntry and Canada. Of these almost 1200
are members of the National Food Brokers' Association. The members of our
Association sell probably 90 of all food sold through brokers. This fact
should indicate that we do play a very important part in food distribution.
Typica1 Case

It would be utterly impossible for the small canner to operate
without food brokers, efficiently, economically or even at all. To be
specific, let's take a.small 2-linecaziner packing Peas, say, 100,000 cases,
a pur1y seasonal pack.
Assume that this small canner located in the State of Oregon, his
entire production crovded into a few short weeks, when the Peas are just
right for canning. On that limited production must be spread the overhead
for the entire year. That overhead cannot contain m'ich seUing expense, yet
the entire production must be sold -- also this small canner is in direct
competition with every other pea packer of the United States The pack Of
canned peas exceeded thirty-fur and three-quarter million cases in 1943,
and in 1944 some thirty million cases. That is his competition.
It could 'equire 100 customers, each buying 1000 cases, yet those
100 customers may be in 15 or 20 different rnarkets,'many o± them hundreds

of miles apart. It would be utterly impossible for thie small oanner to
have his own salesman call on these 100 customers in the 15 or 20 different
markets, for in the first place. he cculd not afford a sales force on a yearly
basis nor could he pay the attendant travelirig expenses on a purely seasonal
pack.

Knowing this, this small canner appoints a broker in each marIet in
which he hopes to sell. Now he has a complete, effective and functioning
sales force with a Iaiovn sLling expense in adrance of his actual pack
for the broker is paid only for actual sales which have been consummated
and as a general rule he does not receive his brokerage until the canner
has been paid.
The small packer whom I have used as an illustration is not alone

hs use of food broker. The very largest units in the industry including

in

such farms as Calpack, Van Camp, Havaiian Pineapple Company, as well as
General Foods, also use food brokers in many markets throughout the nation,
where it has been found from actw1 experience that the use of the food
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broker is more economical than setting uptheir own sales organizations on
a salaried basis,
Genurafly speaking, these lage
giiiaations use their
sales force only in the majoi markets such as, New York, Chicago, Los Aigeles,
etc., where sufficient volqme can be had to justify their own salesmen.
Sugar Refiners

Take a brif look at the Sugar Refiners. Here we have one of the
largest investments per unit in the food business.
The Sugar Refiners have ample capital to conduct their own sales
department if they so desired yet every pound of refined sugar used in
tle United States eithLr for home use or manufacturing purpose, is sold
by the Broker, Vhy? Because the Sugar Refiner has found that it is more
economical to use the broker.. That is the only rason.
Packaged Goods

Manufacturers of packaged goods are generally so1d under brand names
and are commonly called Specialties.
such, they require missionary work
by the brokers or manufacturerst retail salemen calling on retail outlets.
Since there is considerably more detail and selling expense there is naturally ci higher rate of brokerage than prevails on canpetitive lines and
commodities,
On Specialties the broker not only supervises retail almen, hut.
renders rports te thi principals, gives complete information on competitive
brnds, handles and invoices deliveriLs made from consignments, checks
advertising; in fact performe all of, the functions whichthe principal wou1d
do himself. Ree'cirdless of whether the food broker is handling Commodities
such as Lans and rice, competitive c.nned goods or specialties he more
than earns his very moderate fee.

Only thL fact that the food broker rprsents a number of lines, some

dLy, enables him to function economically, for
when he is turned down on peas h still has the opportunity of selling that
same buyer a car of corn or fruit or something else in which there is active
trading. At least he seldom suffers from lack Of opportunity..
of which hc. is selling every

The food broker opert.ing gneraUy in a limited trade area is in an
unequalled position to speak with knoledge of local conditions. He has
the tremendous advantage of knowing his distributors rather intimately for
many of them are his perbonal friends. He plays golf with them, eats with
them end in many instances they visit back and forth with one another in
their respective homes.
Due to this close association, built through years
of mutual confidence and fair dealing, is it any wonder that the food broker
is in a better position to supply his principal with the necessaryinformation
regarding local markets than could any other factor in the food industry?
If the principal is operating nationally or regionally he may have
nd accurdte information on any given commodity.
The market may be glutted in Los Angeles, yet the reverse may be true in
Portland.
overnight first.4-iand
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Economy of

peratjori

Ivany of you gentlemen ho are present, deal in facts and figures.
I would like to present some food for thought so that if you are called
by Government to serve in some advisory capacity in the many alphabetical
agencies which have played such an important role during the past 12 years,
the following may prove of interest as it pertains to the cost of sales i.e.
selling expense.

In 1939 there were 200,573 wholesale atablishments Of all kinds in
the United States whose total volume exceeded 55
1/4 billions of dollars.
Manufacturers' saL.s branches with warehouse stocks in the grocery
field accounted for a sales volume of 2 - 1/3 billion .nd the operating
expense including the payrolls, i.e., cost of sales was 11.1%.
Manufacturers' sales offices without warehouse stocks accounted for
total sales of 346,375,0Oo.Qo and here the cost of sales was 17%.

In this same year, sales by food brokers exceeded 2
dollars and the cost of those sales was less than 2%.

billions of

These are not our figures, but were compiled by, Government in its
last Census of Business, They are accurate and covered the year of J.939.
They may be obtained by writing directly to Was hiton if you are interested
in detail. Since 1939 business has tremendously expanded and it is reasonable to assume that as volume increases the cost of sales declines. These
figures published by Government should refute any idea that the food broker
is an unnecessary middleman, addirg unnecessarily to the cost of living.
To the contrary, the food broker is a very necessary link in food
distribution and if the food industry were deprived of his services it
would add many millions of dollars to the nation's foodbill.
At this moment I want to read you a letter, the original of which is
in our files, for it explains in a nutshell what I have been attempting.
It is from a Growers' Goop. selling one product.
"This Association, which was organized in 1912 and is currently doing
an annual business of around p].5,0OO,o0o.00 sells its products to
some 5900 wholesale and chain store food distributors, as well as
food manufacturers in 1,598 markets in the United States.

'hese 1,598 markets are divided inio 121 territories in each of which
the necessary sales solicitation, distribution arrangements and other
contacts between our customers and ourselves ax' handled for us by a
food brokerage firm0
"In employing food brokers, a practice which we have followed since
our organization, we are convinced that we are.seliing more of our
products at a lesser cost and maintaining a more satisfactory relationshi!p with our trade than if we were to carry on this work with our
own direct employees
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"The sales and. other contact work attendant to the annual distribution
of our output reaches extreme peaks and valleya.. In many territories
itis necessary- to have large organizations to carry out these
activities during the peak periods, whereas comparatively small
effort is needed during the dull periods

"The food broker whose remuneratIon is based upon the sales he makes
is prepared to furnish this organization because he also represents
other sellers whose periods of activity dovetail with the dull
periods of others of his selles, thus enabling him to maintain
permanently an adequate organization.
"Also, in a nationwide business such as ours 'where many thousands of
customers must be contacted .t least several times annually, the
expense of trave]. is a very Large item. The broker representing a
dozen or a score of sellers can Oontact a buyer for all of them with
one trip, whereas if each of them used direct employees, the total
cost of that'a].l would multiply many times.

"The successful and wellknown food brokerage concerns, such as we
use, are almost invariably managed by men of outstan4ing ability and
long experience - qualities .which in8ure adequtte earnings for themselves and'satisfactory service .for their sellers.
"Certainly, in our opinion, neither we nor any o,ther sellers using
food brokers could secure the services of such men as direct
employeea.

"If food brokers or some closely comparable service to that they give
were not available, we would be deprived of personal contact with
a 1arg number of our customers ifl a substantial number of markets
in'thd country because our business with such customers in such
markets, while quite substantial in the aggregate, is not sufficient
to justify the expense of personal calls.
"You may recall that several years ago we opened a salaried sales
office in one of our largest and best markets. After maintaining
this for several years our sales not only decreased, but our operating
cost was over twice the regular brokerage rate, due largely to.the
facts that our product is seasonal and that sales costs could not be
spread over a large number of products as the food broker spreads
them.
Consequently after a fair trial, the office was abandoned, with
the result that since we have gone back to the broker the sale
have consistently increased.
"We are quite confident that if food brokers were; ruled out Of the
picture, sales costs of all buta handful of the countryts very
largest food packers would skyrdcket, with the result that conuiners
.dded sales cost in the form of
in the end would have, to pa
increased retail prices.t

this

The letter which I have just read, was f'óm a Grower& Co.-op and is
typical of the field. In the beginning, virtually all of these Coops
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started out with the brokers. As their business expanded some of them dropped
the broker for their own salaried sales organizations. After a 1' air trial

by the new method, one by one with but one exception they have returned to the
food broker. Today the Growers' Co-op is our most loyal friend.

Today the entire world faces a crisis probably far more serious than
most of us realize. The lack of food in many areas of the world cannot
help but be felt here in our native land Some foods will continue to be
scarce for a variety of reasons and yet other foods will be available in
somewhat larger quanti ii es.

There are the undercurrents and influences of legislation, subsidies,

ut above all, there 'sill be

imports and exports which must be watched.

need for accurate knowledge of our regional markets, especially on the part
of smaller processors who need to exploit advantages quickly. The right
background, the facts and information, the correct knowledge of what is
going on in individual markets and what the processor must do to get
his share of the business must come to him through the Food Broker pieced together by markets.

Markets established yesterday aren't going to be stable markets for
the products of food processors if some of our products are not available.
Take, for example, Canned Shrimp.

Frozen shrimp is moving into some markets

today and has been doing so for many months, at an impressive rate; in fact,
it is selling fast while canned shrimp languishes. To many individuals
it looks as though canned shrimp had passed the demand peak in certain
metropolitan areas. Some foods will take the place once held by popular but
scarce canned foods. What is true of shrimp is true in many other ntuierous
directions.

We need to speak briefly of the retail store and what is going on
there, for there have been many changes, some of them so gradual that we

don't realize their significance until they come about.

In comparing food consumtion for the years 1909 to 1916 with a tenyear average beginning in 1931, we find that dairy products increased 39
pounds per person-Vegetables

Fruits

increased
"

Sugar and syrup'!

33 lbs. per person
22
20

"

"

it
"

it

whereas

Meat, fish

and poultry actually decreased 9 pounds on a national conaboit. 3 pounds.

sumption basis and potatoes dropped

It is reported that fresh fruits and vegetables
pounds

cyrocketed from 35

in 1920 to about 500 pounds in 1944. It is also significant that

there used to be thousands of individual meat markets, thousands of individual
prothce stores shich were finally amalgamated with grocery stores handling
dry groceries.
groceries is a

The reason back of it is because the selling of dry
works bestwith dry

natural and because self-service
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groceries.

There is no question but that the cost of distribution must come
down after the war. Influences are already at wo& to bring this about

and it has been said that dy groceries will probably have a mark-up as low
as 10% at retail. This means that if grocers are to make money at 10%
they will have to work for faster turn-over, which is another way ot saying
that dry groceries will have to be merchandiseda].most entirely on a selfservice basis with every effort being made by the retailer to give preference
to those items having ready acceptance 'with customers.

This is only natural, for there is virtually no loss in dry groceries

vthen compared to the shrinkage suffered on fresh fruits and vegetables and
again as dry groceries will always ckxistitute from 45 to 60 percent of the
store volume.

As an illustration of how rapidly self-service is growing, at the

close of 1944, 18% of the independent grocery combination stores had grocery
departments arranged for complete self-srvice, whereas two years previously it was only 11%.

A modified form of self-service generally designated as swi-selfservice accounts for an even greater proportion of the independent store
sales as some 54% operated their grocery departments on this plan arid
sales in these stores accounted for 48% of independent store volume. In
other words, the two types of service take in 70% of all sales made through
independent stores.

Due to the necessity of quck turn-over, lack of manpower and several
other factors, more and more independent stores are going over to selfservice.
We think that we can also tell you something. of the plans of the
larger chains, such as A & P Tea, Kroger, National Tea, Safeway, etc. The

Chains are planning tvo types of stores, i e., the larger types of from

10,000 to 15,000 square feet to do an annual business of around $200,000.00.
The other they call the Superette Semi-Self-Service neighborhood store,
which is likely to appear in greater numbers rather than less. Both
independents and chains will be intresjeI in brands which sell themselves.
This does not mean that there is not a place in every community for
a really high type grocery, giving both delivery and extending credit.
There aiwdys will be, primarily for the reason that there is sufficient
patronage to justify that kind of service where the customer is willing
to pay for these extra privileges.

Every store needs character as it does merchandising. It needs to
be competitive always on fast moving items and it should be consistent
about its competative condit'on and not ivat competitive over the weekend.
It needs to aim for the largest volume of businss with the minimum of wrk
and it needs to kee from being fooled by percentages because a store deals
in dollars and cents.
-

There is hardly a food manufacturer in
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the country of any size who is

not intending to bring out some kind of new food, Most of these will be
desig-ied to save kitchen drudgery and to simplify housework.
Frozen foods
may also be expected to expand their volume, but it seems to be.. the general
impression that frozen foods will be more a competitor of fresh fruits and
vegetables than of canned goods,
Dehydrated foods generally speaking, have not gone over with the
consumer, consequently we do not look for an increase in volume in that
direction o?ther than in a very few pi'.oducts, primarily Soup mixes, very few
vegetables and some fruit concentrates.
Taken as a whole, the future of the food business seems to be quite
bright, 1' or more than ten million service men and women with healthy appetites
who have beeti eating at Gbvernment' expense are not bcdng returned
Their

food will be bought very largely thru retail stores. Also about twelve
million children have been born during the var and their food requirements
will mount each year. Dislocations caused by tremendous number of war
workers eating out isthe reason that restaurant sales have sky..rocketed,
Many of these people will again return to a normal living, eat at home and
buy their food thru a regular grocery store, ±"amlliee will be brought
together, millions of new homes will be established and supplies will be
bought ver>r largely in food stores. To me t least I have no feers for the
future o± the food buinèss *hich Is an integral, part of agriculture.
If I have been able to contribute any part in making the "Marketing
Conference" a success and to clarify the part that the Fod Broker" plays
in food distribution, then I am satisfied.
In conclusion. may I again express my thanks in. behalf of all members
of the Natinna]. Food Brokers' Association, to president Strand, Dean
Schoenfeldànd Or. Moore f'or having given us the opportunity to take part
in your conference. Again I thnk." you..

PRICE

JCTURES

Dr. D B. DeLoach
Professor of Agricultural.Economics,
Division of Agricultural Economics,
Oregon. State College

This is an acquisitive society,
American farmers want to export
food and fiber but they raise. their voices In solemn protest against proposed
imports.
Labor wants frodon of choice but it denies freedomof. choice to
others. Management wants a free market but it has been active in supporting
econoiic legislation to prevent new competitors. from entering t1at free
market. The dairyman wants to sell his butter but. he does ndt want the
cottonseed man to sell his oil in the form of margarine.
The cotton producer
tries valiantly to protect his market from competition from other fibers.
The dairyman's and cotton producer's powers have been sufficiently' great to
secure restrictive laws to protect them against competition. Under prevailing
standards these inconsistencies are neither immoral nor unmoral, They are
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accepted procedures among economic groups seeking to maximize gains and
minimize losses,
It is part of our basic struggle for economic security
in a world of potential plenty but actual arcity, It is part of the effort
to protect through the force of law, market rights that could not. be
maintained under a condition of free enterprise.
As Oregon farmers and
businessmen, I ask youhow badly you want free competition? I ask you
how badly you want individual liberty? Since we accept these individual
and group actions designed to obtain economic bnefits as normal procedures,
we mustcon5jier.carely the inmiedite and long-run implications of such
forces in discussing any economic subject.
This is a conference on distribution as well as marketing. Used
in this sense the term distributjoflt? means that we are interested largely
in 'twho gets what and how,rt
In a money economy this question resolves
into one of prices - prices of goods and services bought and sold in the
market place, While I have been assigned the subject of price s tructures,
you may rest assured t hat I do not propose to tell you. what prices you will
receive for your products or for your labor. I do not know, and no one
else does.
That I intend to do is to discuss for you some forces that
dtecmine prices. Before proceeding with this subject, I have certain
admissions to make with respect to my own limitations and those of the
field of price theory. I think it is only fair to an audience of this
caliber to admit to these limitations, i± for no other reason than the
fact that most of you are vLl aware of many of them. Here they are:
Those of us interested in economic problems have not developed
the tools that are adequate accurately to predict or to measure change.
The subject matter with which we deal lacks a degree of definiteness that makes it possible to isolate cause and effect.
The problems with which we work arise by virtue of the struggle
of man for economic security in a society in the process of constant
change. Due to the changeability of human beings and the lack of ability
of economists to isolate economic phenomena for experimental purposes,
many conclusions relative to economic material are extremely tenuous,
even when arrived at by trained economists. Conclusions of pseudoeconomists may be especially dangerous.
The inexactness of any discussion in economics, political science,
or sociology is a source of amazement to a pure scientist. But it should
not be. Every scientist is familiar with the degrees of exactness and
the definiteness of conclusions in the field'of applied science, and when
we leave the more mature disciplines of mathematics, physics, and to a
lesser extent, chemistry, one soon tinds that human judgirezt becomes an
extremely important determinant in arriving at a sound conçlusion.
In any conference similar to this there is always a demand made on
the speaker .f or a prediction or a series of predictions relating to this

of that problem or the probable results of this or that course of action.
This desire of man is as old as the human race, True it comes to people
in varying degrees, and the desire of man to foretell the future can be
satisfied in varying degrees only, but never completely.
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rying degrees, and thedesire of man' to
True it comes to people in
fOretell the future can be aatistied in varying' degrees only, but never
completely
Most of our social and economic disturbances have their bases in
the struggle ef man fOr a greater share of the woridis goods and services.
This condition of relative scacity o± goods and sèrvibes makes possible
the existence of the structure of prices as we now know it. In' the normal
course of things most individual are not able to do too 'much when striving
Their bargaining
to improve their economic well'.-being if acting alone
power is.insufficjet to 'be effective from the standpoint of' demand or
supply. For this reason they have chosen' to combine into grous in which
the persons composing the grOup have a cOmmon goal' and can strive collectiliely to attain that goal, This coMbined' action may be "to the advantage
of themseIve and the possible advantage of other people or Other econon'ic
groups, but' most likely it will accrue to the possibledisadvantàge of

those outsidethegroup.

'

'

The speakers who have preceded me have discussed sbjec'ts having
a direct bearing on price structures. The speakers who follow me will
deal with instruments of 'control that have a direct béarini on prices
through' the media of price cOntrols, supply controls, and demand controls,
In a: sense, then niy.subjet constitutes the "hub" of an economic wheel
because the several forces discussed b7 the other speakers in this Conferencecome to focus 'in theprice structure.
It is often necessary that one understand the conditions precedent
Even'the
to a statement to understand the meaning of the statement
sound of words ' might cause
onfueion. I can illustrate this by the story
of the povertystricken young couple who were soon to be blessed by their
first child.. A beneficent 'relative who shared his household with the
couple generouly besto*ed' upon the husband a check for iOO.' The young
man.was accustomed to 'praying before retiring and' the benefictor knowing
that this ritual was followed night 'after night deOided that he would'
find.out 'whether. the gift of. money or bundle from heavei 'has most appreciated. So' he eavesdropped. He 'heard the following: "Oh, Lord, 'I thank
thee for the little (sucker, succor.") 'While thereshould be no misunder-

standing with respect to such terms as "demand" or "supply," there is, and
It is ,the lack of
it is not a condition' resulting from. similarity of sound
understanding of the 'meaning OfecOnomic termi,nOlogy'thich is sO often
the result of giving a technical meaning to a common word,
The subject of market demand and Market supply constitutes a atumbling
Laymen'are never inhibited by'th use of
block to every college sophomOr'e.
the terms because each'one intexprets them in his own way, A certain
groxp of persons that is never inhibited by anything except the forthYet
coming election interprets the terms 'as conditions seem 'to' warrant.
demand and aupply as applied to price mean much; 'theyiniply more.
Desire and the purchasing. power to make desire effective 'cthstitute
demand' Thee is an element of time, 'of place, and of condition, each
of Wnjch constitutes a condition precedent.' Supply presupposes the
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existence of g.opds and services and it implIes the ability and willingness
T0 save time
to offer the goods or services for sale at given prices.
I am going to discuss the "elements of condition" only, because they are
so important in the field of price determination.

Price is a function of the supply and dbmand of goods on the one
hand, and the supply and demand of money on the other. I shall deal
primarily with the supply and demand for goods, Professor Potter will
discuss the monetary forces influencing price. Now let us turn to a consideration of the demand forces influencing price.
The characteristics of our population. This involves the age
distribution o± our people, their cultural heritage, etc., and the source
of employment. Each of these factors is in the procesa of change. This
change is to a large extent the result of the progress made in the field
of science througthe years. Forty years was the life expectanc in this
country in 1945; in 1900 itvias fifty years; today it is sixty..five.
These changes in life expectancy are due mainly to advances in the field
of medicine and surgery.
ankly, all of this means an ncrease in pro.portion of older people in population. As one observer on the subject of
population trends has stated, "In 1900 we had in this country only 2,000,000
people sixtyfive years of age, At the present time we have 7,500,000, and
by 1960 we shall have 20,000,000 people sixtyfive years of age or older.
Think of what that means to the Republican Party
Think of what that
means to Social Security. And to business: a market of 20,000,000 people
that did not exist a few years ago.11*. We should not forget, too, that
there has been approximately a 15 percent increase in our population on
the West Coast since 1940.

Promotional activities, in the sense that consumer attention is
shifted from one product to another product. We need think only of a few
of our Oregon products as examples. Prunes to oranges; apples to oranges
linen to synthetic fabrics, and so on down the list. What is ahead in
plastics that may cause the hair on the heads of the Oregon wool growers
to turn white? What is ahead in chemistry that wili enable producers of
natural fibers to treat them in -a manner that will lend characteristics
that they do not possess in their natural for
What is ahead in the
margarine industry with respect to flavor, texture, and color?
"New things for better living" so the' slogan goes. Unlike my
preceding point, this condition presupposes the possibility of expanding
consumer wants by making available more goods and more servfces within
the reach of larger and larger numbers of people.
To my mind this is the
way to progress. Whether it can be achieved remains to be seen but it is
the problem we face
and not in the future. If I understd the implications of this program correctly, it would mean a readjustnent of productive
energies of land, labor, capital, and management to make possible the
production of new products and new services to satisfy new wants among
consumers. We have mastered our production techniques to a point where

* Wendt, Gerald.

Address:

Wartinie Science and American Business
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we can satisfy the basic needs for food, clothing, and shelter. We are in
a position now to expand our productive potential to a point where the
conveniences of life are made available to the masses of our population.
And we must realize that we are now faced with the alternative ofa higher
standard of living or a system of enforced idleness which will create, new
problems of seriouà proportion.

4. Purchasing power. This idea has been stressed consistently by
leaders in the Committee for Economic Development. In recent studies it

has been fairly well established that consumer purchases in retail 'stores
are closely related to the volume of national income payments after taxes
are deducted, The upward and downward movements of the indices of national
income in the United States and the net farm income are strikingly.sjmnilar,
and the relationship of consumer expenditures for food, total corisumer
expenditures, and national income is illustrated by the following Chart A
and Table 1. Shovs funds available for purchases'after 1945. Not income
only, Chart B and Table 2 illustrate another point very clearly; namely
that the cash receipts from farm xnarketings are closely tied to the income
of industrialworkCrs It is evident, however, that té chart shows
somewhat more of a direct relationship than actually exiss because it does
not consider all incomes. Chart C depicts the trend of employment through
the perod 1900.4944, i)o not forgst this. To you businessmen and farmers,
let me 'emphasize the fact that your markt is largely the result of the
demand of all wage earners. The war has profoundly chaned the distribution
of consumer incomes, By so doing it realigned the whole structure of
consumer demand and price considerations.

The influence of the supply of money and credit on the price structure
is extremely important. This is especially true since our old concepts as
to the rate of change seem to be outdated. ' since this phase of the pr'oblem
is to be discussed by Professor Pofter, I shall merely make one observation.
An increase in the supply ofmoney alone will not necessarily cause an
upward movement in the pric'e structure, but it may release pressures that
cause price changes. The volume of circulation of money and credit instruments, as well as the existence of a volume of open credit transactions,
may be of far greater importance. In addition, the volume of goods and
services produced may increase sufficiently to offset additional money
and credit, and money and credit turnover. In brief,' the purchasing power
of money is dependent on several forces, and the availability of goods
1oms among the more important.'
5.

Control.

The efforts of the government to control demand has

been well illustrated during the war period'. This was' a new experience to
us, Because certain democratic principles could not be discarded, even in
wartinte, many of the controls constituted a series o poUtical c mpromises,
thereby creating rather trying conditions among some groups by leaving the
producers of some basic commodities unable to compete with producers of

luxury items that were left uncontrolled or for which no adequate controls
were instituted, Regulation of demand by the governmnant was instituted to
aid in price controls and to effect the maximunrmovenerit bf labor and'"
capital from peacetime to wartime industries. .ihile he program was not

entirely effectve the striking fact is that
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CHLRT A - TABLE 1
EXPENDITURES FOR FOOD, TOTAL CONSUMER EXPENDITURES.
NATIONAL INCOME, AND GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, UNITED STATES,
1909-44 AND PROJECTIONS FOR 1945-47
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CHART B - TABLE 2

CASH RECEIPTS FROM FARM MARKETINGS, AND INCOME OF
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS, UNITED STATES. 1910-45
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CHART C -- TABLE 3

NORMAL LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES, 1900-1944 AND PROJECTIONS FROM 1945 TO 1950
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with the minimum loss of the necessities of life that we have ever had in
our history.
I must make my point arid proceed with the discussion.
It
is this. Money becomes a secondary factor in determining demand under a
condition in which the products are allocated equally. This presupposes
compliance with the legal requirenents of sale and purchase. In many
instances this was not the case. Let me rep?Pt my opening statement: this

is an acquisitive socyJ
Now let us look at the other side of the priceaking 1eder, i.e.,
the forces of supply.
1.
Production cost in relation to the prIce structure is the basic
force operating in the field of market supply. In industries of increasing
unit cost, the normal long,..'un tendency is for supplies to decrease as
market prices decrease, thereby reflecting the extent to which supply is a
resultant of price. On the other hand, many of our mass production industries are operating under conditions of decreasing unit cost, and in such
cases a decrease in market prices might conceivably become the reason for
an expansion of output, thereby effecting the economies of mass production.
In dealing with this problem of cost of production, we should recognize
that the task of marketing is part of the production process, because it
is through marketing activitie8 that goods and services are given time,
place, form, and possession utility, Geneally speaking there has been
a tendency for marketing cost to rise in proportion to the cost of producing
the goods we consume. That seems to be a natural outgrowbh of our
urbanized civilization in which the tworoom apartment and the delicatessen
have become the most glaring examples of population concentration and its
effect on marketing methods and consumer demand1
In substance, ),andtomouth buying has come into its own, and under such conditions marketing
costs will likely become more and more of a factor in the price the
consumer pays for food, clothing, and shelter. One caution is necessary
with respect to this point. Absolute marketing costs may decrease, but
the percentage of marketing costs of the total consumer price may increase.
This fact must not be overlooked, because it will be the subject of controversy in the years ahead. By and large, coiiI.,ition has been sufficiently
great in the distributive trades to force lower costs; in fact, competition
has been so keen in many types of wholesale and retail marketing that lower
costs result from the maintenance of low wages in order that lower prices
can be passed on to the consumer, Perhaps this is one of the instances
where competition is socially wasteful.

Market supplies may be influenced by government or industry policies.
The latter appears to be illegal except for cooperative producer organizations,
In either instance the avowed objeôtive of supply or market controls is for
the purpose of influencing price. Market and production controls are
designed to effectuate a balance between supply and demand at a price level
that is most satisfactory to the group responsible for initiating the
controls. Without exception the laws authorizing the establishment of price,
market, or supply controls are introduced with the proper preamble relating
to the necessity of such type of legislation for the purpose of maintaining
economic stability and improving the general welfare of the people.
In
the main, ?owever, legislation of this type is designed to effectuate the
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objectives of specific economic pressure groups, and when such legislation
fails tO. accomplish this objoctive., it immediately falls into disfavor.
These are other supply' forces oporating in th maiket place but the
foregoing are the more basic. Properly understood, the stdtemnt that
supply and demanU forces determine prices is true,
fIee narket these
In
forces would. operate with a minimum of friction caused
an unbalanced
bargaining position of any factor of production. 8inc we do not have free
competition among sellers or buyers nd since we have never had a c?ndition
of free crnpetition, prices depend on the respective bargairiing positions
of thc. buyei' and seller. The bargaining positions may be in,fluençeçi by
numerous factors, In recent years it has pivotedon the ability of economic
groups to organize and bargain collectively to attain their ends
Unfortunately that is the condition tha.t is so dominant in: our economy at this
time, the only jutificabion being that it i the accepted procedure and
any economic group that fails to follow it is at a distinct didvantage.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have spoken to you in absolute frankness.
I have taken literally Dr. Strand's statement that "None of us understands
the full impact of all of the forces affecting our lives, But as leaders
it is our responsibi:ity to seek to understand and evaluate these forces."
Th statenient appeam as the foreword in your program. Since I have a
responsibility tc seek to understand and evdluate forces an4 to help you
seek to und'erstand and valuate forces, I am going to .c).o
this discussion
with. a;fw. conlmonts n questions.
:i
It is through the pricixg process that the distributi9rl o wealth
and income takes place. As I have indicated, T do not know what the price
on any commodity is ong to be in the future, but I do know that our concepts of txchange values in terms of money are undergoing radical ad3ustmenta. Thse harrg
are.:r'osulting. from the supply and demand at oods
on the one hand and the supply of money and credit resulting from governmental flsca. policLs on the other. There is no indication that the
governmental program of deficit financing and ey Money is to be changed.
We niust face
organized econonu.o groups are systematically
engaged in rid1rig the Federal Treasury, Present indicatioiis are that
these regular raids on th Treasury mill be increasingly greater.
Is this
what you want7
it can be obtained only through a further
surrendr of indivithial B,berties.

the fact that

If it is

Wealth can be created through production only. A higher standard
of living an 'be attained 'only through a filler utilization of 1nd, labor,
capital, and management, To the extent that restrictive economic legislatin
is used to lgmit prices, production, or market rights for the purpose of
maintaining the vested interests of the inefriciont, we cannot progress
toward a higher standard of livin. 1tie to basic abuses of economic and
political power our price structire has been associated with t)
contention,
or idee, of scarcity. At the same time we shave chosen to forget the fact
that ealth must be produced by employing land, labor capital, and
management. What cia you want? It is time to consider our course of action.
If we were at. or near the subsistence 'evel with respect to
food, clothing, and shelter, pestilence and starvation would result from

gros for hiier money inôomes. Such internal
our present struggle betwe
strife is possible only where there is a sufficient store of life's tecescities to to1erate the luxury of strikes, production controls, and market
controls. Should be dissipate our wealth by refusing to produce toW lit order
to get a price structu'e that ipirediately yields the greatest return for
certain groups at the expense of others? What do you think? It is my
thought that if "We Face the Fature squarely, we mt admit 'that our present
econcnic policy, if continued too lung, wifl impait' or might result 4n a
breakdovn of our productivity. In a sense, therefore, we are eating Our'
seed corn
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CONTROL

B. B. McNauton, President
First Nationel Bank
PortJ.and, Oregon

In 1776 when Adam Smith published his book "The Wealth of Nation&'
in which be developed the ±heory of laissez faire, he set forth an economic
philosophy which was made to order for mericans. It appeared at a time
when the Colonies were fighting to get free from the thraldom in which they
gland's ruin or ruined policies, policies
found themselves as a
which grew out of the economic theory of mercantilism or statism in which
the Nation or Enipire.' No matter what Sam Adams
a state runs business

result of
for

and other politicos might have to say about "no taxation without representation," the businessmen in the Colonies wanted trst and foremost to be
glish interference and to run their own affairs in their own way.
quit of
When they found such to
If laissez faire meant that - they were for it.
be the case they accepted the philosophy hook, line and sinker.

And when Thomas Jefferson

postulated that the best government is a
ears.

government that governs the least, his words were sweet music to their
What those early Americans feared and what businessmen since then have
struggled against is too much government mixed with their affairs. It

was
and conviction based on Adam nith' s thesis, that competition
and not governmental controls should be depended upon to bring fair prices,
and low rates and produce good service. Regulatory legislation even for
industries affected with the public interest di4 not have a chance of favorable public interest or support until at least a century after the first
enunciation of laissez faire.

their belief

s agrarian and
Thring the first half of last century our economy
centered for the most part in the southeru states with political leadership
largely drawn from those states. Such industry as existed vise small scale
and because of water power and easier access to coal fields it was largely
located north of the Mason and Dixon line. With the outbreak of the war
uth, great industrial changes came to pass from
between the North and the
the impact of the tremendous demands, of the Union Armies f or all kinds of
military supplies plus the enormous profits made by the industrialists, who
furnished those supplies. Industry, from then on, started its transformation into larger and larger units and the economic picture of the
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country underwnt a fundamental, change. Parrington, inhis book "Main
Currents in American Thought" graphically described that transformation in
these graphic words:
"This bustling America accounted itself a democratic world. A free
people, as a result of war, had put away autocratic privilege (as it
had developed in the South) and conscious of its powLr rent forth to
Its social philosophy was sunne1up in
possess the last £rontier'.
Its immediate
three words - pre-emption, exploitation and progress.
government
of
its rich
and pressing business was to dispossess the
holdings; - lands and possessions of the government 'iere so much idle
'aste, untaxed and prof±tlss in private hands (and free of government control) they wou]d be developed -- pre.-eniption meant exploitaIt was a simple philosophy
tion, and exploitation meant progress.
and it suited the simple individualism of the times. Thu 'Qiilded
Age' (so-called) knw nothing of enitghfeninerLt. It recognized only
the acquisitive instinct (and, I might add, in its most rugged and
ruddy aspects) - The k'eat Barbecue, (as parrington described it)
was on. It was a hugo feast to which all presumably woro invited.
to be sure: inconspicuous persons, those ho were
Not quite
at ho3ne on the farm or at work in the mills or offices icre overlooked, a good many indeed out of the total number oi' the American
people. But all important persons, such as leading bankers, promoters
splendid cast and businessmen received invitations - it was
the largest portions were served to the. favored interests. Those
loudly proclaimed a fine democratic prineiple, that which belonged to
- not with bureauthe people - the people should be enjoyed
cratic restrctions -- not as a social body - but as individuals,
free citizcns usingrnat crne to hand fortheir own private needs with
no questions isked. It was sound Gildud Age Doctrine.
"This was liassoz faire raised to thL 'nth degree. It was every
man for himself and the Deil take the hindmost. However, while the,
tide was running full and business was rolling ahead, trouble spots
soon appeared. Came thc. Credit Mobilir, the Vlhislcey in scandal
and divers other disconcerting exposEs. The doctrine of preemption
tathin the next half
and exploitat.on was reaching its harvest.
ieritage of crude energy - grody, lawless,
ct..ntury America with it
capable - was to be transformed into a v&t middle cidsa land dedicated to capitalism and crating the greatest machine-order known to
history. It was an Americ'a 'to which Jefferson, Jackson and Lincoln

would be strangers."
Acting under pressures from the 'farm group which had become alarmed
at the trend and disturbed as to what it meant to their 'rail-being. Congress
in l87 passed an Act to Regulate Commerce, ore of the first slow-down
signals on the broad highway dyer which free enterprise was driving full
tilt with no speed laws, and in l9O the Congress enacted the S1rmar AntiTrust Law, which, after a long legal controversy, was declared by the United
States Supreme ('ourt in l97 to be valid, A small beginning also was made
in the first stages of regulatory bontrol of Utilities, principally 1ailroads
which for years had driven the grangers to desperation by opprLssi'e and
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arbitrary rates and policies epitornizdby Commodore Vanderbilt's "the
public be damned."
In this beginning of governmental control the principle was laid
dowt that busjneo was not to be allowed to run regardless of the public
interest and that it must recognize the obligation to serve arid that the
service rendered must conform to certain mininiuxn standards of quality and
that the rates charged nnist be reasonable and equitable. Then it was
that government took initial stand on the issue of control of the enterprise system. It was a decided change from Uncle Samts previous ro
of a
benign Santa Claus, for old Sam put on the badge of a traffic officer arid
started to regulate industry and commerce.
Since then there has been a
continuing and marked increase in the scope and. character øf governmental
control of business.
In the early dàrs of American business it had been believed that
free competition could and iould produce fair prices, insure quality of
service and regulate rates, but as time passed and bus,ness burgeoned, it
came to abhore the idea of free competition and did evez'ything' it could
to eliminate its prophylactic possibilities. It was then that business
turned to the organization of pools, trusts, and finally cartels to regulate
production, maintain prices, control markets and eiiasculate competition.

In a profit economy no other consummation was possible for after
the free supplies of the
'eat Barbecue feasts were preempted the struggle
came to maintain one's position at the table and, if need be, crowd out
obnoxious competitors. Patent controls, price fixing throupn restricted
retail outlets, agreements to refrain from raiding a compettor' S
territory in return for marketing privileges in one t oven chosen area,
refusal to make available essential machinery except under leasing arrangements, which contracts stipulate operating conditions, these are but a few
of the methods business capital used and still uses to protect its market,
its prices and rates.
With the emergence at the beginning of this century of great mass
production industries, competitive pressures became even more intense and
explosive, sud those tremendous producers with their great pools of capital
and superb management skills have exp nded until, to quote the Brookings
Institute statistic, 30% of the commodities manufactured by mass industry
are today proiuced by 20 great organizations.
What I have said thus far is not meant to 1nequivocally condemn
business. My remarks are intended only as bold brush strokes hastily
put on canvas to picture in a graphic way the present status of business
operating under a so-called free enterprise systems, not only business in
this country but in every industrialized nation.

Mass production organizations todar appear to dominate that picture
because of their conspicuous size, but they have made available a tremendous
quantity of material goods, most of which is good quality, and this great
volume of standardized products has made possible a steadily reduced price
level, for low prices make available enlarged stles, Because it is large
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it thust not be assumed that big buslness monopolizes the country' a enplo/ment.
In a total netionai labor force in 1940 of 27,541,243, 40% of the employees
were in plants employing 99 men or less, 29% were in plants using 100 to 999
e.nployees anci only 30 of the total ere vorking in plants using more than
1000 pa'sons each.
took on stature and came to use more aggressive
tactacs, American labor vas compelled to organize for its own protection.
The Union movement grew s1ovly under great handicaps but eventually and in a

As Pmerican business

large nasure as a result of the boom and depression of 1iie 20' a and early
30's (the greatest in world history), a cycle vhich shattered national morale
and cieated suspicion in the minds of the middle class as to the proclaimed
benefits of unrestrained coppetition, labor was given a legal status f-ar
exceeding anything it had 'eviously held, with the result that today it is
united iri strong blocs and confronts mass production industry with demands
for rights to audit accounts, examine balance sheets and perhaps to supervise

its other policies. This,

to put it mildly, is vastly disturbing to business

capital and management.

There is much to say for the businessman and his vent'res. He is not
calculating,
predatory villain left-v1ng periodicals depict him. As the
t1'
plant employment statistics I oust read indicate, for the most part he is a
snail businessman or group of stockholders operatir a snail business. He
interfered,
tries to keep close to his men, or did before labor legislation
ho
and
they stay
them
in
order
that
and he wants to do the best possible for

chambers of commerce and trade associations.
He tries to keep in touch with e concn'ic trends and market developments, but
with OPA regulations, high taxation, reconversion problems and the labor laws
to harass him, he has snail tune to think about anything other than keeping
his business olvent and going.
No business can succeed hich is ruthless and indifferent to the public
and labor' a vell-being. To succeed it must make a product or offer a service
in business.

He belongs to local

ith a record of

acceptable price and back up its offering
it cannot
fair treatment to the trade nd to its employees. Otherwiselumped
under the
Those
intangible
essentials
are
items
which
are
continue.

of qaalitr at an

heading of "good vzi.il,"an item which seldom appears in today's accounting
as an asset entry on the balance sheet of business. But it is an asset and
a valuable one. Businessmen are not congenitally evil. They want to do the
fair and right thing but they are part and parcel of a system based on profit,
a system which operates only if a profit is produced. If there is no profit,
there are no jobs except for the staff of the bsrik'uptcy court. Competition
today is tough and savage, not cthly between producers of similar commodities
and services but between organized capitalized business as opposed to the
rapidly expanding cooperatives, both of producer and consuner type; the
competition of one raw material versus another for public acceptance, such

as wod versus steel, and steel versus light metal alloys; there is cartel
against cartel fighting for control of the orld market and finally there
emerges the possibility of a contest between industry in countn.es which
base t air economy on private enterprise versus state-owned enterprise
operating under a commwistic philosophy.
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Despite the fact in past history that in certain present day situations business appears to be heedless and blind to its own best interest,
it has in recent years endeavored to regulate its operations in a way that
will work fOr the public interest and for the good of it emplo3es
Evidence as to this is seen in the great good acèoniplished in accident
prevention, in bonus payments to those who remain on the job and who improve
their hourly p.coduction, pension plans, health and hospitalization insurarice, state unemployment programs, which first came from the joint
demand of business and labor, also as with Proctor
Canbie, to give a
guaranty of mi'irrwn annual employment to labo.
But of late government,
instead ct business, has taken the leading position in the promulgation of
programs which, in the frst instance often were or ginated by usinessmen and toaay
government is p anning to move even fur ther towards the
control of such co:rective and regulatory activities ac' feder'ly sponsored
health and hosptal insurance, legislation for Federalized medical care,
and the bill now before Congress which has for its ob3ect a Full Employment
pro gram.

Since Unions strengthened their legal statue and grew in numerical
strength it has become well nigh imposib1e for an employer t,o take any
position in te policies for his labor, no matter how beneficial they might
be, and this is speially true when his plant is unionized, Such a
business cannot 1ntLgate a policy of labor management, which in all
sincerity it may feel bo be of benefit to its employees. It can deal only
through representatives of the shop union and as a result management has
been forced into a defensive position and labor has taken the offensive.
The John Does arid the Joe I)oalces, and all the rest of us in the middle of this
scrap, are questioning the merit of seine of this fight, for the public
finds itself in a squeeze between two great contenth.ng powers.
t feels
that its interest is not sufficiently recognized nor safeguarded. Something eventual3.y will be done to bring a balance for the public will demand
it.. Vthen that debate begins in Congress and corrective legislation results,
it is hoped that the outcome will be the product of fair and open-minded
consideration and not tinctured with spleen. In the oeginning the pendulum
swung too far to the right and stuck there too longe Now it has gone far
to the left. For the good of the. country and all of us it must be brought
to a sane middle position so that progress will continue.

MONEY

Q FISCAL POLICIES

E. L. Potter, Chief,
Division of Agricultural Economics,
and Professor of Agricultural Economics,
Oregon State College

The keynote of our conference is "Dynamic Factors Affecting Agricultural Economy," The dictionary defines the word Itdynamicn as "having to
do with disturbances of the equflibriuni of economic forces, whether caused
by the sudden introduction of exceptional conditions or by progressive
change in the standards and habits of a people."
definition,
a change in the supply of money in the United States from 67 billions to
.
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light of this

164 billions in five years is certainly dynamic; while the change in our
mechanism for the control of the money supply might be described in more
colloquial language, not merely as dynamic but "full of dynamite."

wheel.

Dr. DeLoach has rightly designated "price" as the hub of the economic
Money is a spoke in lhe wheel of which price is the hub.

The buying power of money, like the buying power of any other
commodity, depends upon supply and demand. Too often we have overlooked
this fact.
hen we try to forecast the price of wheat, we always study
the probable supply and demand for wheat, but we overlook possible changes
in the supply of money. We are quite alarmed over the fact that the production of our farms has increased 30 percent in the last five years, but
ignore the fact that the supply of money ha increased not 30 percent but
300 per cent. Suppose that the supply of wheat had increased by 300 percent, and suppose also tha' some new chemical process of growing wheat had
been discovered vtherobywheat could be grown in indefinite amounts without
soil and with small expense, And suppose Congress controlled the patents.
The indifference of the American businessman to monetary matters in
the past may be justified or at least excused on the grounds that monetary
changes have been so small and so slow that the businessman has found it
expedient to direct his attention to other matters of more pressing importance. As applied to the past, that point of view nught be accepted,
at least with reservations but for the present and for the immediately
foreseeable future, it must be challenged and I am challenging it here
today.
Right now, changes in the supply of money are more important to
agricultural prices than anything that is likely to take place within the
field of agricultural production or consumption.
These monetary problems which have suddenly become of so much concern to the businessman are not only new
t they are difficult to understand.
The difficulty of the task, however, does not lessen its necessity.
A full understanding of change involves consideration of three things:
the past, the present, and how the present was evolved from the past.
I
shall therefore take a few minutes to outline soma past history and background which are. pertinent to the problem as we find it in January of 1946.
From the dawn of history down to about the time of the American
Revolution and the Napoleonic wars, the common money of the world was
gold and silver. These metals were valued on the basis of their market
price as metal. They were commonly made into coins of various kinds but
coinage merely measured, with more or less truthfulness, the woht and
fineness of the piece of metal coined.
In all ccises the value of the
money was the value of the metal and not the printing on its surface. The
amount of such money available was dependent entirely upon the success of
miners in finding workable mines.
Beginning about the time of our Revolutionary War we find credit
money coming into use. By credit money we msan promissory notes or
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similar credit obligations that are used as money. Very early some important
things were learned about credit money.
Promissory notes or other credit
obligations, if to serve as money, must meet three qualifications:
(1)
payable on demand, (2) payable in convenient denominations,. (3) have a
credit standing sufficient to make them generally acceptable throughout
the country. These cpalifications are still necessary if credit obligations
are to serve as:money.

Peopre found credit money convenient and preferred it to gold or
silver for most transactions.
Finally banks learned that this preference for credit money was so
great that they could safely issue more promises to pay gold on.domand than
they had gold in their vaults, provided, however, that this credit money
was not handed out miscellaneously but was loaned, that is, issued in return
for well secured promises to pay it back to the issuing banks. This point
of loaning ei'edit money instead of barding it out promiscuously cannot be
emphasized too strongly, since it is the cornerstone of all sound credit
money.
As credit money became more popular the aniourit.of gold necessary
became less. First, about one dollar of go34 to five dollars of credit
was enough, and finally around one dollar of gold to ten dollars of credit.
These ratios were found to be sound banking policy. Some bankers, however,
did not follow sound policies or even honest policies, so governments
stepped in and more or less regulated the ratio of credit money to gold in
order to keep the ratio within the limits which banking practice had proven
to be sound. This was the approximate situation in the United States and
in Europe prior to 1933.

This credit money was payable in gold on demand. In the United
States up to 1933 one dollar in credit money could be exchanged for 25.8
grains of gold or vice versa
We spoke of this free exchange between gold
and credit money at a fixed ratio as being "on the gold.standard.tt To the
man on the street it meant that he could use either gold or credit money
as he preferred
Meanwhile two forms of credit money came into use, both confor.ming
to the requisites of good credit money but differing so widely in their
mechanics as to be very deceiving.
irefer to bank notes and bank deposits.
Bank notes are simple printed promissory notes payable to the bearer on
demand, We see these every day in the form of Federal Reserve.Notes, our
most widely used paper money. At one time all banks issued this type of
bearer demand notes, but in recent years only the Federal Reserve Banks are
permitted to is sue them.

The other form of credit is bank deposits. When the customer puts
into the bank a check, currency, or his own note, he calls this a "deposit."
In return the bank gives him a "deposit slip," This deposit slip looks
like a warehouse receipt. It says that the customer has deposited such
and such items.
In the eyes of the law, however, that deposit slip is
equivalent to a sort of promissory note from the bank, which if written
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oit would read like this:

"Bank of Corvallis hereby agrees to pay to the written order of
John Doe any amount or amounts up to a total of the amount deposited; said
order of John Doe to be in writing and signed with the same signature as
Payments tQ be
the signature now on file in the offices of this bank.
made in any kind of lawful nioner of the United States that the payee may
demand,"

This promise would not only be signed bytho proper officers oi' the
bank butrt wouw be endorsed and guaranteed by the Federel Deposit Insurance
Corporation. There is, of course, no such document in existence but its
provisions are all in the Statutes, Furthermore, the instant the bank fails
to make good on a single such promise, its doors are closed and its affairs
liquidated.
Besides the banks, the government also issues credit money. Some
of this government credit money ire simple promissory notes payable to the
bc.arer on demand. Some of it does not appear to be any kind of promise
to pay, yet such is actually the case. The law requires that the government
exchange one kind of credit nioney for another at the request of the customer.
Therefore, even t.he silver dollar becomes in effct a promissory note.
The
silver metal is not worth a dollar but the governmert will give the holder
a dollar in any kind of lawful money he wishes.
The Federal Reserve Banks issue .both bearer notes and doposit slips
and exchange one for the other on requLat of the customer,
How did all of this ci'edit money originate? In the beginning gold
and silver were put into the banks in exchange for bank notes or for the
promises of the banks to honor checks, From there most of the gold went
into the United States Treasury in return for various kind of credit money.
Then customers began depositing notes and bonds in acchange for credit
money, and now the amount of credit money
boon issued in exchange
for notes and bonds is about ten times the amount that has been issued in
exchange for gold or silver,

th t has

You should

remember, however, that in the beginning the banks owned
a very considerable amount of our supply of gold and silver. This has
been exchanged for goverrnnerit credit money but it gives the banks a nucleus
which they own and which thcy do not owe to their customers, This nucleus
ovmed by the banks is the cushion or reserve vhich keeps the system in
balance and guarantees the payment of the credit mon y.
Most deposits are merely exchanges between the customer arid the
bank of some kind of money which the customer does not want for a kind
which he does want, which is, in this case, the promise of the bank to
honor his che cks
In such deals "nothing new has been added," On the
other hand, when the customer borrows money from the bank, he deposits
his note,
He does not usuafl, think of it in that way but as deposit
slip will show that he deposited a note and not checks or currency. In
return he receivs the same unqualified promise to honor his checks as
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if he had deposited checks or currency-. We note that all alleged, resemblance
between..adeposit slip and a warehouse receipt disappears right here. The
last thing the customer wants is for the bank to hand back his note.

The important point of this transaction is that the bank's promise to
honor checks is money, whik the note which the customer deposited is not
money,
The customer's note is not money because it fails to meet our
three basic requirements for credit money; that is, (l).it is not payable
on demand, (2) it is not of convenient denomination, and (3) it does not
have sufficient credit rating to make it widely acceptable throughout the
country. Through this exchange of redit we have, therefore, brought into
existence new bank deposits which were not in existence before,
This new money is taken out of existence by the reverse process;
that is, by.the payment of the customer's note with a check. This is a
mere cancellation of debts, The customer gets released from his obligation
to pay the bank by releasing the bank from its obligation to honor his
checks.
Both debts are wiped ofi and coase to exist1
This tcchnique of issuing and retiring credit money is known in
economics as "the banking principle", in contrast with the currency
principle" in which the governmbnt merely hands out paper money in payment
of current expenses and without any provision for its repayment or retirement,.

So far, I have been dealing with conditions
with minor modifications ever since the Civil Var.
recent changes.

s they have existed,
Now for the significant

We went off the gold standard in 1933. Gold was taken out of
circulation and credit money was no longer exchangeable for gold. These
changesin the mechanics of our monetary s stem ar of .ar-reaching importance.
They are dynamic. Let us study them with care.
First, the money of the United States is today one hundred percent
credit money and nothing else, It consists entirely-of promises to pay,
either in the form of printed notes payable tO the bearer, or as obligations
of banks to honor checks. Ii., is crLdlt money issued in part by the government, in part by the twelve Federal Reserve Banks, and mostly by the
14,000 commercial banks of the nation under state and federl supervision.
This credit money is good money..
It vtll pay any debts and it will buy
anything that is for sa1e
The fact that our money is good money, yet
entirely credit, drives home the fact that money is not wealth, although
it does enable the man who has it to take wealth away from the man who does
not have it,
A change from 90 percent credit money to 100 percent credIt money
would not be so sijficant were it not for the fact that when it becomes
100 percent credit, there ceases to be any physical limit to the amount
of money that can be created and put into circulation.
Prior to 1933 our credit money was interchangeable with gold, and
years of banking experience had demonstrated that in order to keep it

interchangeable the amount of credit money could be. allOwed to be more
than about ten time the supply of gold. The supply of' gold, n turn,
was a physical quantity and could not be altered by law, policy or administrative order, The only way it could be increased was to dig it
out of the earth, providing you could find it. Now that our money is
all credit arid not interchangeable 'with
can be increased or
decreased in any desired amount and without any limitations whatever,
This is the dynamic and revolutionary thing we face today. Its implications are immeasurable,

gold it

I am aware that the Federal statutes still limit bank reserves in
terms of the gold supply, but that relationship is not determined by any
economic or physical law and can therefore be changed at the vrill of
Congress. Congress might as well say that the bank reserves should be so
many times the distance from Corvallis to Portland.
Has Congress abdicated its constitutional powers to coin money and
issue bills of credit? Most emphatically no"
It is true that the banks
issue most of our crecit money but only under the authorization and limi.tations as set forth by Congress. The Bureau of Printing and Engraving
also prints credit money but only as Congress authorizes. Congress,
therefore, still retains its fufl. constitutional rights but having once
broken away from the tiine.-honox'ed custom of making our credit money interchangeable with gold, there are no limitations to the amount of n'oney
Congress may authorize but its own free will and good judgment.

Our banking reserve system is too complicated to discuss here, and
even if there were time, the technicalities are not important. The
important thing is that the Federal Government, through the reserve system,
controls the ceiling on the amount of credit money in this country and
that ceiling may be1definite1y raised or lowered by Congress as it sees
fit,
In fact the Federal Reserve Board may raise the ceiling to four
times its present level or reduce it to zero under authority of existing
statutes.
Most of' us are aware that the T'ederal Reserve Board has the power
to change the reserve requirements of our banks within certain limits.
Only a few technical students of money and banking know that the Federal
Reserve Board can change the actual amounts of' reserves which our banks
have on deposits with the Federal Reserve Banks and to increase or decrease these deposits practically without limit. This is done through
a bit of monetary sleight of hand known as "open market operations." It
is done with government bonds
It is not new but until the war the Federal
Reserve Banks never had enough government bonds to make it effective, Now
it is all-powerful.

lNhile discussing reserve, let me pay my respects to the so-called
It is easy to quibble about the word "reserves",
but as the man on the street understands reserves, there are no reserves
behind our monetary system except the good sense and judgment of the
kierican people as effectuated through Congress and our elected officials.
Basically there is no other reserve, either 100 percent or one percent.
11100% reserve plan."
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The. term "legal reserves" as it is used in banking circles is a technical
legal term, and refers to the mechanics whereby the governmeit puts a
ceiling over our money supply, Cutting through all of these terxLcalities,
the important point is that the ceiling on our money supply is established
by the government and
whatevth' point the government wishes.

at

So iiuch for the ceiling. Now for the floor, The floor under the
amount of credit morey in the United States is the amount which bank
customers are willing to borrow and which the banks a'e willing to lend,
Up to the depression bank credit always tended to approach the ceiling.
During and following the depression
ars bank customers got soared, and
from the depression to the war, bank deposits were consistently far below
the legal ceiling.

Then came the War ana with it the astonishing spectacle of one
customer of unquestioned credit rating borrowing from the banks, sums
that by ail previous measures ere astronomical, and at interest rates that
seem infinitesimal.
refer, of course, to the United States Government.

I

In ten years, that is from l9,6 to 1945, the borrowings of the
Federal Government from the banks of this country have increased from 14
to 94 billions, while in the same time the borrowings of all other
borrowers than the government have increased from 30 to 36 billions. Prior
to 1930 it was rare for the banks of the country to have more than ten
percent of their loans and investments in government securities. It now
averages over 70 percent,

Here again there is more than at first meets the eye. As 1 have
already pointed out, the volume of bank deposits has always depended upon
the amount which is borrowed from the banks, but the total borrowings were
made up of so many different loans that the effect of the borrowings of
any one customer on the total deposits was infinitesimal. Even the loans
of any one bank made no measurable effect on the tOtal. Some bank ,operators
who limited their observations to their own bank would argue that there was
no relation between loans and deposits,
Now, however, we have this one borrower whose borrowings are so
large that they determine the total volume of deposits,

I have already pointed out that the government controls the ceiling
on bank deposits. Now we see that as the big borrower the government also
sets the floor, Therefore, the government now has full control over the
amount of bank deposits in this country, and since paper money and bank
deposits are interchangeable at the option of the customer, control of
bank deposits means control of our entire money supply.
This control is not exercised through rule or regulation but
controlling the amount which the government borrows from th banks.
here is where trouble starts. The government does not borrow money
the banks merely to increase bank deposits, The government borrows
banks the money which it wishes to spend and which it does not 'wish
obtain in any other way.
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The monetary policy of the government is therefore controlled by
its fiscal policy. In the thinking of government officials, the effects
of monetary policy upon the economic welfare of the natiotl is completely
overshadowed by the needs of the government to borrow money.
Bank deposits have trebled since our defense program began. We say
that the government has the authority to limit bank deposits. Then why
not do so instead of trying to hold down prices with the OPAin the face
0±' all this increase in motley?

There are very few government offictals who do not look upon this
increase in bank deposits with great misgiving8, but in order to prevent
it the government would have to borrow less from the banks, In order to
do that it would have to either spend less or tax more
When Wab1ngton,
D. C. faces the choice, it lets bank deposits climb as fast as they will.
This does not imply any criticim. You and I would vote that way. The
point is that the amount of our bank deposits and of all kinds of our
money is now completely .at the mercy of the needs of the government to
borrow from the banks.
Many economists both within and without the government have long
advocated a "managed" currency in which the amount of money would be
adjusted to meet the economic needs of the country. Many New Deal officials
have been working for twelve years to reach this goal. Now, however, when
the government actually has the money supply of the country completely
under control, that control is being used, and apparently must be used, to
enable the government to borrow money rather than used to provide the
country with an adequate and proper amount of money for the transaction of
its busines.The amount of money in the United States has increased during the
War until it is far greater than can be used in transacting our business
at current price levels. This excess of money is exerting a terrific
inflationary pressure that threatens to break forth in an orgy of price
increases in spite of all the efforts of the OPA.
But are the people of this country willing to balance the Federal
budget so that the government will not have to borrow more and more from.
the banks and thus inflate our money supply more and more? & far the
answer has been an emphatic "No." We all give lip service to the idea of
controlling inflation but we are not willing to pay the one and only price
and that is to balance the Federal budget.
There is no new principle involved in this present situation. The
new thir,g is that government borrowing from the banks has grown to such
proportions that it now controls the money supply of the country. During
World War I government borrowings from the banks increased by six times,
but at the peak never amounted to more than 30 percent of the total out..
standing bank credit.
Now, however, government borrowings made up 70 percent of the outstanding bank credit. During this war, therefore, the Federal government
has come into complete control of our banking and monetary system but
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Simultaneously has become the chief borrower. Now since we are off the
gold standard, this chief borrower can borrow unlimited aniouts' with no
restrictjens but its own will and judgment.

What are some of the practical implications of the developments
which I have outlined7 Here are two: First: Increased government borrowing from the banks means more monetary inflation. These increased
borrowings may come about through failure to balance the Federal budget
or by the sale of government bonds by private individuals and corporations
to the banks. As citizens exerting such pressures as we can upon our lawmakers, these points cannot be overlooked.
Second: With.70 percent of our bank'lendjngs 'going to the Federal
government, we can forecast the' trend of bthik deposits to the extent that
we can forecast the trend of government borrowings from the banks.

The.importance of our money supply to our economy does not require
emphasis with this group, It requires so much money to transact the
business of 'the country at the current volume and at the current price
level. ZAny more than that is superfluous and either reflect itself in
higher prices or will remain relatively idle. Just now the OPA is holding
down prices, so we have much money that is inactive
We are told of the danger of spiraling prices but prices cannot
spiral except in the presence of more money than is needed to transact
our business at present prices. How long the OPA can hold the present
level of prices against the presBure of our present large volume of
moneys only tine will tell. The hope is that Our volume of business
measured in goods may increase to the point where we need all of our
present money supply.
So far I have discussed this matter in rather general terms. Now
I would like to present a table which will show what all of this means in
dollars and' cents. It will show you our money supply over a period of
thirty years and the assets which are behind that money supply.

MONEY SUPPLY Q T}E UNITED ST&TS.

AND SUPPORTING ASETS
Year
as of
June 30th

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925.
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

1943
194Z.

1945
NOTE:

MONEY SVFPLY
Deposits, paper
and coin outside
of banks
(Bi1lions

Owed to

SUPP('1ING ASSETS
Owed to
.G1d

banks by

banks by

the public

20
21

1
'1

28

4

37,

31.

.42

37
35
35
38

6
5
5

.27

29
32
39

41
44
47
51
55
57
57

58
55

48

47
43
47

37
32

58
62
67

6
6
6

6
6

43
46
48
52
53
53

51
57
59

1
2

.40

53

.

the govorn
ment

20
21
24

25

.

,.

6
6
6

..

6

7
9
10
14

31

.

.

75

32
34

83

34

112
138
164

30
33
36

.

..

3'.
'3
4
4
4
4
4

.24
27

32
35.

40
45
43
45

48

5

50
53
56
59

4

62

4'
5
5

4
4

63

.64
60
50

46

11
12

62
64

13

63

22

16
20

74

26
33
65

23
23
22

20
19
21

.

23

2
2
3
3
3

53
56

20

3].

Total assets
against the
money supply

8

:17

30
31
32

31

Stocks

9,

91

'21

116

20

$3
90
14'7

145
172

The excess of assets over money supply represents a rough approximation of the liquid capital of banking system available as an
additional guarantee against the money supply. The actual excess
is somewhat larger than these data would indicate since the data
on paper money and coin are based upon the amoimt issued and do
not allow for money lost or destroyed.
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In conclusion and swnmary lets us againryie*. some history. For
hundreds of years the only money wa gold or silver and the amount of money
was measured by the amount of gold and silver we could dig out of the
ground. Then followed a century or so when this gold and silver was supplemented with credit money, but the credit money had to be kept within certain
wellkno
ratios to gold. The total volume of money was, therefore, still
determined by the gold supply and not by government policy.
In 1933 we cut loose from gold arxd for a few yQars our monèy,supply.,
was floating between the amount which business desired to borrow from the
banks and the amount which the government was willing to permit it to
borrow. This was supposed to be a ?u1anaged currency" in which- the amount
of money was controlled by the government with a view of adjusting the
total amount to the business needs of the country.
It did not work, however
since the public was not willing to borrow enough from the banks to bring
the money supply up to the desired level. Now the amount of money is
governed by the amount which the government wishes to borrow, or needs to
borrow, from the banks.

Unfortunately the amount of money whibh we have to transact our
business is not managed with a view to meeting that need but is completely
at the mercy of credit needs of the Federal government; that is, the
amount of money which the government wishes to spend in excess of the
amount which it raises from taxes or can borrow from nonbanking sources4
Under our present system there is no limit td the amount which the government can borrow but its øwn judgment.
In our political thinking and in
the planning of our private business this new situation cannot be overestimated.
In our political thinking we must face frankly the fact that the
government can inflate our money supply juàt -as easily by depositing bonds
in the banks as by printing demand notes which we call paper money. We
must face the fact that if we vote more appropriations than we vote taxes
the deficit will be raised by this inflationaiy process which we have been
describing. Our money supply and our government debt are now so closely
related that they must move togethr. We just cannot make them move in
opposite directions much as we might wish to do so.
In our private business we may count on a money supply that will
move up or do-vvn as the government debt moves up or down.
The present
money supply will be reduced if the government debt to the banks is reduced.
The money supply will remain constant if the government debt to the banks
remains constant, The money supply will increase if the government debt
to the banks is increased.
-.

It; is not my purpose. today to forecast the trend of gövernment debt
but it is my purpose to point out that whatever is the trend of the government debt, our money supply goes along with it.
*

The discussion so far indicates a very definite danger of further
monetary inflation, That danger cannot be denied,
the other hand there
is a very favorable side to the picture and that is that the danger of
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deflation is reduced to a minimwn, We might even say that that danger is
entirely absent, That is a verygreat change from the situation that
existed at the close of World \iar I, At that time our money supply had
expanded to the absolute limit of our gold supply and deflation was inevitable unless we were to go off the gold standard and we wore not in a
frame of mind to do that, The effects of that deflation still burn in
our memories, but it could Xot have been avoided with the monetary system
then in use.

Under our present system of 100 percent credit money, and:such
deflation as. occtrred in 1920 is not only unnecessary but highly improbable.
For that we àaz be truly thankful,
In the beginning of my discussion I said that changes in the supply
of money are now more important to agricultural prices than anything that
is likely to take place within the field of agricultural production or
consumption. Now, may I give my reasons for that statement. They are
these:
Any changes which may take place in agricultural production mnut
be within definite physical limitations, such as, acres soil,, climate,
and manpower, Any changes which take place in the consumption of agri.cultural products must be within the physical limitations set by the
number of people to be fed and by their nutritive needs.
When our money was on the gold standard, any changes in the total
were limited by our ability to find and mine gold. Under our present
monetary system, however changes in the volume of money are without any
physical limitations whatever. Our money supply Is limited by the good
sense and judgment of our government, and its ability to resist the
temptation to finance its needs by the easy method of depositing bonds in
the banks rather than through the harder method of taxation.

FEDERAL ECONOL:IC LEGISLATION

Federal Programs as an Aid to postwar Agricultural Read ustments

Jesse W. Tapp, Vice President,
Bank of America, San Francisco, California
Formerly Asistant Adminjstrator,
Agricultural Adjustment Administration

The underlying theme of today's discussion is "A1justing our economy
to meet new problems," This is a challenging subject. Itis oie which
does not lend itself to simple formulae, dogmatic answers or permanent
solutions,
The new problems are everchanging. The adjustments must therefore be flexible in character.

What will be these "new prô1ems" of the postwar period? Most of
us are familiar with the character of the problems which American agriculture encountered after World War I. Some of the more important could
be catalogued as follows:
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A drastic shrinkage or loss of wartime export markets.
A. collapse of wartime price levels for farm products.

A legacy of greatly expanded debts incurred byfarmers mder the
stimulus of high prices and an optimistic view of future price levels.
The tendency of farm production to continue at the high level attained
during the war long after the wartime markets had largely disappeared.
A tendency for production and marketing expenses to remain high in
spite of the sharp decline in prices received by farmers,
Vthether we regard these as the farmers' postwar problems or merely
as symptoms of the broader economic aftermath of World War I, there can be
no doubt of their, reality as grim facts which farmers faced through the
nineteen twenties. Then to this list was added the complete domestic economic
collapse of the. early nineteen thirtie Which engulfed not only agriculture
but the entire economy.

Jt is important that we not confuse the immediate postw' readjustment problems with those o the greit depression of the early nineteen
thirties. It is well to remember that after a sharp but temporary interruption in 1920 - 1921, a decade of relatively high industrial activity
followed the close of Woild far I, and that all of agriculture was not in
acute difficulty all of the time during that decade, although it was a
trying time for most farmers who entered the period with substantial
indebtedness.
Most students of the readjustment problems which farmers face at
some time in the postwar years aheadwould list as potential problems the
same factors which have been enumerated for post World War I with one
very important exception. So far - and I call your attention to the
limitation implied in the words "so far" -. farmers have generally utilized
their improved wartime incomes to reduce their mortgage indebtedness and
strengthen their liquid financial reserves. But the pattern of increase
in farm land prices has been quite similar to that of World War I and there
is still the necessity for great caution in order to avoid the repetition
of this major error on a substantial scale, This is particularly true
with respect to the purchase of farms by veterans and former war plant
workers in the next year or two.
In the months ahead it appears probable that the foreign relief
demand for food and fiber will tend to maintain a high level of farm
products exports. But this demand Will eventually de1ine as"trasport
facilities are restored and as the local food production and distribution
facilities of the war devastated countries are returned to more normal
levels.
Once the acute relief stage has been passed it is to be expected
that most foreign countries will prefer to use their limited dollar resources primarily for the purchase of much needed machinery and equipment
for the restoration or modernization of thoir industrial plants and trans-.
portation. Such foreign demand for Axnerican farm products as persists
after the relief period will, in all probability, be less urgent in character
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and less dependable as a continuous market.
This eventual decline in export markets for farm products will be o±
particular importance to our producers of wheat, cotton, lard, vegetable
oils, rice, and certain fresh, dried and canned fruits.
It is all the
more important in view of the established tendency of high agricultural
production, achieved during wartime, to persist long after wartime and
relief demands have changed,

There is little reason to expect that in general the farmers' production expenses and the level of marketing cost wi1 quickly return to
prewar levels. Present indications, in fact, point to somewhat higher
prices for many of the durable and semidurable goods of the t'pe which
farmers require for their farms and homes0 All wartime increases in labor
costs have probably not as yet been fully reflected in higher prices, but
the eventual effect of these increases is obvious,
But there are certain other factors in the immediate postwar situation which should not be overlooked. The first of these is the tremendous
shift in population between 1940 and 1945. Total population increased by
7,500,000 between 1940 and. 1945 but that is more important is th. fact
that nonfarm population increased by about 12,500,000, or more than 12
percent, during these fiv years. By 1950 a further inci'ease of 6,500,000
is anticipated, much of thich vail probably represent a net increase in
nonfarm population, Such shifts in population will inevitably be reflected
in a permanently enlarged demand for the products of commercial farms,
A second favorable factor is the probability that domestic demand
for farm products will continue at a relatively high level during the
early postwar years. There is a tremendous backlog of demand for durable
and semidurable goods of the type which could not be produced in sufficient
volume during the war. 'What is equally important is the fact that this
potential demand is backed up by an enormous increase in the liquid assets
of individuals and corporations,, Currency in circulation has increased
from about seven billion dollars to more than twent)r-eight billions, Demand
and savings deposits of individuals and corporations have more than doubled.
Large reserves have been put aside in war bonds, and individual debts have
been greatly reduced,, This last, th reduction of private and corporate
debts, is in striking contrast to the situation at the close of orld ar I.
Another factor which will help to maintain a high immediate level
of postwar employment is the urgent demand for goods and services in
foreign
connection with the reconstruction of wartorn countries. Ma
countries have substantial cash balances in the United States and others
will receive the necessary minimum of dollar credits. These balances and
these credits will be used largely for goods and services machine tools,
machinery, food, transport equipment, etc. Such demand will undoubtedly be
im.portcnt when measured against normal peacetime volume in many industries.
]t is possible, however, that these favorable factors may do no
more than provide a breathing. spell of a few years during which fmers
may reappraise their postwar prospects and problems and also the measures
necessary to cope with them.
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In' the period between World War I and World War II - 1920 to 1941 the Federal government initiated a variety of new programs in behalf of a
distressed agriculture. In a brief discussion it is not possible even to
describe all of these programs, much less appraise their effectiveness in
These programs covered almost the whole
the light of their objecbives
range of known possibiLities - cash payments from the Treaèury', credit of
varieties, adjustment or control of acreage or production,
marketing quotas, reulation of movement to market, stimulation of farmer
co-operatives, eAport subsidies, d,rect and indirect price fixing, governmental acquisition of surpluses by purchase or by loans dt or in e cess of
market rices, diversion of surpluses into relief or by-product channels,
issuance of food stamps or food sifrpluaes to low-income families, etc.
other types of programs ethphasièd soil conservation, crop insurance,
etc.
improved farming practice, special aid to smafl or destitute farmers,
assistance to migrant farm laborers, purchase of farms by tenants, etc.
Thiring this period also Federa1-tate agricultural research and' educational programs were greatly expanded witri special attention directed to the
discovery of new industrial uses of farrr products.

Since 1941 primary emphasis has been upon maximum food production
and the use of special devices to greatly expand the supply of those
products most needed, Nevertheless, most of the farm legislation passed
during the inter-war years is still in effect and the agencies which
administered the wartime programs have been charged with special responsibility for supporting farm prices at 90 per cent of parity through
1948.

As we face the early postwar years it is important that we adopt
policies which are best calculated to cOpe with the causes of recurring
economic distress in agriculture. Unless basic troub'es are corrected
there is danger that large segirents of agriculture will become increasingly dependent upon government aid and contro programs of one kind or
another. Such dependence would obviously not be consistent with the
vigorous type of agriculture from which this nation has throughout its
history gained much of its vitality.
Vhat are some of the basic lessons to be learned from the past
twenty-five years of experience, research and study of farm problems? What
to be'loarned frofn the extensive experimentation with farm programs designed
±thout in any way attempting to suggest final
to meet these problems?
answers to these broad questions, certain observations are presented for
consideratiOn.

Interdependene of farm and factory.
The interdependence of our modern economy has been amply demonstrated
That a high level of consumer buying power is a stimulus
during the war.
In spite of certhin shortto food consumption has again been emphasized.
ages, the civilian population has been exceedingly well fed - better fed
than in any previous period, in fact - that is, the over-all average. The
necessity of rationing changed many consuming habits, and while it had some
levelling effects, it also helped to change and improve the diets of large
segments of the population. After all, with blue points or red points
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limited, a great many people with, enlarged buying power felt the necessity of
using these points for the purchase of products with which they were previously
not too familiar. Thus a wide distribution of income made for the greatest per
capita demand for food this country has known since it became primarily an urban
nation.

It has long been recognized that a prosperous agriculture i5 a vital factor
in the maintenance of a healthy market for a great variety of industrial goods.
It should be equally obvious that the economc position of the farmer, and
partioularly the extent and stability of the demand for his products, is closely
dependent upon the status of the economy as a whole. 1ith general prosperity,
a high level of industrial production and a wide distribution of consumer
incomes go a strong demand for farm products,
The farmers first line of defense, then, is the maintenance of a
and productive economy in the nation as a whole. Farmers are vitally
in the attitude of industry and labor toward a program of really full
Writing in the New York Times recent1y after a nation-wide survey of
centers, the editor made the following pertinent comments:

vigorous
interested
production.
industrial

Jhile labor keeps talkirg about higher wages and management insists on
higher prices, what the public wants is higher production.. It'wants to see more
automobiles, radios and other consumers' goods, for which it has been waiting
almost four years, put on the market in sufficient volume so that the average
man can buy them, as quickly a possible . .

"Both inflation and deflation can be avoided by full production with high
productiveity. Highges, good profits, and low prices ar all possible iith
fu.L]. production,

"Unfortunately, it is the nation-wide controversy over the symptoms that is
prolonging the disease and retarding the cure. Production is being held up while
people squabble over waes and prices which will mean little iunleas we have
mass production to give them meaning, '
We all know that full production was a vital factor in winning the war. But
much of the wartime production, which was paid for in considerable part by the
creation of national debt, went into goods and services which have been
consumed or destrcyed on the painful and costly route to victory. As a result,
we have a huge national debt, large holdings of liquid assets by individuals,
and glaring shortages of goode and services of many categories, A vigorous
program of full irdustrial production is the only program wh.ch can preve t this
situation from becoming increasingly troublesome to all concerned.

It is natural for farmers to respond .favorably to th& idea of UU production
on the farm and in the factory, But, quite justifiably, many farmrs are 'somesured
what hesitant about adopting the full production slogan unless they are
of the necessary companions along this highway of abundance.
Farmers have a still further interest in the maintenance of a high le e]. of
industrial production. A high level of industrial activity at home is a
stimulus to world trade and to peaceful relations among nations, Only uri.er
such conditions can farmers expect to have even a moderate export market for
such farm products as' cotton, wheat, lard, dried and canned fruits and s 'lar
items,
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Also of great importance to farmers is the fact that a program of full
industrial production is the only constructive long-run solution to the
basic problem of chronic under-employment in large segments of nerican
agriculture, particularly in the South4 Farm production increased by a].rnost
one-third during the war in spite of the f et that farm population decreased
by one-sixth, that about 1,850,000 farm boys went into the armed forces, and
the number of farm workers decreased by more than 12 per cent, Increased
farm mechanization potentialities and other technological improvements in ag-.
riculture, coupled with a relativel1r high birth rate on farms, make it necesaary that opportunities for employment in industry and in the trades and
services be available in an expanding economy if under-employment and low
incomes in agriculture are to be avoided sometime in the decade ahead.
Progress has been made during the war in correcting sonic of the prewar
pojulation unbalance in agriculture which is incident to technical progress
in agricultural production. We sho1d not loose this progress by unwise
back-to-the-land niovame nts.

Farmers have then an interet.oj first importance in the policies azd
programs of government, industry, labor and finance which affect the general
levels of business activity and the. general level of prices of non-farm goods
and services. The farming industry is committed almost by its very nature
to a program of full production and its long-run prosperity is largely
dependent upon the effective prosecution of corresponding programs of full
production in other segments of the economy.
This is agricu1tures first line of defense against recurring economic
difficulties, The implication of this, if true, is that farmers should
place less reliance on new legislatior of a direct farm relief character and
more reliance on changes in national policy which will lend maximum encouragement to an expanding economy,
Support pr.ces and: price policy.

Under an authorization which now runs through 1948, the Secretary of
Agriculture is di'ected to support the so-called basic commodities (cotton,
wheat, corn, rice, tobacco, and peanuts) at 90 per cent of the 1910-14
parity. Certain other commodities on which
proclamation was issued by
the Secretary, calling for expanded production, are also to be supported on
the same basis. &rtherniore, the Secretary is directed, in so far a funds
az'e available, to support an farm products on the basis of 90 per cent Gf
parity,-

This price support commitment places a very heavy responsibility upon
the Secretary of Agriculture. &eept for potatoes, no major price support
program was necessary in connection with 1945 production of excess supplies.
Recently a surplus purchase program for eggs was announced for the spring of
1946.
As supplies tend to out-run demand in particular products, some
difficult policy decisions, which may have future implications will have
to be niade. Some of the questions are such as the following:
1.

Can a continuing program of price support for international
commodities such as cotton, wheat, and rice, be maintained
through 1948 152

(a)

Without cumbersome and uneconomic programs of attempted production
control which will interfere with fundamental and, in the long run,
more profitable adjustments?

(b)

Can such a program be harmonized with this country's broad postwar internatonaJ. trade program?

(c)

Can such a program be maintained without tending to accumulate
surpluses which may make the situation even more difficult to
handle after 1948?

One suggestion is that such commodities might be allowed to move to market
in the normal manner and that producers be paid a price adjustment payment
equivalent to the difference between the actual sales price and the legal
support price. Such a program was used effectively with respect to cotton
in 1935 and for certain farm products has obvious advantages over a continued
program of dual prices and export subsidies.
Will Congress End the public support through 1948 a policy of foreign
food relief in order to provide
: outlet for any somiperishab].e or
perishable products whiQh the domestic market will not absorb at
support prices? Will such outlets be available? If not, are we willing
to face the possible necessity of having to purdhase such products for
wastage or destruction by government agencies?
Will producers of so-called basic commodities be required to impose
acreage or marketing quotas in order to be eligb1e for such support if
the applicable provisions of the Txp1e A Act of 1938 should become
operative with respect to these commodities in 1947 or 1948?
If so,
what about the other commodities for which no such controls are provided
under existing legislation?
Altogether, farmers should consider the hazards of "b5cking into" a new
program of attempted production ontrol as a means of implementing the program
of price supports. The question may well be rEised as to how far farmers wish
to go dowiri this road of "support" or'guaranteed pr1ces.I It may not be a
"dead_endt street, but somewhere down this road, unless we use extreme care,
are hazards to a vigorous and independent agriculture. There is En old
Chinese proverb to the effect that "he who rides a tiger should have plans for
dismounting." Farmers are properly interested in reasonable and temporary
"support prices" to cushion the shock of postwar readjustments and to prevent
the type of price collapse which occurred in 1920-21. But there is a limjt
beyond which it is obviously not safe to travel this road.
It is not suggested that Congress should withdraw the commitment to proteot
farmers from price collapse if it should develop. There is need, howeer, to
authorize additional measures for protecting farm income without incurring the
liabilities of the price-fixing approach in those instances where such an
approach promises to create more problems than it solves.
Now a word about 1910-14 parity prices as a continuing base for the 1946-50
farm price policy. On this I should like to quote a statement edited by one
of the best friends that xnerican farmers have had in these past thirty years
of farming in an unstable economy - Chester C. Davis, Administrator of the
early Triple A.
The statement is as follows:
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"Farmers have fought for a quarter of a century to get the concept
.
of purchasing power parity established in the law .
.
As a yardstick
in remedying the disastrous coflapse of the farm product price structure
in the 1920's, the 1910-14 standard had merit. Ithas much less meaning
for agriculture. and. the economy as a whole in l946
.

"Parity as an idea appeals to the public as fair and just. But used
as a legal instrument th fix farm product prices, parity based on a relationship that existed thirty years go has become a liability in American
agrici1tura1 policy. Making it effective, by means of loans and purchase
programs, continues outgrown price relationships and tends to perpetuate
past production patterns resists production changes that are in the farmers'
long-run interests and builds up surpluses toward an eventual crisis and
collapse; it tends to drive a wedge between internal and external prices
of farm products that enter export trade, thus opening the way for two
price, systems, export dumping and other measures hostile to a liberal
foreign trade policy . . . . A redefinition of 'parity is overdue"

An index of parity.prices has real significance from the standpoint
But
of the over-all relation of agricultural prices to non-farm prices.
in these days of hybrid seed corn, mechanical cotton harvesters, and
similar developments, it has but limited usefulness as a yardstick for
individual commodity programs.
There is one serious objection to changing the historical parity
concept as presently used.
There is always the hazardous possibility that
a less satisfactory.. statistical concept might be adopted.
Soil Conservation

.

Perhaps th greatest permanent advance made in hational agricultural
policy in the past thirty years has been in the field of soil conservation.
It is true that only a beginning has been made. Much remains to be done.
All citizens have a vital interest, in the prevention of soil erosion and
the maintenance of our lLited soil and. .jrater resources. Farmers must do
most of the actual work 9f soil conservation, but the general public should
bear a part of the expense througi the continued support or research,
technical advice and assis-ance, and in such other ways as experience proves.
to be effective,
With the passing of urgent wartime food production requirements, there
is both the need and the possibility for renewed inphasis on balanced cropping
systems and farming practices thich prevent erosion and promote soil conservation.
e may be pardoned for expressing the hope that the agencies of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture and of the various states interested in soil
conservation vdlj work toward a more effective coordination of the .official
However, this hope is more
programs and services in this field of activity
easily voiced than accomplished. Furthermore, we must beware of short-cut
solutions to this problem.
A Sympathetic layman recognizes the accomplishments of the Soil
Conservation Service, the Agricultural Col1ees, end the Agricultural
This layman sjrnpathy
Adjustment Agency in the field of soil conservation.
and understanding is not always prevalent to the necessary degree in
official circles,
There is danger that this situation may handicap
maximum accomplishments in soil conservation and related fields. All of us
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can do much, county by county and state by state, to keep the emphasis on
common objectives and aid in th development of agricultural production and

soil conservation programs which represent the maximum accpmplishx1ent consistent

with the funds available. The p'ob1ems yary county by oounty and state by
state, bi they can be met if epproached \ath determined cooperation.
2Crop Insurance.

Mother fidd in which some beginning has been made but which is still
largely unexplored is the field of crop insurance. More experimentation
will be requird, but the problem is not an insuper bl one. Furthermore,
it i one in which the nonfarming blic has a vital interet Eventually
such a program can be largely aelfsupporting, but the Federal government
will have tO continue to provide the necessary ass istancé for the development
of such a program.

Closely liiikd wit1 the problem of crop insurance in many areas is the
developnent Df more realistic crop storage programs. This is particularly
ti'ue for wheat and other smal1 grains which may be the mOStCbflomical basis
for the maintenance of livestock industries in such areas. To do this all

require readjustment in legislation and in loan poliies, pith less emphasis

on price maintenance and more attention to the mantenance of stable livestock
enterprises s a part of tp farming system of such highrisk arels.
Marketing Agremcnts,

Marketing agreements under. certain circuiristances havC proven their

merit in cnneotion with the marketing of fruits and vegetables and in.
providing graLr stability .n the iarketing of fluid milk and cream,

Such

programs have greatst aluewhere the ae used to regulae the fThwof

products th market, improve standards of quality, and otherwise contribute to

market st.bility athout attempting to establish or maintain artificiii prices.
Jhcr

bh¼. latter has been undertaken, the ultimate effect has ben to postpone

ncossary adjustments or crte né' prOblems which tend to discredit the
progrms. with the experience gained in th l90's, it should be possible
to utlli7e such programs on

graduaUy thcceasing sci3e, provided they re

geard to limited end proper objctivs

Surplus Removal and Improved Nutrition.

During the 1930's, the Fedral ovornmnt o.cpanded substantial funds
in urplus removl pro grams and on the food stamp plan i,th the doubL
objective of maintaining farm prices end exanding. food oonsumption. The

obligation to maintain prices at arbitrary levels through l94 nay stimulate
the dvelopment of similar proarams in the interest of price maintenance
Past experience indicates, that sich programs are, only slight1 effective as

aids to price maintenance unless the "surpluses11 are moderate and;.the.pr.ce
goal quite lo. Such measures arc herdly justifiable eAcept in a period of
acute economic dislocation, and it is yet to be demonstratdd that such en
approachis the mostappropriate one even then. Certainly it.is hardly to be

expected that such measures vail be vryffctive in maintaining prics at

90 per cent of parity for any extendedpQriod of time.

Such an a'pproach to the farm surplus prblem, if It again Uevelop,

is also subjct to the objction t1it it may rverlook the relation of
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"surplus foods" to a sound nutrition program. Ccntinuous efforts to improve
the diet of low-income fanilies should be. encouraged through education, school
lunch programs, and in other appropriate ways. But too great reliance should
not be placed on such measures as a solution of problems incident to low
prices and excess supplies. Certainly priority should e given to measures
designed to maintain an economic clirhate which will encourage fufl production
of non-farm products, and the maximum use of food products by the purchases
of consumers in the open mrkot.

A fanner recently stated that "A favorite paattime of the economists
of this day is to point out the errors of those of yesterday, and of ecurse
to perform a similar sorvi. ce for their contemporaries. . . . The bad
guesses of the dead economists of the slow-going past ought to warn living
economists against oversuroness in these swift changing tiiths.0 There is
much wisdom in this latter caution.

live in

We do not
he economic environment of 1910-14, or of the 1920's,
or of the acutely depressed 1930's. At this juncture the nature of the postwar economic environment to which the nation and the farmers must adapt
themselves cannot be accurately foreseen. We are in the slaw process of
corners of the
developing that environment, both at home and
world. Much has been accomplished but a great deal more remains undone. In
the hope of con structive results we as a nation have already consecrated to
the task our
our own sons and daughters. It is not
possible to turn the clock back. We must strive, to utilize our improved
techniques in production, transportatiàn, conmunicatons, and marketing in

in the far

finest treasures,

such a way as to acbieve a higher standard of life for all our ci
to contribute effectively, to the maintenance of real world peace.

tizens and

STATE ECONOMIC LISL&TION

and

A. E. Clark, Attorney at Law
Portland, Oregon
Student of State Economic Legislation

When I looked over the progran of thi Conference and my part in it,
there came to my mind the case of the college student to whom was assigned
the task of writing a paper on a subject of his own choosing. Later, he told
his instructor that his subject 'vras

"Ignorance and Its 11ation to the Objectives of
Academic Study."
Whereupon, the instructor said that he knew of no one who better exemplified
the veny heart of the subject.

The subject asigned to me is "State Economic Legislation."
suppose it includes existing as weU as prospective legislation.

force in this

I

state that have some
There are a great many laws now in
relation to state econoii. Indeed, alaost every law has. The effect of some
is direct; the effect of others somewhat remote. Laws providing for general
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education, technioàl training, protection of life and property, the inspection
of factories and other places and activities, maintenance of commodity
standards, industry advertising of dairy products, reforestation, development
of mining resources, tacation, drainege, rcgulation of utilities, pensions,
unemployment, compensation, minimum wages for women and minors, may be
referred to by way of examples.
There are several hundred pages
phases of agriculture.

in

our statutes regulating many

The activities, authorized and supported by legislation, carried on by
the Oregon State College, and the informed leadership it has provided,
especially in the field of agricfultural economics, have had, and will continue
to have, a very profound and vital significance in the development of our
sorriewhat standardized pattern, and arc
state. Many of these laws follow
found in other states, varying of course with local condit1on. The continuing,
longrange effect of these laws upon the industry and the general welfare
of the state is very great. They are stabilizing fEctors, without which
there would be much confusion. But they are not miracles such-as many
seem to bk.. looking for at this time. They do not possess dramatic and
dynamic quslities. They do not, in the main, seek to direct, control, and
plan for our private industries, but rather provide a framework n.thin
which people of this state nay w'k out in large measure their ovm economic

problems.
There are many serious problems affoting our domestic order and
economy as well as our international relations. As to tho latter, I have
little to say, because they do not com. within the scope of the subject
assigned to me, Ve should, of courst., -work with all other nations to establish
a lasting world
possible, and cooperate to rebuild and stabilize
world economy.
Je should do this without sacrificing our national autonomy,
and within the reasonable limits of our capacity. It will not help, but I
think in f5ct harm, all other nations if we sacrifice our system of government
and the stability of our own national economy.

peace, if

e nOw have a- national debt of nearly 300 billions. This does not
take into account the. debts owing by states, municipalities, private
corporations, and individuals. The national debt amounts to over 2000.00
per capita, or between eight and nine thousand dollara pr Aimrican family.
Our present national debt probabl equals, if it does not exceed, the
aggregate debts of all the nations with which we were associated in the late
war. This is quite a mortgage on the future of our youth now living, and
quite a mor.tgage to hang on the cradles, of future generation8, and we are
likely to have deficit financing for some years to come, thus increasing our
national debt.

e should keep in mind, in our domestic and international thinking,
that we have only about 6 or 7 percent of the population of the world, and
e do not have any substantial
about the same perc4..nt of its usable area.
disproportion of the natural resources of the world. Wears livingin
world in which probably less than 20% of' the population have the capacity,
the desire, or the understanding to establish and maintain a representative
form of government based upon a broad sffrage, Our commitments to feed,
finance, and rebuild the shattered economy of other nations should be
tempered with common sense, - generous common sense, but still common sense,
.
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coupled with a sane appraisal of our capacity to perform.
In much of the discussion now going on throughout the country, a
program of continued and expanding state and federal spending, planning,
and control, is assumede There seems to be a minimum of discussion s to
how the farmer, manufacturer, vrage earner, and other groups ma3r go forward
with the largest possible measure of freedom from State and Federal control.
The industry of the whole country is now confronted with strikes, threatened

or in progress, coupled with very definite threats of political reprisals.

These disturbances in part have an economic base, but in my opinion they also
have a very definite political base. It seems to me that one objective of
the organizations promoting them, may be to establish a larger, if not dominant,
control over the industry.of the country.

State laws and policies may stimulete and help diversify 'oduction,
increase efficiency, promote better marketing and distribution methods, and
in many other ways aid the development of the stato But, if Oregon should
embark on a program of planned and controlled economy, it vuld I think be a
mistalçe and prove an ultimate failure. This for two reason, among others;.

first, bocuase it would be foreign to thL spirit and genius of the Oregon
people; second, because the field in which the state may uow function with

respect to its owa industries is so limited and circumscribed by the new
doctrine of fedral supremacy there is little left that the state can do.

Nor should the state embark on a program of supporting industry by
public grants or subsidies Contrary to what seems to be a widespread belief,
the public treasury is not asciireplenishing source of funds. Neither a
stato nor a nation, any more than a private, individual or enterprise, can go
on indefinitely financing. deficits by issuing additional promissory notes
without some time reaching a point where the notes are no longer marketable.
This fact should be kept in mind particularly by our national financiers
and statesman,. in dealing with the federal budget, and by the people in
Oregon and other states when they feel the urge to organize future demands
on the federal treasury.

In the field of planned and controlled economy in which the state
assumes to fix and control prices, production', allocation of markets and the
like, Oregon has emburkod on few eperiments..
Years ago, a minimum wage law was eiacted, affecting women and minors.

It is still in force, but little used.

A fw years ago a law was enacted authorixing a commission, upon the
request and consent of a percentage of those engaged in the business, to fix
the prices that mJ.git be charged by barbers, The law was held invalid by
the Oregon supreme court, Another law of the same general nature was later
enacted, but its validity has not yet been passed on by the courts.
In 1933, a law was onacted,which was subsequently amended in several

particulars. It authorized a commission, whose powers were later tI'Sflsferred
to the. Director of Agriculture, to regulate and supervise the fluid milk
industry of the state, that is, that part of the dairy industry engag..d in
the production and sale of milk in fluid form for human consumption. This

law is still ji effect. It authorizes the regulating authority, in,,the

language of the Oregon supreme court, which sustained the validity of the law,
l5

"to; ft,c the thiimii vho1.esale aria retail pace to be crged

for milk handled and sold in the s-tate for hixnan conawiption,
in fluid £omi, to define and limit the geographical area from
which fluid milk shall be pro.duced for any given market or
sales area, and to provide for the pooling and averaging of
all returns from the sale- of flui& milk and the paynrent to
all px'odtwers of a uniform pool price for all milk so produeed,
and te determine what. proportion of. the milk produced by any
producer shall be considered as marketed a fluid milk, and
what proportion marketed as surplus, *Lch is made effective

through a .syatn of narket bastes or quotas."

The roaszris given b the aont for sustaining the law uld. not be
dittes generally. The fluid milk buaine.s,
applicable to agricultural

is largely localized beoaie of the nature of the produt;. its close relation
at
to pu.ic health; the short veriod which must elapse btween production
and
costs,
the dairy and use by the : [teconaumer, ;transportati'on problems
end oth factors ceouliar to the;flidJfli1k industr
In 1933 a state agriettitural marketing act was passed, which wa8
held unccnstituti. onal by the supreme court in October, 1935. 3hort1 after
this decision was rendered, th Legislative Assembly, being in special session,
dii±'ering !Zom
enacted another agricultural maketing act, in spine respects
The
validity .of this
sane
general
pattern.
the former act, but following .th
'supreme
court.
act has not been passed upon by
milk
This act dealt. mith dairy products of every character, except
i2ntd form, also wit1 deiduous fruits,
intended fox human consum$ion
berries, melons, tomatoes, all vegetables, and any cenned, packed or
proceSsed product of these cormodities, and all brproducts therefrom.
The crnitrolling powers are vested in the State Board f .Ag4cultiu'e
acting through the Director, who is Authorized to fix maximum and n4niini.
1it
prices o± any producer, prøessor, dIstributor, handler, or retailer;handler,
restrict
the
quantity
that
any
prodution.of any conunodity' or .product
etc., may.purchase or seflin the state; control surpluses; prescribe price
marir1s 'or spreads of processors, distributors, or otherhandlers, and
regulate trade practices generally with respect to all such commoditie a.
Broadly speaking, tie Dire ätor of Agriculture is given qu1.e unlimite4
control of the production, processing, distribution, end prices within the'
state of the commodities, ooverdby' the act..
There are
I do not express any .apinion as to the validity of the act.
by'
it
and
obvious differen'Oes in the operation of the, controls authorized
embraced
those in the act relating to fluid milk. The bulk of the commodities
sold,
would
fiztd
looally
in the act, other than fresh fraits ,and vegetables
ittie
the.'legal
questions
involved,
markets outside of the state. 'Apart. fros
impact
of
the
enforcement
of
s not difficult to visual3ze the political
for $iat they
act if the consumers in Oregon are required to pay: fixed prices
sold
elae,4!are
at
purchase for uàe in the state,: end like cominocLtiea were,
consideratii
Is
involved
substantially lower prices. Another very practical law resulted in r1ces
in the fact that if 'the controls exercised under the
to consumers in Oregon higher than those prevailing in other states,
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comparable commodities would flow into the state in interstate commerce.
The Director of
opinion that in the main the act is unworkable.
It is
Agriculture informs me that no steps have been taken by his department to
put into effect any part of the act,. and that, since ite enactment there
has been only one request, made some years ago before Mr. Peterson came to
office as director of the application of the act, and that was with regard
The application was denied.
to peaches.
For reasons ithich I will now briefly point out, there is not nuih the
state can &$ in the way of legislatioti looking to a program of planned and
controlled economy.

A new and very expansive interpretation of the Commerce clause of the
federal constitution has been developed during the past seven or eight years.
This interpretat. on has greatly diminished the jurisdiction and powers of
the state, and has naved the way for converting our system into a highly
and when it chooses t do so, Wicentralized government exercising,
limited power in every state over practically all local affairs and industries.

if

Running parallel with thie new interpretation of the Commerce clause,
It
another doctrine, at first vaguely 'tated, is now taking definite form.
is that congress has the povrer without any constitutional restraint arid in
disregard of the historic concept that the federal government is ne of
enurrated and limited powers, to ] gielate on, and regulate, any and evety
matto'r affecting our way of living, if kre uith the declared punpose of
promotng the general welfare. It may be recalled, as a matter of historic
interest, that when in 1934 the German Reichatag voted to suspend the

Weirnar constitution, and to vet the powers of the state in the Chancellor,
it was done with the declared pu'p 050 0±' promoting the general welfare.

As a necessary consequence of this new trend in

judicial interprerelation
to their
tation, the power and
internal affairs are being whittled away to the vanishing point. The states
are gradually being reduced to the status of geographical designations, and
their cons4itutonal and historic powers are being absorbed by the federal
government. I an not at This point discussing thether this new trend is
necessary or desirable. I am merely stating the fact.

jurisdieton of the states in

Up to 1937 it had been quite uniformly held throughout the entire
history of this country that agricultural production, manufacturing, mining,
and their related activities, were not interstate commerce and were subject
to state regulation. The same line of cases held that commodities were not
In interstate commerce until they had begun their interstate 3ourney.
had also been uniformly held that congress could not, under the Commerce
clause, or upon any other constitutional ground, deny interstate transporta-

It

ta.on facilities to commocaties produced in a state useful in themselves arid
not hamfu1 to the public health arid morals. All these decisions have been
brushed aside. Congress may now, so the supreme court has said, deny any

commodity poduoed in any state acces& to interstate or foreign markets
The power to exclude any
for any reason, or indeed for no reason at
state
from
interstate
and
foreign commerce has
goods oiginating in any
be
seen
that each state now
been declared to be unlimited. Thus, it will
be
compelled
to become an isolated,
at the wiU of the federal government, may

all.

self-contained, economic unit, cut off from any ommeree with other states
and regulation of its industries
or foreign nations unless it yields control
commoditi
as in strict compliance with
to the federal governrtent and produces
the laws and regulations laid do'n by it.
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The 'decision .In WitkaH v. Filburn, (1317 U.S. Rep.' ill) 'arising under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193, a Amended ti I941, decided by the
supreme court of the United States In 1942, and the ec'ir.on in United .S'tate.s
v. Wrightwood Dairy (315 US. Rep. 110), arising uniex' the Agricultural
Marketing kt
193'?, and decided in 1942 by the same curt,3n effect
hold that under the Commerce Clause the fedra1 go*rnuent may fix the quantity
of any agricu1tuza1 product a farmer may produce, fix the prices at whie* te
may sell 1is prodicts, prescribe conditions with respect to hours and wages,,
the types of crops or. commodities to may grow, the use to which they may be'
puts and in fact control everything 'relating to the .farmer.t.s economic life.
case

The Kirschbaum case (316 U.S. 511) and the Warren-radsh

D'riUixig Cø.

), and other cases following the same line, held in'
substance that the federal government may, if it chooses to do so, control
all emplQyee and employer relations, induStrial prctd.cos, and activities.
(317

U.S.

In .determining what ,is interstate eomeroe, .the 'court 'seems 'to have
gone back to the old 'theory that if a pebble were thrown into 'the middle of
the ocean, the resu),ting movement wauld extend tthe' utmost limits, of the
seven seae so. any disturbance , however slight, 'at any point 'in our. economic.
system might extend' to the periphery.' From these ..decisiona, I 'epitomize
the description otthe chain o1 causation f011owed by the .fera1 supreme
court in determintng.'what is' interstate 'cc*jimerce.
The language i$'inii*a": It'
illustrates the 'logic of the court.
0

Any disturbance, however, slight

the totel struotue

of

' nnipot'tant, of any part of
our intricate, .'oomple, and delicateir ba1ared.

systexn,' rnay,by the centrifugal forces be propel1ed outward to
the peripheral boundaries and the repercussiona of '.centripetal
forces thus react upon all integrated parts.

.4 new '.doctrIn with respect 'to waters' .wi'thin .the states .praoesfly.
e1ndxtates their ,urisdictton, ex.ce.pt in "sot far as it maybe' exercised r
permission, of the fedee1' govumient. It wold no'v seem that' the waters of
any' stream are subject to federal' control 'it anypart 'in the 'cáu'rse of; its'..'
meanderings through mountain gorges 'and al1eys,

might r8ach nigabl'e wateys.

There is n
imit"upon' the power of the' 'federaI government to assess
and collect income taxes. The Same is .,tX*d of, estate and succession taxes
upon estates of descedenta. The 'trend in the federal income and estate tax
laws Is to take for the fedrhI treasury rnere and more from these sources of
revenue, leaving a consthntiy diminishing, part for the state.

'any assert that this trend toward an enlarged and exclusive federal
jurisdiction over all t'hesa:ubjects arid 'activities tseneeeeMi7 'bnsequenoe.

relat1'shipt"'

of the complexity. of our own economic1 probleMs and' thsir
world conditions.' The trend toward centralized government afld

managed'

industry is m 4est in. other eoiintries,'and..espeal1y in Europe.. on the'
part of certain nations that heretofore have not been very synipathetio 'to
that ideology.
If we continue to burden the fedora]. and 'stèt treasuries with demands
of this group and that; if we continue the many obstructions to free enterprise; if
cOntihue tb eàe
'thè belief hsId br& inaiij that they may.
thumb a free ride to a work1eS Utopia; if various groups cai Succemsfully
eert political p ssurè' to. obtath 'grants
d subsidies' trOm public' +*suriea,
our whole" economic struOture'state and n&tiohal may co1lapso.
'
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If we are to have a planned and citriUéd ecdnon, obviously tkre muSt

be devised a method of dividing the national income by some mathematieal

formula or slide rules

Under such a system, agriculture eight not fare so well

anuers are

no longer the dninant political psver in this countrP, They are 'greatly

outnumbered by those who are not at least. directly engaged tn a'ieultural
pursuits and the latter group or groups have a parmmount 'iflterest in cheap
and abundant food. In any alloeatic
income 'Under a controlled econco,
th political power of nonagrarian 'groups is likely to outweigh the hrmer.
The fanirer might find the floor protecting the income of other groups so
.high and 'his price ceilings so low that there may not be room for him to
stand up.
we may be Lacing the question in w ichidirection we choose 'to go.
Shall we try to maintain, in substance, our historic American system, and
perhaps retrace sOme of our -steps away from it, or, upon the other hand,
accept a inevitable some form of cooperative commonwealth, atatin, or
socialistic state, and adjust ourselves to such a system.: We should make
up our 'minds soon and quit tumtlin-. We. .cannot have 1oth, and at the present
time we -do not have either. If we ae to seek to maintain our. American system,
then let, us go to 'work on that job. If we are to have wholly government
planned, sontrolled and managed economy, let us make up ir minds accordingly,
turn the job over to federal bureaus, and quit talking and' worrying.
.

But do not concede that we ha-va lost faith in our sy-stem, or that a
majority of the American people have' been converted to alien iologies, or
that we are in the grip of forces too strong to resist and which axe driving

us toward a socialistic state,

In the past, the American system has given a greater measure of liberty,
opportunit peace,' order, material comfort, and spiritual, intellectual,
and pOlitical liberty 'than any other system of which we have ai record'. :1,
believe we can preserve it arid diseolve .the confuaiot, the apprehensioni,.':
and the emotional thinking of tod by the catalysts ot hard work, economy,
-spd common sense." I think, it is Well 'worth trying.
AND RESEAH
EDUCATI
THE SERVICES
IN THE RIELD OF AORICt3LTUiE

Win, A. Schoenfald'

Dean and Director of Agri.culthre
Oregon State College

- Aftor three.daya: of listening to outstanding leaders discuss fators

affecting .agr1culture- economy, it is natural- that we consider what 'this
instituticn proposes- to.; do about seine 0±' these 'factors and what has been done

in the past, :AlOng the sj.ds-of a Harvard,gate is this inscription put therè'

in l642

"This college is created to avoid passing on to posterity an

illiterate ministry.
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of both social and economic problems; thorefoe,,

ur attention has been

devoted prinarily to marketing and distribution People not familiar *ith
the field of marketing, distribution and production will oftTen thinc ttire
is a sharp cleavage between marketing and production. Asa matter of fact,
the more you work on problems of either, the more you realize there is no
sharp line ofdemarkation.
Historically production was oónfiriód tb local markets. 'Uawéver as

our production increased, there was a need ±'&r natónal markets, and laterj
intexnational markets. In order to find out vthat these markets demanded, it
theee.markéts. This
wasrieossary to determine the'conumers'deman4s
tate
and fèdezl agancies
was done not only b5r trade; but also by varicis
vthere it was wantGd
Producers and sellers needed to know what was 'wanted..
when It was wanted and how (i.e. form). These are fundamental 4uestioflS
which need to be answered before getting into production of any given

in

commodity either industrial or agricultural, In the process of making these
analyses, consumer Wants and markets both national and inteflak.tofl5l', it was

polintGS
found that various
tariff
a,
quotas
both
between states and between urban and suburban areas,
domestic and TOreign and financing were important in expanding markets.
It was also found that we needed to know the steps the products ;go through
before reaching final destination; that is, the warehousing, t7pe5O
transportation, speed of transportation, processing and' storage. Knowlodga
ot these factors is essential if the ,producer is to market tiis produats at
the most advantageous prices.

trade barriers such as freight rates, regulatoii

One of the last acts performed by Linoln made pOssible the establishment
of land grant colleges and universities. These institutions were established
to fill a need not being met by existing educational institutions.
The land grant colleges from their iru option wore set up to eive:the
economic needs of the people. 1n the earliest stages it.:was,thougbt.'bost
to train a few young men and a few, but not many, 7oimg woinem in agriculture,
Th, esrliez' train.'
mechanical arts, and subsequently in domestic sciences
ing was predicated on the' applications of pure sc.enee to the solutionf
practical problems'. Ezcellent. work was done in these fields; however, thet
In ±!act Ze thoughts
finding.swere not readily.available to
were devoted to problems of the state. Subsequently, A ricultutal .lxperiinent
Stations were set up in each state to carry on research and expàrimentations
on the probiGma of agriculture, induàtry and of the home. However, the
findings were still kept in the archives. Few people bonefitted.

thepublic.

Today our land grant institutions are modern and have provisions ibor
taking the findings of reearch and experimentition tO the people. For

.example, here at Oregon State College the School of Aric4ture 'is madeup
of three coordinate division:
The Agricultua1 Experiment Station
The L'eacbing Staff
The Extension Service

While each of these
they ares of necessity,

divisions has its specific functidns to perform,
interdependent one upon the other.

The Experiment Statiøn is charged with the responsibiilitYbf couctiflg
basic reaearoh wOrk and etperiméntation in afl.' types of problemS afree.tin
agriculture. The teaching staff has the prime responsibility of teaehing
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ur young people the fundamental sciences concerned with agriculture, together
with the economic factors associated with the production and handling of agricultural comeo4tties. The Extension Servioe, created by an Act of. Gongress
ir 1914, has the 8pecifo task of carrying to the farmers and rural people of
the $ate scientific knowledge. in the field of agricuiture and home economics.

It can be noted from this brief outline of principal functions of the
three 000rdinatQ divisions of the School of Agriculture, that the 'basic re5earch and qxperiaentation carried out by the Experiment Station workers
forms the basis ,for much of the material used by the teaching staff in its
educatonal ectjvjtje with the students in the Schoøl of Agriculture. Their
wqxk, together with the research done in other states and by the U, S. Department of Agriculture and other workers, forms the basis for the educational
activities ofthe Extension Service in the field 'of rural education.
I. would like to briefly review at thin time a fe!! of the important
a000mp1ishmerts in the field of research which have a bearing upon the marketing of Oregon's crops,
3. Oregon .s one of the major producing a real for winter pears. A
number of years ago, considerable difficulty was experiehced in the marketing
of Oregon's ivixrtr pear crop. The Experiment Station conduc ted research work

in a number of 'easterncitjes to 4etr,nine the various factors .c9ncermed iii
the consumer acceptance of winter pears. As a result of these experimentations,
winter pears are now pre-conditioned; that is, ripened in central warehouses
prior to being put on sale in the retail markets. Consequently the consumer
is able to buy a pear which is ready for consumption at the time 'it is purchased.

2

Aripther important developmon't brought about tlzrough research at the
Experiment Station is empanding the market for Oregon's butter. Several years
ago, butter' was piling up ±n our cold storage p)ante. There appeared to be
an unlimited demand for' butter in our 'sister state to the south, yet they were

hesitant to buy Oregon butter. This lead to a research project which entailed
a survey 'of the consumer markets in several California cities. This survey
damonstrated that those cities demanded a higher quality butter than that'

being generally produced in Oregon. Those findings necessitated the inauguration of a series of ti4ensive. research projects in he state which
resulted in developing methods whereby the Oregon dairyman, in cooperation
with the manufacturer, could improve the quality of his dairy products and
therefore e;pand.bia flarket.

3.
1 should like to present one more examplee Oregon is ideally suited
to the growing 'of ornamental nursery stocks, and is par*icularly'. famous for
its. fine 'roses. Nurserymen Were experiencing considerable difficulty, however,
in marketing their rose stocks due to the fact thet the leaves did not.
naturally defoliate; and therefore, when the stock was shipped, the leaves

decomposed resulting in sri unattractive appearance which invariably reduced
the market price. Research carried out at the Experiment Station developed
a practical methd of defoliating the rose stock through the use of a simple
gas. Today Oregon's rose stock canmands a good price in nearly every market

in the':llñltedStatea.

Other significant contributions to marketing processes are:

he removal

of spray reSid'ue from' tree fruits, development of brining process for cherries,
harvesting and' scutching of fiber flax, testing and developing legume anq grass
seeds tor eastern .maztet. These. examples taken from the files of 'the Experiment Station are only illustrative of important work which has been done in
the field of marketing Oregon's agriculture], products.
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So much for the past.

Let us now see what Ls 1$ store for the future research program of 'the cpetment' Station.

' ..'

:

ma aforthnentloned specific emp]s are used only as i1ltistrátinsf snd
do not by any meris cover the field of activity in ti-c Experiment Statior.
Th Expeximent Station 'staff is n'aw in the prc'oess f ad,juéting its re'search
project work toward investigations which will further erthanöe Oregon'
gricul'ture in the world mrkets. In addition economic studies on prices,
transportation, mainly freight 'ate structure, are going forward.
the teacl4ng,phase of the
Let us aonidèr the seoopd djvjiori....
School of Ar1cuiture, For the past tgbteen mo'nths, staff committees in
the School of hgriculture have been giving much study to the revision of our
curricula. The work of these coninittces in mary cies vdll result in new
courss geared to meet the changing conditions in our econonw' and the dropping
of obsolete courses. We expect the effect to be a better educatioial program
for our young people who will be the leaders of tomorrow. Solution of our

agricultural prohliis depends priznarily upon the education of.young people
way tiat they will have the
interesd in agricuittiral pursuits in Such
basic knowledge of the nuiierous factr afcting' the agricultural ècon
I

sprne ot

the xtehsion

Service.
previously, the research results obthinCd through the Experi.tent
Station worcer are carried tó'the rural people principally through the' extension
worker. Arrimber of specialists are erripThred in the ontra1. staft each of
whom is closely associated with the depaxmert of the' Experiment Station
charged with the responsibility of carrying out exer'imental work in the' fIelds
of farm crops, hortieulture,. biiltxy,dairy edoncmis, r.:gricultura1 engine3ring
and animal husbandry. Bec,ause each man is directly connected with the
Experiment Station work and worker, it is not necessary for him to wait unt'I]
the results are publishd. He can make available to the farm people, through
Let' us rev±ew bri'ef].y

the adtivi.es of

As indicated

the local county agricul'bural agent staff, the deve1opinen1s which. are applicable to the agricultural production In any given

area of the state.

Oregon Extension Service was oie of the first in the nation to employ a
specialist in marketing. It is the task of this specialist to work with all
groups in the marketing and handling of agricultural commodities. In cooperation with specialists in other commodity fields, farmers are kept currently
informed as to the market demands for various agricultural commodities4
Through the activity of the Extension Service, commodity associations have been

organized for most of our major agricultural groups. These organizations serve
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as a spearhead for study and analysié or major problems affecting the pár
ticular group, and make the necessary adjustments in theix' prouotton to
meet cQnswner demand.

The Bctension Service maintains A .maiicet news service whj.ch

n

cooperation with t1ie. federal and state agenciesj is responsible for the..
daily assembling &d issemination of mar1ct news on majbr agricp,Ltnral
products. This group in cooperation with other federal agencies, particularly the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, also maintains current statst1cs, not only in the prQduotion of Oregon's agricultural corps,. bWt :t01'
the, netion as well. Further adj1stments
Service prog

are now beixg made .n the

Extension

Zn 15 Oregon counties agricultural planning conferences are
now in progress. At these conferences the farmers and extension specialt$s
are exploring problems facing the county a agriculture, and developing ape1fic recommendations regarding the solution of these problems. A baste.

consideration nderyin most of these recommendations Is market prospects
ñd Qutlets ü a guide: to adjusting the widely divrsified production possible
inmost of:Oregon's 36 'connties
The conference reports will ba the hasis
for making. such a41justments as are necessary in the Extension and xperimeiit
Station proiram. Durizg the Tdbter ot 1946-47, similar planning conferences
will be held in the remaining oountLes of the state.

Steps are now underway to

tmrpve nd enlarge the marketing

new's and agzcultiral outlook
riI. 1l ''un4anntal factors affecting
the agricultural econoirr Which have been brought out so ably by the speakers
at this conference w:W. be 'of materl. al assistance and the basil for develop
trig a wider understanding of fundamentals in the staffs f the varO'us county
agents' offices.
.

The School of )gricuture will continue to pay attention to
products and. markebs both domestió and. foreign. We will. keep in tract touch
with the. developmerts of economic, 8OCia. and po1itica3. conditions abrad.
affecting the marketing of our products, interpret these developments and

pass the results Ofl to the. peopla of this. state.

We. twill study .consiners'

demands more closely and directly4 In the past it has ot always been
possible tp gqt information from the ultimate consumed and ascertain his.
11ke and needs. Mt of our work is with the industries themselves and as
a mutual undertaking. We will Contlirne to work w&th rural people, our farm.
population, in helping them understand the fundamental' LactI brnught.9ut in
this conference and the fundamental facts atfec.tin world trade. If we
succeed in that, We believe that we Will 'have Iulftlled a very useful
mission..

On behalf of the staff of Oregon State Co'lege,. I certainly want
to exprosi appreàiation for the speakers who have.prepared papórs nd ,th theY
audience, some of whom have come' great distances. I hope you have ben,
fitted as much as. we have at this conference.
...
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